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Abstract 

The focus of this thesis is the development of computationally efficient adaptive filter 

structures capable of operating in nonstationary and nonlinear environments, with 

application to the acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) problem in hands-free commu-

nication systems. The specific nonstationary environments considered are changing 

conditions in the acoustic environment resulting from the movement of people and 

objects, as well as changing operating conditions of hands-free devices. The particular 

nonlinear environments arise from the harmonic loudspeaker distortion in hands-free 

devices. 

The linear and nonlinear echo path components for several hands-free systems 

are identified based on experimentally measured data collected under the nonsta-

tionary and nonlinear environments previously outlined. The subsequent analysis 

revealed that these components and their fluctuations are confined to specific time 

and frequency regions, which provides insight for achieving computational complexity 

reduction in echo cancellers (ECs) operating in these environments. 

An oversampled subband EC structure based on a generalized gradient propor-

tionate step size adaptive algorithm is proposed for AEC in fast changing environ-

ments. The structure's enhanced echo cancellation performance compared to fullband 

ECs is verified through computer simulations. Improvements in echo return loss en-

hancement (ERLE) of up to 7 decibels (dBs) are realized compared to an equivalent 

fullband structure, based on measured data from hands-free systems under changing 

conditions, while requiring decreased complexity. 
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AEC in the presence of nonlinear loudspeaker distortion is addressed by develop-

ing an oversampled subband EC structure based on adaptive Volterra filters. Exper-

imental results validate the structure's equivalent nonlinear echo attenuation ability 

compared to its fullband counterpart, while requiring much lower complexity. Com-

pared to a linear EC, the proposed structure achieves up to 7 dB higher ERLE with 

a similar computational cost. 

For AEC in changing nonlinear environments, an oversampled subband EC struc-

ture with adaptive Volterra filters based on a generalized gradient proportionate vari-

able step size adaptive algorithm is proposed. The structure improves echo cancella-

tion performance by up to 5 dB higher ERLE with significantly reduced computational 

expense compared to an equivalent fullband structure, based on experimental results 

with measured hands-free system data. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The hands-free operation of communication devices has become essential as it allows 

parties to converse unencumbered and undistracted by the device itself. All hands-free 

communication systems are subject to the problem of acoustic and network echo which 

must be removed to ensure that a high quality full-duplex conversation takes place 

between parties. Network echo arises due to impedance mismatches between electrical 

components in the transmission network, while acoustic echo is caused by direct 

loudspeaker to microphone coupling and reflections within the enclosed environment. 

The cancellation of acoustic and network echo is typically performed by a digital 

echo canceller (EC) implemented as an adaptive filter, of which there is a rich field 

of literature dedicated to its design, implementation, and analysis [1]—[4]. 

In practice the performance of an EC is limited by many physical and environ-

mental factors. Within the acoustic environment the presence of background noise, 

nonlinearities, nonstationarities, and doubletalk conditions, along with undermodel-

ing of the loudspeaker-enclosure-microphone-system (LEMS) also referred to as the 

echo path, can all negatively impact the performance of an EC [5]-[8]. Furthermore, 
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residual echo can also impair the perceived effectiveness of an EC [9]. Thus, dou-

bletalk detector and post-filtering structures are typically required in addition to the 

EC itself in practical echo cancellation systems [10]. Ideally an EC will perform 

well under all conditions while requiring a low computational complexity in terms of 

the total number of elementary mathematical operations required to implement it. 

However, these requirements generally cannot be satisfied simultaneously resulting in 

compromises made in the implementation of the underlying adaptive filter structure 

and algorithm which govern the performance, complexity, and robustness of an EC. 

The inherent nonstationarities within the acoustic environment, where the term 

nonstationarities refers to changes that occur such as the movement of persons and 

objects, are one of the limiting factors in the achievable echo attenuation of an EC. 

When a change occurs in the acoustic environment the EC will adjust its model of the 

LEMS to reflect the change. To avoid a degradation in the quality of the hands-free 

communication the EC must track these changes quickly. However, the tracking of 

echo path fluctuations is hindered by the generally long adaptive filter required to 

model the LEMS and the potentially slow convergence of the underlying adaptive 

algorithm, such as the normalized least-mean-square (NLMS) algorithm [6]. Thus, 

proportionate step size algorithms have been proposed that improve tracking perfor-

mance compared to conventional NLMS by exploiting the time domain nature of a 

changing echo path [11]—[14]. The drawback to these proportionate algorithms is their 

increased computational complexity, which is especially undesirable for ECs imple-

mented as part of an embedded system with stringent complexity budgets and energy 

requirements. A common method to reduce the complexity of an EC is to implement 

it with a subband adaptive filter structure [15]. A subband structure splits and deci-

mates the input EC signals into separate frequency bands resulting in a shorter-length 

adaptive filter in each subband, which leads to an overall lower complexity compared 

to its fullband counterpart. Subband EC structures with adaptive filters based on 

proportionate step size algorithms would allow the frequency domain nature of echo 
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path changes to be exploited simultaneously with fast tracking of these changes, while 

achieving low computational complexity. However, this type of EC structure has not 

been thoroughly investigated in the literature. 

Nonlinear distortion exhibited by small electro dynamic loudspeakers when oper-

ated at high volume is another factor that can limit the performance of an EC. The 

nonlinear echoes that arise due to loudspeaker distortion cannot be removed by a 

typical linear EC and can therefore degrade the hands-free communication between 

parties [16]. A common method for modeling loudspeaker distortion is with Volterra 

series expansions [17], [18]. Consequently, many nonlinear EC structures based on 

adaptive Volterra filters have been proposed to compensate for the loudspeaker distor-

tion and improve echo cancellation performance [19]—[22]. However, these structures 

suffer from very high computational requirements which prohibit their practical ap-

plication. Thus, there have been many reduced complexity nonlinear EC structures 

proposed based on adaptive Volterra filters [16], [23]—[26]. These reduced complex-

ity nonlinear EC structures may still have large computational costs compared to 

a typical linear EC, especially when Volterra filters with long memory lengths are 

required to model the loudspeaker distortion. As a result, there is still a need for 

computationally efficient nonlinear ECs in hands-free systems that require them but 

have limited computational resources. One approach to mitigating this complexity 

issue is with a subband adaptive Volterra filter structure that exploits the frequency 

domain characteristics of loudspeaker distortion. However, limited literature exists 

for such nonlinear EC structures. Furthermore, nonlinear EC structures that allow 

for fast tracking of fluctuations in the nonlinear portion of the echo path, resulting 

from varying levels of loudspeaker distortion, are also lacking in the literature. A 

subband EC structure with proportionate step size adaptive Volterra filters is one 

potential method for fast tracking of both linear and nonlinear echo path components 

with low complexity. 
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To ensure a high quality hands-free conversation the EC implemented in a hands-free 

device must be able to operate effectively under adverse conditions. Moreover, the 

computational requirements of the EC need to be kept within a certain budget, de-

spite the increasing computational capability of modern processing hardware, as it is 

typically only one of many systems that require processing on a hands-free device. For 

battery operated hands-free devices, such as cellular telephones, it is also necessary 

that the EC does not cause a large computational demand on the device's processor in 

order to minimize power consumption. Since these EC requirements are not generally 

satisfied simultaneously by a typically EC, there is a need for ECs capable of operating 

effectively under adverse conditions with low complexity. This thesis addresses both 

of these EC requirements through the development and analysis of computationally 

efficient signal processing structures and adaptive algorithms capable of operating 

effectively under adverse conditions. Specifically, this thesis proposes the following 

novel adaptive structures for application to the acoustic echo cancellation problem: 

• An adaptive structure that can quickly model and track linear echo path com-

ponents in nonstationary acoustic environments. 

• An adaptive structure that can quickly model linear echo path components as 

well as nonlinear components resulting from electrodynamic loudspeaker distor-

tion. 

• An adaptive structure capable of quickly modeling and tracking both linear and 

nonlinear echo path components in nonstationary acoustic environments. 

Furthermore, the following research questions are addressed by this thesis: 

1. Based on experimentally measured data from LEMSs under changing condi-

tions, what is the corresponding impact on the linear and nonlinear portions of 

the resulting echo path model in both the time and frequency domains? 
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2. Given the time domain nature of echo path changes, can the computational 

complexity, in terms of the total number of required elementary mathematical 

operations per input sample period, of ECs based on proportionate step size 

adaptive algorithms be reduced while maintaining fast tracking performance? 

3. Is it possible to incorporate proportionate step size adaptive algorithms into a 

subband EC structure to reduce complexity and improve tracking performance, 

compared to an equivalent fullband structure? If so, can the complexity of this 

structure be further reduced by exploiting the frequency domain nature of echo 

path changes, without sacrificing tracking performance? 

4. Can a nonlinear EC based on adaptive Volterra filters be implemented with a 

subband structure to decrease complexity and enhance echo cancellation per-

formance, compared to a fullband Volterra EC? If so, can this structure realize 

further computational savings while maintaining performance, by considering 

the time and frequency domain characteristics of loudspeaker distortion? 

5. Is it possible to incorporate proportionate step size adaptive algorithms into 

a subband Volterra filter EC structure, and achieve improved tracking perfor-

mance with reduced complexity compared to an equivalent fullband structure? 

1.3 Thesis Contributions 

The contributions of this thesis are the development of echo cancellation structures, 

along with their underlying adaptation algorithms, that allow for improved perfor-

mance in nonstationary and nonlinear acoustic environments compared to typical echo 

cancellation structures, while maintaining low computational complexity. Specifically, 

the main contributions of this thesis to the field of acoustic echo cancellation are as 

follows: 
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Contribution 1. Analysis of linear and nonlinear echo path components 

- Based on experimental measurements from LEMSs with commercial hands-free 

sets the resulting linear and nonlinear echo path components are identified. It is 

shown that in response to a small obstruction introduced in close vicinity to the 

hands-free device, the majority of the corresponding changes in the linear echo path 

components are restricted to certain time and frequency regions. Furthermore, it 

is found that in response to an increase in the input signal level, the corresponding 

change in the nonlinear echo path components are also restricted to certain time and 

frequency regions. These contributions are described in Chapter 3 and offer insight 

into achieving complexity reduction in the EC structures presented in later chapters. 

A portion of these results are published in [27]. 

Contribution 2. Harmonic distortion characterization of commercial tele-

phone sets - An investigation is conducted into the harmonic distortion of a com-

mercial telephone set along with a cellular telephone, based on experimental mea-

surements for several fundamental test tones. The analysis reveals that the majority 

of harmonic distortion, under moderate to high input signal levels, is contained in the 

second harmonic and is limited to specific frequency regions. The results of this work 

also provide valuable insight for achieving computationally efficient implementations 

of the EC structures proposed in this thesis. These contributions are outlined in 

Chapter 3, and the results of this work are published in [28]. 

Contribution 3. Extension of a fullband generalized gradient proportion-

ate step size adaptive filter to a subband echo cancellation structure - In 

this work a subband EC structure with adaptive filters based on a generalized gradient 

proportionate variable step size adaptive algorithm is proposed. It is shown that this 

proposed structure is able to outperform its fullband counterpart during changing 

conditions in the acoustic environment, while requiring lower computational com-

plexity. Moreover, the proposed structure is able to perform similarly to its fullband 
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counterpart with further reduced complexity, by exploiting the time and frequency 

domain nature of changing linear echo path components. This contribution is de-

scribed in Chapter 4. The results of this work were submitted to IEEE Transactions 

on Instrumentation and Measurement. 

Contribution 4. Design of a subband adaptive Volterra filter echo can-

cellation structure - This work proposes a subband EC structure based on adap-

tive second order Volterra filters for cancellation of nonlinear echoes that arise due 

to loudspeaker distortion. The proposed structure is shown to achieve equal or im-

proved echo cancellation performance compared to its fullband counterpart at a much 

reduced computational cost. Furthermore, the proposed structure is able to take ad-

vantage of the time and frequency domain characteristics of loudspeaker distortion, 

resulting in increased complexity savings while maintaining performance. This con-

tribution is described in Chapter 5, with the results of this work published in [27] 

and [29], 

Contribution 5. Development of a generalized gradient proportionate step 

size subband adaptive Volterra filter echo cancellation structure A sub-

band EC structure with second order Volterra filters based on a generalized gradient 

proportionate variable step size adaptive algorithm is proposed in this work. The abil-

ity of the proposed structure to provide improved tracking performance, at a smaller 

computational expense, is demonstrated compared to its fullband counterpart during 

variations in both the linear and nonlinear echo path components. In addition, it is 

shown that the proposed structure is able to perform as well as its equivalent fullband 

structure at an even lower computational cost, by considering the time and frequency 

domain nature of linear and nonlinear echo path components and their changes. This 

contribution is described in Chapter 6. The results of this work were submitted to 

IEEE Transactions on Audio, Speech, and Language Processing. 
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There are four key chapters in this thesis. Chapter 3 analyzes experimentally mea-

sured linear and nonlinear echo path components obtained from several hands-free 

systems under various harsh conditions in the acoustic environment. A computa-

tionally efficient fast tracking subband EC structure based on proportionate step size 

adaptive filters is presented in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 outlines a low complexity non-

linear EC structure based on second order adaptive Volterra filters. A subband EC 

structure based on proportionate step size adaptive Volterra filters is introduced in 

Chapter 6, which is a combination of the structures presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 

Figure 1.1 depicts how these key chapters are linked together. Chapters 2 and 7 are 

supporting chapters that provide the necessary background material on acoustic echo 

cancellation including the related adaptive filter theory and structures, and summa-

rize the main conclusions from this work respectively. A description of the contents 

of these chapters is as follows: 

Chapter 2 outlines the echo cancellation problem, and reviews common EC 

structures and adaptation algorithms. In particular, the challenges of echo 

cancellation in nonstationary and nonlinear environments are addressed, along 

with the associated state-of-the-art EC structures. 

Chapter 3 describes the experimental setup and equipment used for obtaining 

data from two hands-free systems. Based on the resulting measured data, linear 

and nonlinear echo path components are identified, and a time and frequency 

domain analysis of their characteristics during changing conditions in the hands-

free environment is presented. Also, a harmonic distortion analysis is presented 

for the commercial phone sets used in the hands-free systems, based on measured 

data for several fundamental test tones with increasing signal levels. 
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Chapter 4 addresses the problem of echo cancellation in nonstationary envi-

ronments by investigating the incorporation of proportionate step size adaptive 

algorithms into a subband EC structure. A mathematical description and de-

tailed computational complexity analysis of the resulting structure are provided. 

The structure's improved echo cancellation performance at a reduced compu-

tational cost compared to its fullband equivalent is verified through computer 

simulations. 

Chapter 5 investigates the application of adaptive Volterra filters into a sub-

band EC structure to address the problem of nonlinear loudspeaker distortion 

in echo cancellation systems. The ensuing nonlinear subband EC structure is 

presented, including a mathematical description and complexity analysis. Simu-

lation results are also presented verifying the structure's improved echo cancella-

tion performance and reduced complexity compared to its fullband counterpart. 

Chapter 6 addresses the problem of echo cancellation in nonstationary and 

nonlinear environments simultaneously. This is accomplished by investigat-

ing proportionate step size adaptive algorithms applied to Volterra filters in 

a subband EC structure. A mathematical description and computational cost 

analysis are given for the resulting structure. As well, simulation results demon-

strating the improved performance and decreased complexity requirements of 

the structure compared to its fullband alternative are presented. 

Chapter 7 outlines the main contributions originating from this thesis, and 

suggests potential areas of future research to build upon these contributions. 
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Figure 1.1: Overview of how key thesis chapters are linked together. 



Chapter 2 

Review of Acoustic Echo 

Cancellation 

In this chapter a literature review of acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) structures 

along with some typically used adaptive algorithms is presented. As well, perfor-

mance limitations in AEC are discussed along with methods to mitigate some of 

these limitations. The chapter sections are organized as follows: Section 2.1 outlines 

the problem of acoustic echo in hands-free communication systems along with the 

standard linear AEC model used to remove it. Also, detailed descriptions of some of 

the common adaptive filtering algorithms for AEC are given, along with a discussion 

of subband adaptive filtering structures. In Section 2.2 the performance limitations 

encountered in AEC are described in detail. Furthermore, AEC algorithms for dealing 

with the specific limitations of loudspeaker nonlinearities and acoustic environment 

nonstationarities are reviewed. In this thesis the term nonstationarities with respect 

to acoustic environments, refers to the changes that occur within these environments. 

11 



2.1 The Acoustic Echo Cancellation Problem 

Acoustic echo is inherent in all hands-free communication systems and can corrupt the 

conversation between parties if it is not sufficiently suppressed. Hands-free systems 

are typically designed to be full-duplex, allowing for simultaneous communication 

between the near-end and far-end talkers. A block diagram showing one end of a 

typical hands-free communication system in the presence of acoustic echo is shown 

in Figure 2.1. Here the digitized far-end signal, x(n), of the hands-free system is 

converted to a time domain signal, x(t), by a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) and 

played through the loudspeaker into the enclosed environment. An echo signal, y(t), is 

formed from x{t) by the direct acoustic path between the loudspeaker and microphone 

along with reflections from enclosure boundaries and objects [1], The signal captured 

by the microphone, d(t), contains y(t) as well as the near-end talker signal v(t) and 

background noise signal rj(t), which is then digitized by an analog-to-digital converter 

(ADC) to produce d(n). If left unabated the presence of acoustic echo will result in 

the annoyance of hearing a delayed copy of one's own voice during single-talk periods. 

In addition, during double-talk periods the presence of acoustic echo will contaminate 

the quality of the near-end speech signal. Network echo is another form of echo that 

can occur during transmission over the communication network. Network echoes 

occur due to impedance mismatches encountered in the transmission network, such 

as those found in network hybrids [2], 

2.1.1 Acoustic Echo Cancellation Structure 

The conventional approach to removing echo from a hands-free system is through the 

implementation of a digital EC [2] -[4]. Typically the LEMS or echo path (see Figure 

2.1) is modeled as a linear system [2] where the acoustic EC can be implemented as 

an adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filter. A block diagram of the linear system 

model for AEC is shown in Figure 2.2. The far-end signal x{n) is applied to the LEMS 
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Figure 2.1: Acoustic echo in a hands-free communication system. 
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Figure 2.2: Linear system model for acoustic echo cancellation. 

resulting in an echo signal y(n) that is summed with the near-end talker signal v(ri), 

and the local noise signal 77(71) to produce the overall microphone signal d(n), where 

the components of d(n) are assumed to be uncorrelated with each other. The local 

noise signal represents the combined effects of background and measurement noise. 

The adaptive filter produces an estimate of the echo signal, y(n), which is removed 

from d(n) resulting in an output error signal, e(n), that ideally contains only u(n) 

a n d 77(77.): 

d ( n ) = y ( n ) + u ( n ) + 77(71) ( 2 . 1 ) 



e ( n ) = d ( n ) — y ( n ) = y { r i ) — y ( n ) + v { n ) + 77 (77 . ) . (2.2) 

If the adaptive filter perfectly models the LEMS (i.e. y(n) = y{n)) then e(n) will 

contain only v(n) and 77(71). In practice, y{n) is not a perfect replica of 7/(71) and 

thus e(n) will also contain a residual echo signal (y(n) — y(n)). Generally an AEC 

system will contain a post-filtering stage to remove residual echo from e(n) [30]. 

Also, practical AEC includes a voice activity detector (VAD) to distinguish between 

periods of far-end speech and near-end silence [31], since the EC will only operate 

effectively in the presence of far-end speech. A doubletalk detector is also typically 

found in practical AEC to determine if near-end speech is occurring simultaneously 

with far-end speech, and to stop adaptation of the EC during these periods [7], [32]. 

The echo path is an inherently time varying system due to the frequent changes 

occurring within it, such as movement of talkers and objects in the acoustic envi-

ronment. Hence, an adaptive EC is not only required to determine an estimate of 

the unknown echo path impulse response or transfer function under stationary condi-

tions, but also must track echo path variations that occur during changing conditions 

in the acoustic environment. The echo path impulse response is a finite length linear 

model of the unknown system consisting of L samples with its coefficients represented 

by a L x 1 vector h(n). The corresponding echo signal 7/(71) is determined from the 

convolution of x{n) with h(n) as follows: 

y(n) = hT(n)x{n) (2.3) 

h(n) = [ho(n), hx(n),..., hL^(n)]T (2.4) 

r i T 
x(n) = x(n), x(n — 1 ) , . . . , x(n — L + 1) . (2.5) 

The echo path estimate is a FIR linear filter model of the true echo path with a 

coefficient vector h(n) of length N < L samples. The echo signal estimate y(n) at 



the output of the adaptive filter is computed as follows: 
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y(n) = hH{n)x{n) (2.6) 

h(n) = [h0(n), h^n),..., hN-i(n)]T (2.7) 

x(n) = [x(n),x(n - I),... ,x(n - N + l)]T (2.8) 

where [-]H is the conjugate transpose operator. The coefficients of h(n) are determined 

by an adaptive algorithm that seeks to minimize some function of e(n) with respect to 

h{n). Adaptive filter theory and its applications are well established in the literature 

[33]. A discussion of the pertinent adaptive algorithms and filtering structures to this 

thesis are presented in the following sections. 

2.1.1.1 Adaptive Algorithms for Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

Criteria for the design and evaluation of adaptive algorithms for AEC include conver-

gence speed, computational complexity, algorithmic delay, robustness, and tracking 

behaviour [34], One of the most popular methods for filter adaptation in AEC are 

stochastic gradient-based algorithms such as the least-mean-square (LMS) and NLMS 

algorithms. These algorithms are popular due to their simplicity of implementation, 

robust performance, and low complexity [33]. Stochastic gradient-based algorithms 

minimize a cost function, J(n), based on the expected value of the squared error 

signal of the EC: 

J(n) = E[e2(n)]. (2.9) 

The LMS algorithm arises when the gradient vector, VJ (n) , is based on instantaneous 

estimates of the input signal, x(n), statistics [33]. The resulting recursive filter tap 

adaptation equation along with the stability bounds for its step size, //, that minimizes 
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J(n) in the mean-square sense is as follows: 

h(n -f- 1) = h(n) + fj,x(n)e*(n) (2 .10) 

max 

(2 .11) 

where Smax is the maximum value of the power spectral density of x(n) [33] and [•]* 

denotes the complex conjugate operation. 

When the input signal vector x(n) is large in value the LMS algorithm can be 

impaired by gradient noise amplification since the filter tap update is directly pro-

portional to x(n) [33]. To overcome this the filter tap weight adjustment can be 

normalized by the squared Euclidean norm of x(n) which gives rise to the NLMS 

algorithm [33]: 

where 5 is a small positive constant that helps to avoid numerical difficulties when 

x(n) has small values. 

One of the main advantages of the LMS and NLMS algorithms is their low com-

plexity of approximately 2N multiplications per sample (mps). The biggest drawback 

of the LMS and NLMS algorithms is their slow rate of convergence when the corre-

lation matrix of x(n) has a large eigenvalue spread [33]. This is especially apparent 

for correlated input signals such as speech [35]. To increase the convergence speed a 

decorrelation filter can be used to whiten or reduce the eigenvalue spread of the input 

signal correlation matrix [36]. Other algorithms for AEC that increase convergence 

rate compared to LMS and NLMS are based on the recursive least-squares (RLS) 

adaptive filter [37]—[41]. The RLS filter whitens x(n) through the inversion of the 

input signal correlation matrix in its filter tap update equation [33], However, the 

increased convergence speed of these RLS methods come at the cost of a significant 

h(n + 1) = h(n) + (2 .12) 

0 < \i < 2 (2.13) 
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increase in computational complexity compared to LMS and NLMS, and as a result 

they may be prohibitive for some AEC applications. 

The affine projection algorithm (APA) offers a compromise between speed of con-

vergence and complexity compared to the RLS and NLMS algorithms [33]. Here the 

filter tap update equation is based on the projection of the current and P — 1 previous 

input signal vectors onto the a posteriori error signal vector in an affine subspace as 

follows [42], [43]: 

X(n) = [®(n), x(n — 1) , . . . , x(n — P + 1)] (2.14) 

d{n) = [d(n), d(n - 1 ) , . . . , d(n - P + 1)] (2.15) 

e(n) = d(n) - h"{n)X{n) (2 .16) 

h(n + l) = h(n)+tiX(n)(XH(n)X(n) + Sl)~1eH(n) (2.17) 

where P is the projection order, // is the step size parameter in the range 0 < ji < 2 

[43], and S is a small positive constant regularization parameter that helps to avoid 

numerical stability problems when inverting the PxP matrix product of XH(n)X(n). 

A method for selecting an optimal regularization parameter can be found in [44]. 

When P = 1 the APA described by (2.14) to (2.17) reduces to the NLMS algorithm 

described by (2.12). Thus, the APA can be considered as a generalization of the 

NLMS algorithm. As the projection order increases so does the rate of convergence 

for the APA as multiplication by the inverse of the P x P matrix in (2.17) helps 

to increasingly decorrelate X(n). However, as the projection order increases the 

computational complexity of the APA increases as well. The complexity of the APA 

is approximately 2NP + PinvP2 mps, where Pinv is a constant associated with the 

complexity of computing the inverse of the P x P matrix in (2.17) [45]. To help 

reduce the complexity of the APA while still maintaining a faster rate of convergence 

compared the NLMS algorithm, "fast" versions of the algorithm for AEC have been 
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developed [45]-[47]. 

2.1.1.2 Subband Structures for Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

A lower complexity alternative for AEC compared to standard fullband methods can 

be achieved via multirate signal processing and filter bank structures [48]. In this case 

a K channel analysis filter bank is used to filter and M fold downsample (M < K) 

the reference far-end signal x(n), and input microphone signal d(n) into K separate 

subband signals. The K subband reference and input signals are processed by a 

corresponding subband adaptive filter, where the resulting subband error signals are 

each upsampled, filtered, and combined by a synthesis filter bank to produce the 

fullband error signal. A block diagram of AEC implemented using subband adaptive 

filters is shown in Figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Acoustic echo cancellation using subband adaptive filters. 

Compared to fullband adaptive filters, subband adaptive filter structures achieve 
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lower complexity by employing shorter-length adaptive filters per subband, which op-

erate at an M fold reduced sampling rate. Furthermore, as the subband signals tend 

to be more spectrally flat, subband adaptive filters are able to converge faster than 

their fullband counterparts for correlated input signals such as speech [49]. Also, by 

using a subband structure to split the far-end reference and microphone signals into 

independent frequency bands, the adaptive algorithms can be tailored to exploit the 

signal characteristics within each subband. The most commonly used algorithms for 

subband adaptive filtering are the LMS and NLMS algorithms [50]. The APA has also 

been successfully used in subband adaptive filtering structures [51]—[54]. The main 

drawback of subband adaptive filtering structures for AEC is the delay introduced 

into the signal paths due to the analysis and synthesis filter banks, which can hinder 

the communication between parties. Thus, delayless subband structures have been 

proposed to circumvent the filter bank delay [55]—[57]. Another potential drawback 

is aliasing distortion in the subband signals due to the downsampling process and 

non-ideal filter banks, which increases the mean square error (MSE) of the subband 

adaptive filters [58]. As well, subband adaptive filters need to model the anti-causal 

subband LEMS impulse response taps that result from the temporal spreading of 

the fullband LEMS impulse response taps when they are translated to the subband 

domain, resulting in non-causal subband LEMS impulse responses [1]. An increase in 

MSE for the subband AEC structure will result if these anti-causal taps are not ac-

counted for. Methods for implementing anti-causal subband LEMS impulse response 

taps are given in [1] and [50]. 

Subband adaptive filter structures achieve maximum computational savings when 

they are critically sampled (M = K). However, these maximally decimated filter 

banks are prone to aliasing in the subband signals due to non-ideal stopband atten-

uation at the cutoff frequencies [48]. One approach to deal with aliasing in critically 

sampled subband adaptive filter structures is to employ adaptive filters between ad-

jacent subbands [59]. However, this approach tends to result in poor convergence 
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performance due to the extra adaptive filtering required to compensate for aliasing. 

Other critically sampled subband adaptive filter structures that mitigate subband 

aliasing without the need for extra adaptive filters between adjacent subbands, but 

still require extra computational resources to do so, are proposed in [52] and [60]. 

Oversampled filter banks arise when the downsampling factor is less than the 

number of filters used in the filter bank, M < K. These types of filter banks can 

mitigate aliasing in the subband signals if the analysis filters possess a high stopband 

attenuation [61]. The non-critical sampling also leads to analysis and synthesis filter 

banks that can be designed with shorter-length filters, which reduces signal path de-

lay. Compared to critically sampled subband adaptive filter structures, oversampled 

structures tend to be more computationally complex due to the lower downsampling 

factor. This drawback is partially offset due to the extra processing required to 

prevent aliasing in critically sampled subband adaptive filter structures. Thus, over-

sampled subband adaptive filter structures provide a compromise between complexity 

reduction, aliasing distortion, and system delay. 

A common method for the design of oversampled filter banks is through modu-

lation of a prototype filter using discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete Fourier 

transform (DFT) operations [61]—[63]. Oversampled DFT modulated filter banks are 

preferential compared to oversampled DCT modulated filter banks as they tend to 

be more robust to aliasing [62]. Oversampled filter banks that possess the perfect 

reconstruction property, where the output is a delayed replica of the input, result 

in significant subband aliasing due to the relatively low stopband attenuation of the 

analysis filters, which is undesirable for subband AEC [50]. Thus, oversampled filter 

banks with near perfect reconstruction are more suitable for AEC as they poses better 

filter bank frequency characteristics resulting in lower subband aliasing, while intro-

ducing an acceptably small amount of reconstruction distortion [50], [62]. An efficient 

implementation of an oversampled filter bank can be achieved through polyphase fac-

torization [63]. The polyphase implementation of the analysis and synthesis filters 
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allows them to operate at the M fold reduced sample rate, resulting in complexity 

savings compared to a standard filter bank implementation. A block diagram of an 

oversampled subband adaptive filter structure in polyphase form is shown in Fig-

ure 2.4 in the context of AEC. The polyphase analysis, F(z), and synthesis, G(z), 
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Figure 2.4: Acoustic echo cancellation using oversampled subband adaptive filters. 

matrices can be created based on the modulation of a single prototype filter. The 

derivation of F(z) and G(z) along with the filter bank implementation details are 

given in [63]. One modulating transform that can be used in creating near perfect 

reconstruction oversampled filter banks is the generalized discrete Fourier transform 

(GDFT) [61]. The analysis, fk(n) , and synthesis, gk{n), filters are determined by 

GDFT modulation of a prototype lowpass FIR filter p(n) as follows: 

f M = p(n)e (2 .18) 

where k = 0,... ,K — 1. The time offset n0 = — Lpr
2

 1 results in linear phase analysis 

and synthesis filters if the prototype filter is linear phase, where Lpr is the length of 
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p(n) which is assumed to be even. If p(n) is a real valued linear phase filter then 

selecting the synthesis filters to be time-reversed and complex conjugated version of 

the analysis filters results in gk(n) — fk(n). A method for designing prototype filters 

under these conditions is outlined in [61]. Other methods for designing prototype 

filters for oversampled modulated filter banks can be found in [62], 

The signal path delay introduced by analysis and synthesis filter banks based on 

the modulation of a single prototype FIR filter is determined by the group delay of 

the prototype filter. Linear phase prototype filters will have a constant group delay 

for all frequencies resulting in the desirable condition of no phase distortion and result 

in a delay of half of the filter order [64]. Thus, for analysis and synthesis filter banks 

based on the same prototype filter with length Lpr, the total delay introduced into 

the signal path is Lpr — 1 samples or the order of the prototype filter. 

An alternative to performing adaptive filtering in the subband domain is frequency 

domain adaptive filtering [15], [65], [66]. These methods use block-based LMS adap-

tive filtering in the frequency domain to reduce complexity and improve convergence 

speed compared to their time domain counterparts. The main disadvantage of these 

techniques is their large algorithmic delay due to the block processing. Thus, many 

reduced delay frequency domain adaptive filtering schemes have been proposed [67]-

[70]. As well, many of these reduced delay frequency domain adaptive filtering algo-

rithms have been applied in the context of AEC [71]—[74]. It should also be noted 

that frequency domain adaptive filtering can be considered a special case of subband 

adaptive filtering as the DFT can be considered a critically sampled filter bank [15]. 

However, as the focus of this thesis involves subband adaptive filtering structures, 

standard frequency domain adaptive filtering is not discussed further. 



2.2 Performance Limitations in Acoustic Echo Can-

cellation 

The standard performance measures for AEC are echo return loss enhancement 

(ERLE) and MSE. For a digital EC, MSE is defined as the average error signal 

power and ERLE is the ratio of average microphone to error signal powers [10]. They 

are computed in decibels (dBs) as follows: 

MSE(n) = 101og10 { E [e2(n)]} = 101og10 [a2
e(n)} « 101og10 

1 K-1 
K E -

 k) 
k=0 

ERLE{n) = 10 log 10 
' E[d2(n)\ 
E[e2(n)] 

= 10 log 10 
a e ( n ) 

(2.19) 

10 log 10 
EL-q d2(n-k) 

I Z&e'in-k)! 
(2.20) 

where cr%(n) and cr^(n) are the steady-state variances of d(n) and e(n) respectively, 

E[-} is the statistical expectation operator, and K in this case is the length of the 

window of samples over which the ERLE and MSE are calculated. As the variances 

of d{n) and e(n) are not typically known, MSE and ERLE can be estimated using 

their approximate forms from (2.19) and (2.20). ERLE can be interpreted as how 

much echo signal power has been removed by the EC, while MSE provides a measure 

of the remaining echo signal power. The results presented in later chapters of this 

thesis are based on the ERLE and MSE performance measures. 

In a hands-free communication system the performance of an EC can be limited 

for many reasons. Noise sources are responsible for the upper bound on steady-state 

ERLE performance as they are uncorrelated from the echo signal y(n) and cannot be 

suppressed by standard ECs. Background noise originating from objects within the 

LEMS as well as electronic noise from the hands-free device circuitry are the main 

noise sources. Undermodeling of the acoustic echo path, by employing an adaptive 

filter with a memory length that is insufficient to model the impulse response of 

the LEMS, will limit the ERLE performance of an EC [8]. Perceptual performance 
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limitations of an EC can also arise due to the psychoacoustic properties of the human 

auditory system [9]. In this case the standard ERLE and MSE performance measures 

may not reflect the perceivability of residual echo from an EC. 

Nonlinearities in the LEMS also limit the ERLE performance of a linear EC. Major 

sources of nonlinearities in an AEC system include loudspeaker distortion, amplifier 

saturation, nonlinear DAC and ADC operation, and vibration effects of the hands-

free device enclosure [5], [8]. Vibrations occurring in the hands-free device due to 

mechanical coupling between the microphone, loudspeaker, and their chassis, cause 

nonlinear rattling of components such as buttons. This results in another source of 

uncorrelated noise in the microphone signal that cannot be removed by conventional 

ECs. Nonlinearities that arise from DACs and ADCs are due to a nonlinear mapping 

relationship between the input and output signals caused by non-ideal hardware com-

ponents [75]. The quantization errors produced by ADCs due to finite word lengths 

in digital signal processors (DSPs) is an inherently nonlinear process. The nonlin-

ear behaviour of DACs and ADCs has been successfully modeled with a third order 

Taylor series in the context of nonlinear network echo cancellation [76]. However, the 

nonlinear effect of DACs and ADCs tends to be small especially with the high reso-

lution converters used in modern DSPs. Another source of nonlinearity in the LEMS 

can result from the nonlinear operation of amplifiers when they are overdriven. The 

nonlinear behaviour of an amplifier is roughly memoryless and can be modeled by a 

saturation characteristic where soft clipping occurs at high amplitude values [34], A 

method for nonlinear AEC that addresses the nonlinear amplifier problem is given 

in [77]. The preamplifier for the microphone signal is generally considered to be op-

erating in its linear region due to the relatively small value of the microphone signal. 

Nonlinear behaviour of the loudspeaker can also reduce ERLE performance of a lin-

ear EC and cause annoying nonlinear echoes to the far-end talker [34], AEC in the 

presence of loudspeaker distortion is discussed in detail in Section 2.2.1. 

The operation of an EC will be disrupted whenever changes occur in the acoustic 
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environment such as movement of local talkers or objects [6]. These nonstationarities 

will cause the LEMS impulse response to deviate from its original state resulting in 

a performance drop for the EC. The EC will attempt to track these disturbances 

by adjusting its filter taps to match the new LEMS impulse response. As the EC 

reconverges its ERLE performance will increase back to a steady-state value. To 

minimize the impact on the quality of the hands-free communication it is essential 

that the EC tracks the LEMS impulse response variations as fast as possible. A 

detailed discussion of AEC in nonstationary environments is presented in Section 

2.2.1 Acoustic Echo Cancellation in the Presence of Loud-

speaker Nonlinearity 

When operated at high signal levels, electrodynamic loudspeakers in a hands-free 

communication system exhibit nonlinear distortion which inhibits the ERLE per-

formance of a linear EC, and the corresponding quality of communication between 

parties [16]. Thus, to ensure that the hands-free communication between parties is 

not corrupted by loudspeaker distortion, the EC should model and remove this non-

linearity in addition to modeling and removing the linear echo path components. An 

overview of the different components within an electrodynamic loudspeaker and their 

nonlinear behaviour can be found in [78]. A cross sectional diagram of an electrody-

namic loudspeaker is shown in Figure 2.5. The main sources of nonlinearities within a 

2.2.2. 

Surround Dust Cap 
Diaphragm 

Figure 2.5: Cross sectional diagram of an electrodynamic loudspeaker. 
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loudspeaker are as follows [78]. The suspension system of the loudspeaker, consisting 

of the spider and surround, has a nonlinear stiffness associated with it resulting in a 

distortion of the output signal occurring mainly at low frequencies. Nonlinear vibra-

tions can occur on the diaphragm at high frequencies due to high stress and strain in 

the diaphragm material. The driving force on the voice coil is a nonlinear function 

of its displacement due to a weakening magnetic field outside the magnetic air gap. 

Also, the inductance within the voice coil varies nonlinearly with its displacement. 

Nonlinear sound wave propagation can also occur, however this tends to occur in horn 

loudspeakers only. Other factors that can contribute to the nonlinear distortion of 

a loudspeaker include defects such as loose glue joints, the voice coil rubbing on the 

magnet assembly, and loose particles in the magnetic air gap. In addition, at very 

high signal levels mechanical clipping of the voice coil can occur if its displacement 

range is insufficient for the required movement [34], 

One common way to model the nonlinear response of a loudspeaker is through 

Volterra series expansions [17], [18]. Other methods include loudspeaker linearization 

through preprocessing of the loudspeaker signal [79]. A major drawback to loud-

speaker linearization schemes is that they generally require a priori knowledge of the 

loudspeaker nonlinearities which may not be available. Neural networks have also 

been used to model loudspeaker distortion in the context of AEC [80], [81]. However, 

the computational complexity of these methods may still be prohibitively high for 

practical AEC. For miniaturized loudspeakers, such as those found in cellular tele-

phones, it has been found that a memoryless saturation characteristic can approxi-

mate the nonlinearity, which has been applied in the context of AEC in [82], and [83]. 

The nonlinear behaviour of an electrodynamic loudspeaker requires a model with 

memory, if it is not operated in its saturation region, due to the long time constant of 

its electro-mechanical system [77]. The application of Volterra series expansions for 

loudspeaker distortion modeling in AEC is discussed thoroughly in the next section. 
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2.2.1.1 Nonlinear Loudspeaker Modeling Using Volterra Filters in Acous-

tic Echo Cancellation 

The general discrete time Py-th order finite memory Volterra series expansion of an 

input signal, x(n), is given by [84]: 

Pv 
y(n) = h0 + J2 

p=i 
H ••• hp(mi,...,mp)x(n-m1)---x(n-mp) mi=0 mp=0 

(2.21) 

where ho is a constant term and hp{rnA,..., rrip) are the p-th order Volterra kernels 

that characterize the nonlinear system with memory lengths Lp. An important prop-

erty of (2.21) is the linear relationship between the output, y(n), and the Volterra ker-

nels, hp{mi, ...,mp) [19]. This linear relationship allows direct application of adaptive 

algorithms (e.g. LMS) to Volterra filters. Another important property of (2.21) is the 

symmetry of the Volterra kernels due to the commutativity of x(n — mi) • • • x(n — mp). 

This allows a direct reduction of the kernel coefficients from L^ to (LpHpP_1) • Taking 

the symmetry of the Volterra kernel coefficients into consideration, the Volterra series 

expansion of x(n) in triangular form becomes: 

Pv 
y(n) = h0 + J2 

P = i 

Lv-1 

J2 J2 ••' X! hp(m1,m2,...,mp) 
m i = 0 m 2 = m i 7 7 i p = m p _ i 

x x(n — rrii)x(n — m2) • • • x(n — mp) (2.22) 

Second order Volterra filters have been found to effectively model the nonlinear 

harmonic distortion of small sized loudspeakers [16], [23]. With this in mind the 

truncated second order Volterra series expansion of input signal x(n) is given in 

triangular form as: 

Li-l L2-l L2-1 

y(n) = hi(mi)x(n — mi) + ^ ^ h2(mi, m2)x(n — mi)x{n — m2) (2.23) 
m i = 0 7ni=0 m 2 = m i 
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where /ii(mi) is the linear Volterra kernel with memory length L} , representing the 

linear portion of the system. The nonlinear portion of the system is represented by 

the quadratic Volterra kernel, ^2(^1,1^2), with total memory length I/2(L2 + l ) /2. 

The linear and quadratic Volterra kernels are denoted as vectors by hi (n) and h2 (n), 

respectively. Also, the h0 term has been dropped without loss of generality. 

Figure 2.6 shows the nonlinear system model for AEC using second order adaptive 

Volterra filters. Here the microphone signal d(n) and error signal e(n) are determined 

Figure 2.6: Nonlinear acoustic echo cancellation using a second order adaptive 
Volterra filter. 

as in (2.1) and (2.2). The echo signal y(n) is computed based on first and second order 

convolutions with the far-end input signal x(n) as given in (2.23). The echo signal 

estimate y{n) at the output of the adaptive second order Volterra filter is determined 

as follows: 

with the corresponding Volterra kernel coefficient vector estimate definitions: 

y{n) = hv (n)xv(n) (2.24) 

(2.25) 



hi{n) = [hlo(n),hu(n),..., (n)]T 

h2{n) = \h2ofi(n),h2oi(n),... ^h^^n), 

and input signal vector definitions: 

xv(n) = \x\{n),xl(n) 
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(2.26) 

(2.27) 

(2 .28) 

X\(n) = x(n), x(n — 1),..., x{n — Ni + 1) (2.29) 

a?2(n) — x2 (n), x(n)x(n — 1),..., x(n)x(n — N2 + 1) 

x 2 ( n - l ) , . . . , x 2 ( n - 7 V 2 - l ) ] T . (2.30) 

The length of the linear input signal vector X\(n) and linear Volterra kernel coefficient 

vector estimate hi(n) is Ni where N\ < Li. The total length of the quadratic input 

signal vector x2(n) and quadratic Volterra kernel coefficient vector estimate h2(n) 

is N2(N2 + l ) /2 where N2 < L2. The length of the combined input signal vector 

xv{n) and combined Volterra kernel coefficient vector estimate hv(n) is the sum of 

the lengths of the constituent parts. 

The NLMS algorithm can be applied to determine the Volterra filter coefficients 

that minimize the error signal e(n) in the mean-square sense analogously to the pure 

linear filter approach described in (2.12) to (2.13). In this case the NLMS filter tap 

update equation becomes: 

hv(n + 1) = hv(n) + 
x^{n)xv(n) + S 

xv(n)e*(n) (2.31) 

where e(n) is given by (2.2) and the step size bounds for stability have been shown 

to be the same as in (2.13) [85]. 
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The linear and quadratic Volterra kernel estimates can also be adapted with sep-

arate step sizes using the NLMS algorithm as follows [86]: 

y(n) = hx (n)xi(n) + h2 (n)x2(n) (2.32) 

h 2 ( n + l) = * , („ ) + — m — M n y { n ) (2.34) 

where the stability bounds for the step sizes is 0 < < 2 and e(n) is given by 

(2.2). Also, S1 and 82 are both small positive constants that help to avoid numerical 

stability problems when xv is comprised of small values. Figure 2.7 reflects this fully 

coupled version of an adaptive second order Volterra filter for AEC. 

Figure 2.7: Nonlinear acoustic echo cancellation using a fully coupled second order 
adaptive Volterra filter. 

Furthermore, the partially decoupled version of an adaptive second order Volterra 

filter [87] for AEC is shown in Figure 2.8. In this case the NLMS algorithm for 
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H , 
e\(n) = d(n) — hx (n)xi(n) 

hi{n + 1) = hi(ra) + 

h2(n + 1) = h2{n) + 

Vi 
xi(n)xi(n) + 

A2 
x2 {n)x2{n) + S2 

•Xi (n)ej(n) 

x2(n)e*(n) 

(2.35) 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

where y(n) is given by (2.32), and e(n) is given by (2.2). In general the partially 

decoupled structure can achieve faster convergence compared to the fully coupled 

version, at the expense of a slight increase in MSE [87]. Also, it should be noted that 

the separate adaptation of the linear and quadratic Volterra kernel estimates assumes 

that the elements of x\(n) and x2 (n) are approximately orthogonal as discussed 

in [88]. 

[ 1 

Figure 2.8: Nonlinear acoustic echo cancellation using a partially decoupled second 
order adaptive Volterra filter. 

The use of adaptive Volterra filters to compensate for the nonlinear behaviour 

of electrodynamic loudspeakers in AEC systems has been well researched [19]—[22]. 
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The biggest drawback to using adaptive Volterra filters is their very large com-

plexity requirement, which can be prohibitive for practical AEC especially as the 

order of the Volterra series increases. Thus, there have been many algorithms pro-

posed for reduced complexity nonlinear AEC using adaptive Volterra filters [16], [23]— 

[26], [86], [89], [90]. In general, these structures employ only second order adaptive 

Volterra filters. Also, for AEC the memory length of the second order Volterra kernel 

can be chosen much less than the first order Volterra kernel while still effectively 

modeling loudspeaker distortion, thus helping to reduce complexity. The time do-

main approaches (see [23], [86], [89]) reduce complexity by exploiting symmetries 

within the Volterra series expansion, taking into consideration the nature of the loud-

speaker distortion, and using simplified filtering structures. Still, the complexity of 

these time domain approaches may be prohibitively high. The frequency domain 

methods (see [16], [24], [25]) reduce complexity further by exploiting fast convolu-

tion techniques in the discrete Fourier transform domain. However, these frequency 

domain structures can be complex to implement. The subband domain techniques 

(see [26], [90]) aim to decrease complexity by performing the adaptive filtering opera-

tions in multiple frequency bands at a reduced sampling rate, where shorter adaptive 

filter lengths are employed. The subband technique in [26] uses a delay-less subband 

structure that considers adaptive Volterra filters beyond the second order. However, 

as many second order channels may need to be considered by this structure for ac-

curate modeling of loudspeaker distortion, the structure's complexity will increase 

significantly. The authors in [90] present a subband parallel cascade structure which 

minimizes complexity by considering only a subset of the total number of eigenvalues 

in the second order Volterra filter matrix. In cases where second order Volterra filters 

with large memory lengths are required, the number of eigenvalues needed for ade-

quate performance will increase, resulting in high complexity levels for this structure. 

Thus, there is still a need for reduced complexity nonlinear EC structures based on 

adaptive Volterra filters, especially when the loudspeaker distortion requires a filter 
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with a large memory length in order to be accurately modeled. An efficient subband 

adaptive second order Volterra filter structure for AEC is presented in Chapter 5. 

2.2.2 Acoustic Echo Cancellation in Nonstationary Environ-

ments 

The LEMS is an inherently nonstationary system as rapid changes within the environ-

ment, such as movement of persons and objects, occur often resulting in fluctuations 

in the LEMS impulse response. To ensure good AEC performance an EC needs to 

be able to track these changes quickly. However, tracking of echo path variations 

is inhibited by the typically long adaptive filters required to model the LEMS and 

the potentially slow convergence of the adaptive algorithm used, such as the NLMS 

algorithm [6]. Adaptive algorithms that achieve fast initial convergence, such as the 

APA and RLS algorithm, may not necessarily offer fast tracking performance in their 

direct form [12]. For the standard LMS adaptive algorithms the steady-state MSE 

and convergence rate are proportional to the step size parameter. Thus, large step 

sizes result in fast convergence and high MSE while small step sizes result in slow con-

vergence and low MSE. To improve upon the convergence and tracking performance 

of standard LMS and NLMS algorithms, many variable step size LMS based adaptive 

algorithms have been proposed [91]—[96]. These algorithms aim to mitigate the trade 

off between convergence speed and MSE, caused by the fixed single step size LMS 

algorithms, by using a time varying step size parameter. In general the variable step 

size parameter is large when the filter taps are far from their optimal values, and is 

small when the taps are close to their optimal values [96]. The drawbacks to these 

variable step size algorithms is their potential sensitivity to the selection of certain 

algorithm parameters, and to the characteristics of the input signal [95]. As well, an 

increase in complexity compared to typical LMS algorithms is incurred. Thus, robust 

variable step size LMS algorithms have been proposed that are less sensitive to the 
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limitations of the standard approaches, examples include [95] and [96]. 

Another type of variable step size algorithm that exploits the time domain char-

acteristics of the LEMS impulse response are exponentially weighted step size algo-

rithms [97], [98]. These algorithms exploit the general exponentially decaying nature 

of the LEMS impulse response by applying a corresponding exponentially weighted 

time invariant update to each filter tap. This allows for significantly faster conver-

gence and tracking compared to standard LMS algorithms at a potentially similar 

complexity. The disadvantage to the exponentially weighted step size algorithms is 

the dependence of the time invariant exponential weight update on the conditions of 

the LEMS, which may not be known a priori. Proportionate step size algorithms are 

presented in [11] and [12]—[14], that exploit the time domain features of the LEMS im-

pulse response through individual filter tap adjustment in relation to the magnitude 

of the current tap estimates, allowing for fast tracking and convergence. As the filter 

taps of the LEMS impulse response model with large coefficients tend to fluctuate 

more significantly than taps with smaller coefficients, in response to a change within 

the acoustic environment, an adaptive algorithm with step-sizes proportional to the 

filter tap coefficients results in fast tracking. These algorithms avoid the drawback 

of the exponential step size algorithms while achieving fast convergence and tracking 

in LEMS with sparse or semi-sparse impulse responses, which are typical for most 

AEC systems. Compared to the variable step size algorithms above, that use a global 

time varying step size to adjust all the filter taps together, these individual filter 

tap step size algorithms can achieve faster convergence and tracking by exploiting 

the time domain nature of the LEMS impulse response. However, the downside to 

these proportionate step size algorithms is their increased complexity compared to 

the standard LMS and NLMS algorithms. Thus, there is a need for reduced com-

plexity proportionate step size algorithms for echo cancellation in changing acoustic 

environments. 

The application of the proportionate step size algorithm in [14] to second order 
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adaptive Volterra filters for nonlinear echo cancellation in the presence of loudspeaker 

distortion is presented in [88], However, the performance of this structure in changing 

acoustic environments is not investigated and its computational cost is very high, 

especially for linear and quadratic Volterra filters with long memory lengths. Thus, 

there is a need for reduced complexity proportionate step size adaptive Volterra filter 

structures, capable of fast convergence and tracking of linear and nonlinear system 

components in the context of AEC. 

2.2.2.1 Tracking Algorithms for Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

The proportionate normalized least-mean-square (PNLMS) algorithm presented in 

[11] achieves fast convergence and tracking by using individual filter tap step sizes 

based on the magnitude of the current filter tap coefficient. Thus, large step sizes 

are applied to filter taps with large magnitudes and small step sizes to taps with 

small magnitudes. The PNLMS method achieves fast convergence and tracking for 

sparse impulse response environments but is impaired when the impulse response is 

dispersive [14]. The improved proportionate normalized least-mean-square (IPNLMS) 

algorithm in [14] enhances the PNLMS scheme by updating the filter taps based on the 

average magnitude of the current filter coefficients, along with the magnitude of the 

current filter tap coefficient itself. This allows the IPNLMS algorithm to converge 

and track faster when the LEMS impulse response is sparse or semi-sparse. The 

generalized gradient proportionate variable step size algorithm discussed in [12] can 

achieve faster convergence and tracking performance than the PNLMS and IPNLMS 

algorithms, since it bases its individual filter tap step sizes on the gradient estimate 

provided by the difference between the current filter tap coefficient and a delayed 

average filter tap coefficient. This gradient estimate does not have any time invariant 

components that lead to slower tracking performance. Also, the exponential step 

size algorithm in [97] as well as the PNLMS and IPNLMS algorithms arise as special 

cases of the generalized gradient proportionate affine projection algorithm (GGPAPA) 
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outlined in [12] with the appropriate setting of parameters. Using (2.8) and (2.14) to 

(2.16) in Section 2.1.1.1 from the APA, the GGPAPA is computed as follows [12]: 

h{n + 1) = h(n) + nA(n)X{n) (XH(n)A(n)X(n) + Si) V ( n ) (2.38) 

A(n) = diag [g0(n),...,gN-i(n)} 

. 1 - / 5 ci(n — 1) B 

(2.39) 

9iip) n) = ! ^ ^ b -1— 
J 2 Elo1 ^(n - 1) + ^ 2N 

ci(n) = eq(n - 1) + (1 - e)|q(n)| 

+ (2.40) 

(2.41) 

q(n) = hi(n- 1) - 7hi(n - 1) (2.42) 

hi{n) = rjhi(n - 1) + (1 - r()hi{n - 1) (2.43) 

where I = 0,..., N — 1. The gradient estimate and its average are represented by 

Ci(n) and Q(n) respectively. The average filter tap coefficient is denoted by hi{n) 

and 7 is a correction factor for hi(n — 1). The forgetting factors e and r/ are used in 

computing q(n) and hi(n) respectively. The diag[-} operator creates a square matrix 

with its arguments on the main diagonal and zero elements elsewhere. The overall 

step size parameter is denoted by n and must be in the range 0 < /j < 2 for stability 

as for the standard APA. When e is set to 0 the GGPAPA becomes a non-generalized 

version called gradient proportionate affine projection algorithm (GPAPA) as dis-

cussed in [12]. Furthermore, when 7 is set to 0 the GPAPA reduces to an improved 

proportionate affine projection algorithm (IPAPA). In addition, setting f3 close to 0 

leads to behaviour like a proportionate affine projection algorithm (PAPA), while set-

ting (3 = 1 and dividing S by 2N results in the APA. Thus, /3 controls the weighting 

between constant and proportionate step sizes. Moreover, under the same conditions 

with P set to 1 the GPAPA reduces to a gradient proportionate normalized least-

mean-square (GPNLMS) algorithm, the IPAPA reduces to the IPNLMS algorithm, 

the PAPA reduces to the PNLMS algorithm, and the APA reduces to the NLMS 
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algorithm. The exponential step size algorithm of [97] can be derived from the GG-

PAPA as e approaches 1 [12]. A computationally efficient subband EC structure based 

on the GGPAPA, for fast convergence and tracking of linear echo path components, 

is presented in Chapter 4. Also, a subband EC structure for fast convergence and 

tracking of both linear and nonlinear echo path components is outlined in Chapter 6. 

2.3 Summary 

This chapter presented a literature review of signal processing structures and adap-

tive algorithms in the context of AEC. Performance limitations in AEC were also 

discussed along with current state-of-the-art approaches to mitigate them, specifically 

in nonstationary and nonlinear acoustic environments. As the focus of this thesis is 

computationally efficient subband structures for AEC in nonstationary and nonlinear 

environments, several of the topics discussed previously fall outside the scope of the 

thesis. Specifically, network echo cancellation along with post-filtering, VAD, and 

doubletalk detector structures are not further considered. As well, only the nonlinear 

behaviour of electrodynamic loudspeakers is addressed by the AEC structures pro-

posed in this thesis. While the nonlinear behaviour of signal converters and internal 

device amplifiers are not considered as they are assumed to be linear components. 

Furthermore, only second order Volterra filters are employed by the proposed AEC 

structures in this thesis for modeling loudspeaker distortion. 



Chapter 3 

Experimental Measurements and 

Data Analysis 

This chapter outlines the experimental setup used for collecting data from practical 

AEC systems, along with the procedure used for estimating the corresponding echo 

path components. A time and frequency domain analysis is also presented for the 

estimated linear and nonlinear echo path components. Also, a harmonic distortion 

analysis is given for the hands-free devices used in each LEMS. The chapter sections 

are organized as follows: Section 3.1 describes the experimental setup, including 

the equipment used along with the method for modeling the LEMS components in 

question. The time and frequency domain interpretation of the measured linear and 

nonlinear LEMS components is discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. Finally, 

harmonic distortion results for the hands-free devices used in the AEC system are 

presented in Section 3.4. 

3.1 Measurement Methodology 

To perform meaningful simulations for the AEC structures presented in this thesis, 

input signal data from several practical LEMS scenarios were recorded. This allows 

38 
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simulations to be performed based on the experimentally measured data directly, as 

well as on synthetic input signals created using the LEMS components extracted from 

the measured data. The measurements were performed at Carleton University in a 

large office room (MC 6015) measuring approximately 9 meters by 9 meters. In all 

measurement scenarios the reference signal played through the loudspeaker, driven 

by a Samson Servo-150 amplifier, and resulting microphone signal were digitized 

simultaneously at a 48 kHz sampling rate via a MOTU 896HD recording system 

with 24-bit ADCs. Adobe Audition software running on a host computer was used 

to control the playback and recording of the measurement signals via a FireWire 

interface. 

Room Enclosure 

MOTU 896HD 
Recording System 

Microphone 
Signal 

Office Cubicle 

Figure 3.1: Office room acoustic echo cancellation measurement setup. 

LEMS data were measured in the large office room from a conference phone and a 

smartphone operating in hands-free mode, that were located in an unobstructed po-

sition on an office desk. A block diagram of the LEMS measurement setup is shown 

in Figure 3.1. Each phone set has a microphone mounted inside the bottom lip of 

the chassis. The conference phone has a top centre mounted loudspeaker measuring 

approximately 6.4 centimeters in diameter with the bottom left mounted microphone 

located roughly 23 centimeters from the centre of the loudspeaker. The smartphone 



(a) Conference phone (b) Smartphone 

Figure 3.2: Commercial phone sets. 

contains a miniaturized loudspeaker that is approximately 10 centimeters from the 

bottom mounted microphone. The internal amplifiers of both devices were not avail-

able for driving the loudspeaker within each respective device. Thus an external 

amplifier was used as shown in Figure 3.1. Photographs of the phone sets are shown 

in Figure 3.2. For both configurations data was recorded separately for 30 seconds of 

white Gaussian noise (WGN) and speech input loudspeaker signals. The speech signal 

consisted of concatenated speech segments from different male and female speakers 

within the TIMIT speech data base [99]. To investigate the impact of loudspeaker 

distortion on each LEMS, measured data was collected for several fundamental tones 

under increasing signal levels described in Section 3.4 below. As well, WGN and 

speech data were recorded under low, moderate, and high input loudspeaker signal 

levels. For the conference phone these input signal levels corresponded to amplifier 

output root mean square (RMS) levels of 0.6, 1.7, and 3.2 Volts respectively and to 

0.5, 1.7, 2.9 Volts respectively for the smartphone, based on a 1 kHz test tone. Since 

the loudspeaker in both devices was driven by an external amplifier operating well 

within its linear region for all signal levels, any nonlinear amplifier saturation that 
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could have occurred by using the internal device amplifiers was avoided. Further-

more, to analyze the affect of an obstruction near each phone set, measured data was 

obtained under moderate input signal levels with a persons hand on the keypad of 

each phone set. The resulting measured linear and nonlinear echo path components 

for the various measurement setups are discussed in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 respectively. 

3.2 Measured Linear Echo Path Impulse Responses 

Estimates of the linear impulse responses for both LEMS configurations were deter-

mined based on the measured WGN input signal data. The recorded loudspeaker and 

microphone signals were decimated to an 8 kHz sampling rate to match that used in 

standard narrow band telephony, and then the NLMS algorithm was used to estimate 

the linear impulse response for each LEMS scenario. The linear NLMS filters were set 

to adapt to a 250 millisecond impulse response estimate, resulting in a filter length of 

N = 2000 in all cases. A small step size of ^ = 0.1 was used throughout the course 

of each adaptation to ensure a low steady-state modeling error. The resulting linear 

impulse responses for each of the hands-free systems under unobstructed conditions 

with moderate input signal levels, are shown in Figure 3.3. Both of the measured 

linear impulse responses share the same general exponentially decaying shape with 

the main differences occurring in the first part of the response. These measured linear-

impulse responses are typical of those for a LEMS found in the literature in the con-

text of AEC [27], [52]. The initial part of each impulse response is due to the direct 

loudspeaker to microphone path and early reflections from the desk surface, which 

vary between each LEMS configuration. The remainder of each impulse response is 

a result of later reflections from walls and other more distant objects within the en-

closure, which are similar for each configuration due to the common location of the 

hands-free device within the enclosure. The linear impulse responses obtained under 

the other measurement conditions resulted in the same set of observations. 
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Figure 3.3: Measured linear impulse responses from the phone set configurations. 

Figure 3.4 shows the unobstructed linear impulse response from Figure 3.3a with 

the associated obstructed linear impulse response obtained from the conference phone 

configuration for the first 100 taps. The first several impulse response coefficients, 

corresponding to the direct path and initial early reflections off the desk surface, are 

the same for both impulse responses due to the fixed location of the loudspeaker 

and microphone. The reflections represented by approximately taps 10 through 50 

are noticeably different between the two responses, as a result of the new reflections 

introduced by the hand on keypad obstruction. The remainder of the linear impulse 

response taps caused by later reverberations from the walls, ceiling, and other distant 

objets are unchanged between the two responses. These findings are similar to those 

reported in [100] for impulse responses measured with and without a small object 

placed near a phone set in a LEMS. 

The corresponding linear magnitude frequency responses for the unobstructed 

and obstructed LEMS setups with the conference phone are shown in Figure 3.5. For 

frequencies below roughly 1000 Hz the magnitude responses are nearly identical while 

they deviate considerably at higher frequencies. The low frequency similarities are a 

result of the corresponding longer wavelengths of sound being relatively unaffected by 
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Figure 3.4: Measured linear impulse responses from the unobstructed and obstructed 
conference phone configurations. 

the small hand obstruction. At higher frequencies the shorter wavelengths are more 

sensitive to the impediment, which is shown by the significant variations between the 

two responses. It should also be noted that at frequencies greater than approximately 

1000 Hz, both responses tend to have a greater variability than in the lower frequency 

region. This is a result of the greater absorbtion of sound waves at higher frequencies 

by the objects and surfaces within the acoustic environment [101]. The obstructed 

linear impulse response measurements from the conference phone at the other signal 

levels, as well as those for the smartphone LEMS configuration at all signal levels, 

yielded similar trends in both the time and frequency domains when compared to the 

corresponding unobstructed impulse responses. These time and frequency domain 

observations provide the motivation for a subband AEC structure with adaptive filters 

based on a proportionate step size adaptive algorithm, to allow for fast tracking of echo 

path changes while requiring low computational complexity. Such an AEC structure 

is presented in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 3.5: Measured linear frequency responses from the unobstructed and ob-
structed conference phone configurations. 

3.3 Measured Quadratic Volterra Kernels 

Quadratic Volterra kernels for each LEMS were determined based on the correspond-

ing measured speech input signal data. The partially decoupled second order adaptive 

Volterra filter structure described in Section 2.2.1.1 of Chapter 2 was used to identify 

the quadratic Volterra kernel component of each LEMS using the NLMS algorithm 

given by (2.35) to (2.37). The quadratic NLMS filters were set to 100 x 100 tap models 

for the nonlinear portion of each LEMS, with a small step size of = 0.1 used for the 

duration of the adaptation process. As only the nonlinear portion of the echo paths 

were of interest in this case the linear portions were not identified, which was achieved 

by setting ^ = 0. The resulting quadratic Volterra kernel for each LEMS configu-

ration under unobstructed conditions with high input signal levels, are shown along 

with their corresponding frequency responses in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. In both cases 

the measured quadratic Volterra kernels have the same basic shape, where the ma-

jority of the significant coefficients are clustered near the origin and are located along 

the main and near adjacent diagonals of each response. These measured quadratic 

Volterra kernels are in accordance with other measured quadratic Volterra kernels 
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Figure 3.6: Measured quadratic Volterra kernel and corresponding frequency response 
for the conference phone configuration. 

from LEMS setups with small loudspeakers [16], [23], [29], [89]. The corresponding 

quadratic frequency response from the conference phone configuration exists mainly 

at frequencies below approximately 1000 Hz. The quadratic frequency response from 

the smartphone configuration has the majority of its significant magnitude occurring 

at frequencies between roughly 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz and between 3000 Hz and 4000 

Hz. The quadratic Volterra kernels obtained under the other signal level conditions 

resulted in the same set of time and frequency domain observations. In Chapter 5 

a subband Volterra structure for AEC is presented that exploits these observations, 

by identifying only the important quadratic Volterra kernel taps along the main and 

adjacent diagonals in a subset of the total number of frequency bands. 

The absolute difference between the measured quadratic Volterra kernels at low 

and high input signals levels for the conference phone LEMS configuration is shown in 

Figure 3.8(a). From this figure it is evident that as the input signal level changes, the 

quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients near the origin along the main and close adjacent 

diagonals experience the greatest magnitude changes. This is expected since these 

taps contain the greatest amount of energy originally. The corresponding difference 
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Figure 3.7: Measured quadratic Volterra kernel and corresponding frequency response 
for the smartphone configuration. 
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Figure 3.8: Measured quadratic Volterra kernel difference and corresponding fre-
quency response from the conference phone at low and high volume signal levels. 

in the quadratic frequency response for the conference phone LEMS configuration is 

shown in Figure 3.8(b). As the input signal level changes the associated change in the 

quadratic frequency response occurs mainly at frequencies below 1000 Hz, which is 

a result of the individual quadratic frequency responses being concentrated at these 

low frequencies. The same trend was observed for the absolute difference between 
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Figure 3.9: Measured quadratic Volterra kernel difference and corresponding fre-
quency response from the smartphone at low and high volume signal levels. 

the measured quadratic Volterra kernels at low and high input signals levels for the 

smartphone LEMS configuration, as shown in Figure 3.9(a). The corresponding dif-

ference in the quadratic frequency response for the smartphone device is shown in 

Figure 3.9(b) where the majority of its significant magnitude occurs at frequencies 

between roughly 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz and between 3000 Hz and 4000 Hz. This is 

a result of the individual quadratic frequency responses being concentrated in these 

frequency regions. A subband Volterra structure for AEC in nonstationary envi-

ronments that takes advantage of these time and frequency domain observations is 

presented in Chapter 6. 

3.4 Measured Harmonic Distortion 

In this section a harmonic distortion analysis is presented for both the conference 

phone and the smartphone with both sets in hands-free mode. The distortion data 

was collected using the experimental setup shown in Figure 3.1. Microphone signals 
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were recorded, under maximum preamplifier gain, at a 48 kHz sampling rate for var-

ious test tones between 50 Hz and 7 kHz for the conference phone, and between 300 

Hz and 7 kHz for the smartphone. Each test tone was applied to the conference phone 

loudspeaker at a RMS voltage of 1.4, 1.0, 0.8, and 0.5 Volts and to the smartphone 

loudspeaker at 1.1, 0.8, 0.5, and 0.2 Volts. For fundamental frequencies below 2.4 kHz 

ten harmonics were included in the distortion calculation, for higher fundamental fre-

quencies all harmonics below the 24 kHz Nyquist rate were included in the distortion 

calculation. The total harmonic distortion (THD) for each fundamental frequency 

was computed as follows: 
v^n rr 

THD = ' (3.1) 
H\ 

where Hi is the power in the zth harmonic. The power of each harmonic was computed 

from the difference between the total power of the recorded microphone signal and the 

total power after notching out the harmonic in question. Signal powers were computed 

by integrating the corresponding Welch power spectral density estimates [75]. A 20th 

order Butterworth infinite impulse response (IIR) notch filter with a quality factor 

of 35 was designed [75] and used to remove the corresponding harmonic signal from 

the recorded microphone signal. The notch filter provided over 100 dB of attenuation 

for all notch frequencies. In Figures 3.10 and 3.11 the second, third, and fourth and 

higher harmonic distortion is presented where the THD can be computed by summing 

all three components for each fundamental frequency. 

As shown in Figure 3.10(a) the conference phone exhibits significant second har-

monic distortion of up to 25% for low fundamental frequencies between 50 and 300 Hz. 

At frequencies beyond this range the second harmonic distortion decreases rapidly to 

much smaller values. Significant third harmonic distortion of up to 15% occurs for 

frequencies between 50 and 150 Hz, before decaying towards zero at higher frequen-

cies. Fourth and higher harmonic distortion of up to 10% occurs for fundamental 

frequencies of 50 and 100 Hz with very little occurring at higher frequencies. Similar 
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Figure 3.10: Measured harmonic distortion for the conference phone. 

distortion results for the conference phone under high input signal level conditions are 

presented in [28]. As the signal level of the fundamental frequencies decreases so does 

the amount of harmonic distortion. However, significant second harmonic distortion 

of up to approximately 20% still occurs for fundamental frequencies between 50 and 

300 Hz for input signal levels of 1.0 Volt as shown in Figure 3.10(b). At the same 

signal level a small amount of third and fourth and higher harmonic distortion of 
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up to 10% occurs for fundamental frequencies of 50 and 100 Hz. As well, significant 

second harmonic distortion of up to 17% occurs for fundamental frequencies between 

50 and 200 Hz for input signal levels of 0.8 Volts as shown in Figure 3.10(c). For 0.5 

Volt fundamental test tones a small amount of second harmonic distortion of up to 

7% occurs for fundamental frequencies between 50 and 200 Hz as shown in Figure 

3.10(d). 
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(a) Harmonic distortion of the smartphone at 1.1(b) Harmonic distortion of the smartphone at 0.£ 
Volts. Volts. 
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(c) Harmonic distortion of the smartphone at 0.5(d) Harmonic distortion of the smartphone at 0.2 
Volts. Volts. 

Figure 3.11: Measured harmonic distortion for the smartphone. 
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The smartphone reaches up to 10% third harmonic distortion for fundamental 

frequencies between 300 and 500 Hz, and for fundamental frequencies at 850 Hz 

and 3 kHz as shown in Figure 3.11(a). At other fundamental frequencies the third 

harmonic distortion is very small. Considerable second harmonic distortion of up to 

30% occurs for fundamental frequencies near 1.5 kHz, and up to 40% between 3 and 4 

kHz. Very little second harmonic distortion occurs at other fundamental frequencies 

with the exception of 11% at 1 and 1.1 kHz. Only a small amount of fourth and higher 

harmonic distortion of up to 6% is observed around 1.5 kHz. Similar distortion results 

for the smartphone under high input signal level conditions are presented in [28]. 

Again, as the signal level decreases the amount of THD decreases as well. However, 

significant second order distortion of 30% still occurs at 1.4 kHz along with 15% and 

45% at 3 and 3.5 kHz respectively, as shown in Figure 3.11(b) for input signal levels 

of 0.8 Volts. Also, at the same signal level third harmonic distortion of 10% occurs 

at 850 Hz and 3.5 kHz, with very little fourth and higher harmonic distortion at all 

fundamental frequencies. With an input signal level of 0.5 Volts significant second 

harmonic distortion of 10%, 11%, and 27% occurs at 1.4, 3, and 3.5 kHz respectively 

as seen in Figure 3.11(c). At this signal level very little third and higher harmonic 

distortion exists at all fundamental frequencies. With an input signal level of 0.2 

Volts very little harmonic distortion occurs for all fundamental frequencies as shown 

in Figure 3.11(d). 

Based on these harmonic distortion results it is apparent that both the conference 

phone and smartphone experience high amounts of second harmonic distortion for 

fundamental frequencies in certain frequency regions. Also, at very high signal levels 

significant third and higher harmonic distortion occurs for the conference phone at 

low fundamental frequencies, and significant third harmonic distortion occurs for the 

smartphone set at various frequencies. It should also be noted that the frequency 

regions of significant second harmonic distortion, for both the conference phone and 

smartphone, correspond well with the significant magnitude regions of the measured 
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quadratic Volterra kernel frequency responses shown in Figure 3.6 and 3.7. Due to 

the diminished output of the miniaturized loudspeaker in the smartphone at lower 

frequencies the harmonic distortion is more significant at higher frequencies. The 

majority of harmonic distortion for the larger loudspeaker in the conference phone 

occurs at low frequencies as expected [78]. These distortion analysis observations 

provide valuable insight into achieving complexity reduction in the subband Volterra 

structures presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Also, it should be noted that for a speech 

input signal some of the harmonic distortion components will be masked by the speech 

signal itself, which may reduce the audibility of the distortion. Furthermore, with the 

transition to wideband telephony the impact of low frequency loudspeaker distortion 

on hands-free communication will become more problematic. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the experimental setup and equipment used for estimating 

the linear and nonlinear components of several hands-free systems. The time and 

frequency domain nature of the resulting components were investigated under vari-

ous conditions in the hands-free environment. It was shown in Section 3.2 that in 

response to a small obstruction in the vicinity of the hands-free device the direct 

path, initial early reflection, and late reflection linear echo path impulse response 

coefficients remained relatively unchanged, while significant changes occurred to the 

remaining coefficients. Furthermore, the linear portion of the echo path was shown to 

vary more at high frequencies than at lower frequencies due to the small obstruction. 

In response to increased levels of excitation signal, the magnitude of the significant 

quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients increased the most, while the other insignificant 

coefficients experienced little change as shown in Section 3.3. Also, the nonlinear 

echo path components experienced the greatest variability in only certain frequency 

regions, in response to an increase in input signal level. A harmonic distortion analysis 
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of the hands-free devices in Section 3.4 revealed that significant second harmonic dis-

tortion occurred for specific fundamental frequency regions under high and moderate 

input signal levels. 



Chapter 4 

Subband Structure for Acoustic 

Echo Cancellation in 

Nonstationary Environments 

As discussed in Section 2.2.2 of Chapter 2 one of the main limitations in the perfor-

mance of an EC is caused by the inherent nonstationarities within the acoustic envi-

ronment. Thus, an EC needs to be able to track the subsequent echo path changes 

quickly to maintain high quality communication between parties in the hands-free 

system. Proportionate variable step size adaptive algorithms have been introduced 

to improve the tracking performance of an EC, as discussed in Section 2.2.2.1. In this 

chapter a generalized proportionate variable step size subband adaptive filter struc-

ture is proposed, that exploits the time and frequency domain characteristics of the 

changes that occur within the acoustic environment. It is shown that this structure 

can achieve superior convergence and tracking performance for AEC compared to its 

fullband time domain counterpart, at a reduced computational complexity. 

The following sections are presented in this chapter. In Section 4.1 the generalized 

proportionate variable step size subband adaptive filter structure is discussed in detail. 

This includes a description of the filter bank structure it employs along with the 
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underlying proportionate step size adaptive algorithm used in each subband, followed 

by a computational complexity analysis of the structure. Experimental results based 

on measured LEMS impulse responses, as well as on directly measured LEMS input 

signal data, are presented in Section 4.2 for the proposed structure. A summary of 

the main results and findings of this chapter are given in Section 4.3. 

4.1 Generalized Proportionate Variable Step Size 

Subband Adaptive Filter Structure 

4.1.1 Description 

As shown in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, the changes that occur in the linear impulse 

response of a LEMS due to a change in the acoustic environment are not uniform in 

both the time and frequency domains. The majority of the significant fluctuations 

in the impulse response tend to occur in the high magnitude taps that correspond 

to the early reflection section of the response. Furthermore, the impulse response 

variations are much more significant at higher frequencies than at lower ones. To 

exploit these trends in time and frequency during a change in the acoustic environ-

ment, a fast tracking subband structure for AEC is proposed. As discussed in Section 

2.1.1.2 of Chapter 2, a subband structure uses shorter adaptive filters in multiple 

frequency bands operating at a reduced sampling rate, compared to a single long 

fullband adaptive filter. This allows for faster convergence and tracking at a reduced 

complexity as the subband signals tend to be more spectrally uniform, especially for 

highly correlated input signals such as speech. Furthermore, when a disturbance oc-

curs in the hands-free environment only the filter taps in the correspondingly affected 

subbands need to be adjusted. In contrast, all of the taps of the equivalent fullband 

adaptive filter will need to be adjusted in response to a perturbation in the acoustic 

environment, resulting in diminished tracking performance. 
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To take advantage of the fact that the LEMS impulse response taps with the 

greatest magnitude experience the largest fluctuations due to a change in the hands-

free environment, a subband AEC structure with adaptive filters based on the GG-

PAPA discussed in Section 2.2.2.1 of Chapter 2 is introduced. A block diagram of 

the subband generalized gradient proportionate affine projection (SB-GGPAP) AEC 

structure is shown in Figure 4.1. The subband structure is composed of near per-

fect reconstruction oversampled GDFT modulated analysis and synthesis filter banks 

with polyphase implementation, as discussed in Section 2.1.1.2 of Chapter 2. Over-

sampled GDFT modulated filter banks were employed instead of oversampled DCT 

modulated filter banks due to their aliasing robustness [62]. The K subband adap-

tive filters, Wi(m), operate on the M (M < K) fold downsampled and filtered input 

reference, x,(m), and input microphone, dj(ra), signals (i = 1 , . . . , K) to produce es-

timates of the subband echo path impulse responses, W i ( m ) . The resulting subband 

error signals, ej(m), are passed through the polyphase synthesis filters to created the 

fullband error signal, e(n). The complex GDFT modulation results in complex val-

ued subband signals which increase the complexity of the subband adaptive filtering 

algorithm. However, this resulting complexity increase can be overcome for real val-

ued input signals, which is the case for AEC, since the resulting subband signals will 

occur in complex conjugate pairs. Thus, only half of the subband signals need to 

be processed due to this redundancy. Since the subband adaptive filters are derived 

based on the GGPAPA, faster convergence and tracking performance can be achieved 

compared to equivalent subband structures based on the PAPA or the IPAPA. This is 

due to the individual filter tap step sizes being based on a gradient estimate given by 

the difference between the current and delayed average filter tap coefficients, which 

does not have any time invariant components that can slow tracking [12]. 

The subband input signal and adaptive filter vector definitions for the subband 

generalized gradient proportionate affine projection algorithm (SB-GGPAPA) are as 
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Figure 4.1: Block diagram of the generalized proportionate variable step size subband 
adaptive filter structure. 

follows: 

Wi(m) = ^ ( r a ^ u ^ m ) , . . . ,w lN _1(m) L soj 

x i { m ) = X i ( m ) , X i ( m - 1 ) , . . . , X i ( m - Nsbi + 1) 

Xiim) = Xi(m), Xi(m — 1),..., Xi(m — P + 1) 

di(m) = di(m),di(m - 1),... ,di(m - P + 1)] 

ej(m) = di(m) — wf (m)Xi(m) 

(4.1) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

where Wi(m) are the subband filter coefficient vectors, Xi(m) are the subband refer-

ence input signal vectors of length Nsbi, and P is the projection order. The subband 

adaptive filters are updated according to the GGPAPA, which is outlined in Section 

2.2.2.1 of Chapter 2, as follows: 

Wi(m + 1) = Wi(m) + ^iAi{m)Xi{m)£i{m) (4.6) 



si(m)=Tl(m)ef(m) (4.7) 

r i(m) = ( X f (m)A,(m)X i(m) + S j ) ' 1 (4.8) 

Ai(m)=diag gio(m),...,giN _1(m) (4.9) 

/ x 1 - A ^ ( m - l ) A , . 
s " ( m ) = ~ + ( 4 1 0 ) 

Ci((m) = 6iCi((m - 1) + (1 - e;)|ci((m)| (4.11) 

ci;(m) = ^ ( m - 1) - liWiXm - 1) (4-12) 

wi;(m) = rjiWiXm - 1) + (1 - r]i)wil{m - 1) (4.13) 

where ^ is a small positive number to avoid to avoid division by zero in (4.10), 6i is 

a small positive regularization parameter, I — 0,..., Nsb. — 1, and J is a P x P iden-

tity matrix. The subband gradient estimates and their averages are represented by 

Q;(m) and Q,(m) respectively. The average subband filter tap coefficient is denoted 

by Wi^m) where 7j is a correction factor for w^im — 1). The forgetting factors ej and 

rji are used in computing q, (m) and w(to) respectively. The overall subband step size 

parameter, controls convergence, tracking speed, steady-state error [12], The pro-

portionate step size matrix, Ai(m), consists of the individual filter tap proportionate 

step sizes, git (TO), along its main diagonal. When ej is set to 0 in all subbands the SB-

GGPAPA becomes a non-generalized version called subband gradient proportionate 

affine projection algorithm (SB-GPAPA) as discussed in [12] for the fullband GPAPA. 

Furthermore, when 7, is set to 0 in all subbands the SB-GPAPA reduces to a subband 

improved proportionate affine projection algorithm (SB-IPAPA). In addition, setting 

(3i close to 0 in all subbands leads to behaviour like a subband proportionate affine 

projection algorithm (SB-PAPA), while setting = 1 in all subbands and dividing 

Si by 2Nsbi results in a subband affine projection algorithm (SB-APA). Moreover, 

under the same conditions with P set to 1 the SB-GPAPA reduces to a subband 
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gradient proportionate normalized least-mean-square (SB-GPNLMS) algorithm, the 

SB-IPAPA reduces to the subband improved proportionate normalized least-mean-

square (SB-IPNLMS) algorithm given in [100], the SB-PAPA reduces to a subband 

proportionate normalized least-mean-square (SB-PNLMS) algorithm, and the SB-

APA reduces to a subband normalized least-mean-square (SB-NLMS) algorithm. A 

subband version of the exponential step size algorithm of [97] can be derived from 

the SB-GGPAPA as e* approaches 1 in all subbands as in [12] for the fullband case. 

Implementing the GGPAPA in a subband structure allows the fast tracking algo-

rithm to be applied on a per subband basis depending on the nature of the nonsta-

tionarity that occurs within the AEC environment. As demonstrated in Section 3.2 of 

Chapter 3, the obstruction of a hand placed on the keypad of the phone set resulted in 

a change in the LEMS impulse response occurring mainly at frequencies above 1 kHz. 

Thus, the subband AEC structure of Figure 4.1 would only require the GGPAPA 

in the correspondingly affected subbands while the simpler APA would suffice in the 

unaffected subbands. This per subband tracking flexibility helps to minimize the in-

crease in computational complexity required for implementing the subband adaptive 

filters with the GGPAPA compared to using the APA. 

As shown experimentally in Figure 3.4 of Chapter 3, only the high magnitude 

linear echo path impulse response taps in the early reflection section of the response 

vary significantly due to the introduction of the hand obstruction. Thus, identifying 

and tracking the initial LEMS impulse response taps with the GGPAPA, and the 

remainder of the taps with the simpler APA will allow for a compromise between 

tracking performance during echo path fluctuations and overall computational com-

plexity. With this in mind the subband adaptive filter update in (4.6) is replaced 

with the following: 

wfi(m + 1) = wfi(m) + vfiAfi(m)Xfi(m)efi(m) (4.14) 



Tfi(m) = (Xf?{m)Afi(m)Xf.(m) + 6fJ 

wti(m + 1) = wu(m) + nu Xu(m)eti(m) 

eti(m) = rti(m)e?(m) 

Tu(m) = ( X f (m)Xi(m) + Stj)'1 

r i T 
™fi(m) = wlQ{rn),wh{m),.. .,wiN _1(m) L Ji 

wti(m) = \wlN ( m ) , w i N 1 ( m ) , . . . , w i N _ 1 ( m ) L Ji Ji soi -I 

x f i ( m ) = [xfi(.m)>xfl(m -!),•••, - P + 1) 

r i T 

^ / i ^ ) = [Xi(m),Xi(rn - 1 ) , . . . , Xi(m - Nh + 1) 

Xti(m) = [®ti(m), xti(m - 1),..., xti{m - P + 1) 

®ti(m) = Xi(m- Nfi), xl{m - Nfi - 1),... - + 1) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

(4.23) 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

where N^ is the number of initial LEMS impulse response taps identified with the 

GGPAPA (Nfi < Nsbi) and the remaining Nsb.-Nfi taps are identified with the APA. 

The equations in (4.9) to (4.13) can be applied with Nsbi replaced with N^ for the 

initial LEMS impulse response taps adapted with the GGPAPA. 

4.1.2 Computational Complexity Analysis 

The computational complexity of the SB-GGPAP AEC structure shown in Figure 

4.1 is comprised of the complexity of the filter banks along with the adaptive filter-

ing expense within each subband. The computational cost of the AEC structures 

investigated in this thesis is expressed in terms of the total number of equivalent 

real elementary mathematical operations per input sample period. The cost of other 

operations such as memory transfers are not considered. All AEC structures are 
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assumed to be implemented on a general purpose floating point central processing 

unit (CPU). For complex input data one complex addition is realized with two real 

additions, and one complex multiplication is equivalent to four real multiplications 

with two real additions. Furthermore, a complex division is assumed to be computed 

by first multiplying the numerator and denominator by the conjugate of the denomi-

nator, resulting in six real multiplications, three real additions, and two real divisions 

overall. The absolute value of a complex number is assumed to be determined by 

multiplying by its conjugate and then taking the square root of the result. This re-

quires two real multiplications and one real addition along with the complexity of 

computing the square root of a real valued number. 

For the oversampled GDFT modulated polyphase analysis and synthesis filter 

banks used in the subband AEC structure of Figure 4.1 the computational cost, 

Cfb j is comprised of the same number of real multiplications and additions per input 

sample for each filter bank as follows [63]: 

CFB = ^ (L^ + 4K log2 K + AK) (4.26) 

where Lpr is the length of the filter bank prototype filter. The adaptive filtering cost is 

determined by the computational expense of adapting a subband filter at the reduced 

sampling rate times the number of subbands processed. As the complex GDFT 

modulated filter banks give rise to complex valued subband signals, which occur in 

complex conjugate pairs for real valued input signals, only up to K/2 subband signals 

need to be processed. The complexity of the GGPAPA described in (4.5) to (4.13) is 

summarized for real and complex input signal data in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 

The terms TR)7n, and Tr^ represent the required number of real multiplications, 

additions, and divisions for solving the system of equations in (4.7) for real input 

data, while Tc,m, 7c,a, and Tc.d represent the required number for complex input 

data. If standard Gaussian elimination is used then Tji>m, TR>a, Tc,m, and Tc,a have 
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a complexity of 0(P3) while TR^d and Tc,d have a complexity of 0(P2). The cost of 

computing a square root when determining the absolute value of a complex valued 

filter tap gradient estimate in (4.11) is denoted by and d for the 

required number of real multiplications, additions, and divisions respectively. Also, 

since the resulting PxP matrix from computing Xf{m)Ai(m)Xi(m) is a Hermitian 

matrix the required number of real multiplications and additions for real input data 

can be reduced from P2Nsbi and P2(Nsbt -1) t o \ ( P 2 + P ) N s b i a n d \ { P 2 + P)(Nsbx -1) 

respectively, given that the intermediate Nsbi x P matrix resulting from Ai(m)Xi(m) 

has already been determined. For real input signals, which is the case for AEC, the 

overall computational cost of the subband AEC structure with the GGPAPA used 

to adapt the K/2 unique complex subband filters operating at the M fold reduced 

sampling rate, is summarized in Table 4.3 in terms of the required number of real 

mathematical operations. Overall the complexity of the structure is dominated by the 

required number of real multiplication and addition operations, and is O (P2Nsbi 

for both as P increases for equal Nsbi in all subbands. 

T e r m X + 
w f ^ X i i m ) PNsh P(Nsbl ~ 1) 

di(m) — wf (m)Xi(m) P 

Ai(m)Xi(m) PNsbl 

Xf(m)At(m)Xt(m) l(P* + P)Nsbi \(P2 + P){Nsbi- 1) 

XfimjAimjXiim) 

+SJ 
P 

£i(m) = Ti(m)ef (m) TR^tu TR,a TR^ 

P(Nsbt + 1) (p - 1)AU 

Wi(m)+ 

^A i (m)Xj (m)£ j (m) 
Nsbl 
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Term X + -T-

Si(m) = 

Eifo 1 c i j ( m - l ) + £ i 
Nsb, 

( ( l - A ) / 2 ) M ( m ) x 

Ci^m- l) + A/(27VsfeJ 
Nsbl AU 1 

6iCk(m - 1 ) + 

(1 -eOlcf^m)! 
2Nshi Nsbl 

W i ^ m - 1 ) -

7 i W k ( m - 1 ) 
Nsbl Nsbt 

r j i W i ^ m - 1 ) + 

( 1 - r ] i ) w i l { m - 1 ) 
2 Nsbi Ns 6, 

Total per iteration 
( | P 2 + I P + 6) 

xNsbt + P + TR,m 

( | P 2 + §P + 5) 

x i V s 6 ! - | P 2 + | P 

+TR>a 

TR4 +1 

Table 4.1: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the GGPAPA 
applied to subband adaptive filters for real input data in terms of real multiplications, 
additions, and divisions. 

Term X + • 

4 P A ^ 2P{2Nsbi - 1) 

di(m) — wf (m)Xi{m) 2 P 

Ai{m)Xi(m) 2PNsbi 

Xf{m)Ai{m)Xi{m) 2 (P2 + P)Nsbi (P2 + P)(2Nsbi — 1) 

Xf{m) Mrr^X^m) 

+SJ 
P 

Si(m) = Ti(m)ef(m) Tc,m Tc,a Tc,d 

liiAi(m)Xi(m)£i(m) P(ANsbi + 2) {2P-l)2Nsh 
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Term X + -j-

Wi(m)+ 

^iAi(m)Xi(rn)£i(m) 
2 Nsh 

Si(m) = 
Ez=o4 lcil(m-l)+Zi 

Nsbt 

( ( l - A ) / 2 ) M ( m ) x 

cll(m-l) + pi/(2Nsbi) 
Nsbl Nsbl 1 

elcil(m - 1)+ 

(1 - 6i)\ck(m)\ 

4AU + 2 Nsbi+ 
NsbiC^r.ta 

NsblC^d 

Wit ( T O - ! ) -

7iWiXm - 1) 
2Nsbi 2Nsbt 

rjiWi^m - 1)+ 

(1 - r]i)wk(m - 1) 
4AU 2 Nsbi 

Total per iteration 

(2P2 + 12P + 1 1 ) 

xNsbt+2P + Tc,m 

(2 P2 + 10 P + 8) 

xNsbt-P2 + Tc,a 

+NsbiC^a 

Tc,d + 1+ 

NsblC^d 

Table 4.2: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the GGPAPA 
applied to subband adaptive filters for complex input data in terms of real multipli-
cations, additions, and divisions. 

±(Lpr + 4Klog2K + 4K) + 

± E , t i ((2P2 + 12P + ll)Nsb. +2P + Tc,m + NabiCv-.,m) 

+ 
±(Lpr + 4K\og2K + 4K) + 

± Z?=i ((2P2 + 10P + 8)N s b i -P2 + Tc,a + NsbtC^a) 

Table 4.3: Approximate computational complexity per input sample period for the 
SB-GGPAP AEC structure in terms of real multiplications, additions, and divisions. 
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The computational complexity of the GGPAPA applied to the initial Nfi subband 

adaptive filter taps and the APA applied to the remaining taps, as described in 

(4.14) to (4.25), is outlined for complex input signal data in Table 4.4. The total 

computational cost of the SB-GGPAP AEC structure with the GGPAPA applied to 

the initial N^ subband adaptive filter taps and the APA applied to the remaining 

taps is summarized in Table 4.5. The same terms and conditions as stated previously 

for Tables 4.2 and 4.3 are applicable to Tables 4.4 and 4.5. As Nfi increases towards 

Nsbi the complexity of the SB-GGPAP AEC structure increases towards the standard 

SB-GGPAP AEC structure given in Table 4.3. For small values of Nfi the complexity 

of the SB-GGPAP AEC structure is similar to the simpler subband affine projection 

(SB-AP) AEC structure. 

T e r m X + • 

wf (m)Xi(m) 4 PNabi 2P(2Nsbi - 1) 

di[m) — wf (m)Xi(m) 2 P 

Afi(m)Xfi(m) 

Xf?(m)Af.(m)Xf.(m) 2 ( P 2 + P)Nh (P2 + P)(2Nfi — 1) 

Xf?(m)Af.(m)Xf.(m) 

+6fJ 
P 

X f {rn)Xi{rn) 2 ( P 2 + P ) Nsk (P2 + P)(2Nsbi — 1) 

x f H ^ H + iS t , ! P 

= Tfi(m)e?(m) TCf,m TCf,a TCf,d 

£ti(m) = Tu{m)ef{m) Tct,m Tct,a TCt,d 

f i N ^ / i H e / i H P ( 4 % + 2 ) ( 2 P - 1 ) 2 A ^ 

LkiXti(m)eti(m) 
P x 

( 4 ( A U - A y + 2 ) 

2 ( 2 P - l ) x 

(Nsbz - Nfi) 

wfi(m)+ 
2 Nfi 
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Term X + -i-

wu(m)+ 

f j , t i X t i ( m ) e t i ( m ) 
2 ( N s b i - N f t ) 

sfi(m) = 
% 

( ( 1 - / 3 / J / 2 )/8ft(m)x 

cfii(m-l) + Pfi/(2Nft) 
% Nft 1 

W h i m - 1 ) + 

(1 — e f i ) \ c f i t ( m ) \ 

4 Nfi + 2 Nfi + 

1 ) -

7 h W f H ( m - 1 ) 
2 % 

VhWfH(m- 1) + 

(! - Vh)wfil(m- 1) 
4 Nh 2 Nfi 

Total per iteration 

(2 P 2 + 10P)iVs6i + 

(2P2 + 4P + 11)% 

+ 4 P + TCf,m+ 

Tct,m + NfiC^tln 

( 2 P 2 + 1 0 P)Nsbt+ 

(2 P 2 + 2P + 8 ) % 

- 2 P 2 + TC / ,a+ 

TCua + NfiC^a 

TCf,d 

+Tct,d 

+1 

+ N h x 

Table 4.4: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the GGPAPA 
applied to the initial N^ subband adaptive filter taps and the APA applied to the 
remaining taps for complex input data in terms of real multiplications, additions, and 
divisions. 
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tot (Lpr + AK log2 K + AK) + 

X M ( ( 2 P2 + 1 0 P)Nabi + ( 2 P2 + 4 P + 1 1 ) N f i + 4 P + TCf,m+ 

Tct,m + NfrC^,m) 

±(Lpr + AKlogiK + 4K) + 

+ M 2i=i 1 [(2P2 + 10P)Nsbx + (2P2 + 2P + 8 ) N f i - 2P2 + TCf,a+ 

TCt,a + NfzC^a) 
K_ 

M Y,i=\(Tcj,d + TCud + 1 + NfiC^td) 

Table 4.5: Approximate computational complexity per input sample period for the 
SB-GGPAP AEC structure with the GGPAPA applied to the initial Nfi subband 
adaptive filter taps and the APA applied to the remaining taps in terms of real 
multiplications, additions, and divisions. 

4.2 Experimental Results 

4.2.1 Methodology 

To perform meaningful AEC simulations under changing acoustic conditions, syn-

thetic microphone input signals were created using (2.1) and (2.3) based on the 

measured unobstructed and obstructed LEMS impulse responses from the confer-

ence phone configuration, as shown in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. This allows the 

performance of the AEC structures in question to be studied during a change in 

the acoustic environment under controlled input conditions. The change in the echo 

signal was created by linearly interpolating from the unobstructed impulse response 

coefficients to the obstructed impulse response coefficients, or vice versa, for a desired 

duration. This simulates a local talkers hand moving towards or away from the phone 

set and the impact it has on the performance of the AEC structure under test. Also, 

simulation results are presented based on experimentally measured input reference 

and microphone data from the conference phone. This allows the behaviour of the 

AEC structures to be investigated under real hands-free communication operating 
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conditions. The results for the proposed SB-GGPAPA AEC structure are compared 

to the fullband generalized gradient proportionate affine projection algorithm (FB-

GGPAPA) and its variants outlined in [12], and to the SB-IPNLMS structure de-

scribed in [100] in terms of ERLE performance and computational complexity. The 

simulation results for all AEC structures are based on an 8 kHz sampling rate to 

match that used in standard narrow band telephony. 

Unless otherwise stated, the results presented in the following sections for the 

subband AEC structures were obtained using K = 8 band near perfect reconstruction 

oversampled GDFT modulated filter banks with a decimation factor of M = 4, as 

described in Section 4.1.1. This oversampling ratio (OSR) of 2 (OSR=K/M) was 

selected as it allowed for a low overall filter bank system delay, a high level of aliasing 

suppression within the subbands, and significant computational complexity savings 

compared to equivalent fullband structures. The prototype filter was a Lpr = 64 

tap lowpass filter resulting in approximately 100 dB of stopband attenuation and 

was designed using the least squares method discussed in [61]. The high stopband 

attenuation of the analysis filters resulted in low aliasing levels within each subband. 

A 92 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) due to aliasing was determined based on a WGN 

input. With a prototype filter of length Lpr = 64 the resulting delay introduced into 

the signal path by the analysis and synthesis filter banks, as discussed in Section 

2.1.1.2 of Chapter 2, was 63 samples. Also, anti-causal subband LEMS impulse 

response taps were modeled by inserting a small delay [1] of 16 samples into the 

fullband microphone signal. This delay of 16 samples was chosen as it allowed for equal 

steady-state performance compared to the equivalent fullband AEC structures. The 

delay for implementing the anti-causal subband impulse response taps increased the 

overall delay of the subband AEC structures to 79 samples, or roughly 10 milliseconds 

for an 8 kHz sampling rate. 
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4.2.2 Simulation Results Based on Measured Impulse Re-

sponses 

To demonstrate how the LEMS impulse response taps vary in time and frequency for 

the conference phone configuration, subband echo path impulse responses, W i ( m ) , 

were identified under the unobstructed and obstructed conditions outlined in Section 

3.2 of Chapter 3. The recorded reference and microphone signals were decimated to 

an 8 kHz sampling rate before being processed by the filter bank described in Section 

4.2.1. Within each subband the NLMS algorithm was used to estimate W i ( m ) , where 

each Wi(m) was set to a length of N ^ = 500 to correspond to the fullband impulse 

responses of length MNS= 2000, as shown in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. During the 

course of the adaptation process a small step size of 0.1 was used within each subband 

to ensure a low steady-state modeling error. The first 100 taps of the real part of 

each Wi(m) for the unobstructed and obstructed conference phone configurations are 

shown in Figure 4.2. Only the 4 [Kj2) w^m) corresponding to the subbands covering 

frequencies up to half of the sampling rate are shown, as their complex conjugate 

partners are redundant as discussed in Section 4.1.1. 

The unobstructed and obstructed subband impulse responses are nearly identical 

in the 0-1 kHz subband (Figure 4.2(a)), since the long wavelengths of sound at these 

low frequencies are less impeded by the small hand obstruction than the shorter sound 

wavelengths at higher frequencies. This is verified by the greater disparity between 

the unobstructed and obstructed subband impulse responses for the higher frequency 

subbands shown in Figures 4.2(b) to (d). Also, the greatest change in magnitude 

between the unobstructed and obstructed cases occurs for the high magnitude coef-

ficients during the initial part of the subband impulse responses. These observations 

correspond well to those made for the equivalent fullband impulse responses shown 

in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3. Also, it should be noted 

that similar observations resulted for the imaginary parts of the complex subband 
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(a) 0-1 kHz subband. 
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Figure 4.2: Real part of the unobstructed and obstructed complex subband impulse 
response estimates from the conference phone configuration. 

impulse responses. In addition to the inherently faster tracking provided by a sub-

band AEC structure compared to an equivalent fullband AEC structure, the fact that 

the LEMS impulse response fluctuations vary in frequency further motivates its use 

in a changing acoustic environment. In this case the adaptive filter in the 0-1 kHz 

subband would be impacted very little by the change in the acoustic environment 

and therefore maintain good AEC performance. The adaptive filters in the higher 

frequency subbands would be disrupted more by the echo path change, however the 
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degradation in AEC performance would be less compared the equivalent fullband 

AEC structure due to the faster reconvergence of the shorter subband adaptive fil-

ters, this was similarly noted in [100]. Furthermore, a subband AEC structure allows 

for fast tracking algorithms, such as the GGPAPA, to be applied in the subbands most 

affected by the disruption in the acoustic environment, while simpler slower tracking 

adaptive algorithms, such as the APA, can be used in the less impacted subbands. 

The application of fast tracking adaptive algorithms on a per subband basis can lead 

to improved overall AEC performance during changes in the acoustic environment, 

while helping to minimize the increase in complexity compared to using less complex 

slower tracking adaptive algorithms in all subbands. 

4.2.2.1 White Noise Excitation Signal 

In this section the AEC performance of the SB-GGPAP structure, discussed in Section 

4.1.1, along with its variants are compared to each other as well as to their fullband 

counterparts under changing acoustic conditions. Simulations were performed for 

synthetic microphone input signals created based on the measured L = 2000 tap 

unobstructed and obstructed LEMS impulse responses as discussed in Section 4.2.1, 

with the results averaged over several trials. A 20 second WGN reference excitation 

signal, x(n), with zero mean and unit variance was used along with the measured 

impulse responses to create a changing echo signal, y(n), using (2.3). The change in 

y(n) was achieved by linearly interpolating from the unobstructed impulse response 

coefficients to the obstructed coefficients over a desired duration, and then interpo-

lating back over a desired time to the original unobstructed taps after a specified 

amount of time had passed. This change in y{n) simulates a local talker moving 

their hand onto the keypad of the phone set, leaving it there for some time, and then 

moving their hand back to its original position. The input microphone signal, d(n), 

was obtained by adding 20 seconds of uncorrelated WGN background noise, 77(77-), to 

y(n) to achieve a SNR of 30 dB. Since adaptation of the EC is only performed under 
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quiet local talker conditions, see Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2, the local talker signal, 

v(n), was set to 0 for the duration of the simulations. 

TIME (SECONDS) 

Figure 4.3: Subband NLMS versus fullband NLMS tracking. 

Figure 4.3 compares the tracking performance of a SB-NLMS AEC structure to 

a fullband normalized least-mean-square (FB-NLMS) structure to demonstrate the 

inherently better tracking performance provided the subband structure. The changes 

in y(n) took place at approximately 7 and 13 seconds into the simulation and lasted for 

0.5 and 0.25 seconds respectively. The adaptive filter of the FB-NLMS structure was 

set to a length of TV = 2000, while the adaptive filters of the SB-NLMS structure 

were set to Nsbi = N/M = 500 in all subbands. The SB-NLMS structure was 

implemented using the filter bank characteristics discussed in Section 4.2.1 where 

the NLMS algorithm arose from the GGPAPA by setting = 0, 7; = 0, fa = 1, 

and P = 1 as discussed in Section 4.1.1. With a step size of = 0.25 used by all 

subband adaptive filters the SB-NLMS structure (SB-NLMS = 0.25) suffers less 

of a performance degradation, and reconverges faster back to steady-state operation 
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while maintaining a higher ERLE than the equivalent FB-NLMS structure (FB-NLMS 

H = 0.25) for both echo path changes. The same trends occur for the SB-NLMS 

structure with an increased step size of Hi = 0.5 (SB-NLMS /j.i_4 = 0.5) compared 

to the FB-NLMS structure with the same step size (FB-NLMS h = 0.5). Also, at 

the higher step size both the fullband and subband structures outperform themselves 

in terms of convergence and tracking performance compared to the corresponding 

results at the lower step size. Moreover, the SB-NLMS structure with a step size of 

Hi = 0.25 in the 0-1 kHz subband and a step size of Hi = 0-5 in the 1-4 kHz subbands 

(SB-NLMS hi = 0.25, H2-a = 0.5) attains nearly identical ERLE performance during 

the echo path changes as with a step size of Hi = 0-5 in all subbands (SB-NLMS 

Hi-i — 0.5). This verifies that faster tracking within the 0-1 kHz subband, via an 

increased step size, does not improve performance during the echo path changes, 

as the subband echo path impulse response taps in this band change very little as 

discussed in Section 4.2.2. 

35 
SB-GPNLMS 

5 

0 
0 5 10 

TIME (SECONDS) 
15 20 

Figure 4.4: ERLE for FB-NLMS, FB-IPNLMS, FB-GPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS 
with WGN input in a synthetic changing environment and a step size of 0.25. 
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The SB-GPNLMS AEC structure is compared to the fullband gradient proportion-

ate normalized least-mean-square (FB-GPNLMS), fullband improved proportionate 

normalized least-mean-square (FB-IPNLMS), and FB-NLMS structures in Figure 4.4. 

The echo path changes occurred at the same times as in the previous simulation and 

lasted for 0.5 and 1.0 seconds respectively. The FB-GPNLMS, FB-IPNLMS, and 

FB-NLMS structures were derived from the GGPAPA according to the settings out-

lined in Section 2.2.2.1 of Chapter 2 with 7 = 1, and rj = 0.9999 for the GPNLMS 

algorithm, and /? = 0.5, and £ = 0.00001 for both the GPNLMS and IPNLMS algo-

rithms, along with S = 0.00001 for all algorithms. The SB-GPNLMS structure was 

implemented based on the SB-GGPAPA, as discussed in Section 4.1.1, with the same 

GPNLMS parameter settings in all subbands as the FB-GPNLMS structure, along 

with the filter bank characteristics given in Section 4.2.1. The adaptive filters of the 

fullband structures were set to lengths of N = 2000 while the adaptive filters of the 

SB-GPNLMS structure were set to Nabi = N/M = 500 in all subbands. Further-

more, the GGPAPA parameters for the compared structures were set to the values 

outlined based on [12], and because they resulted in good ERLE performance for the 

given overall step size. With an overall step size of //j = 0.25 used in all subbands of 

the SB-GPNLMS structure, a smaller drop in ERLE performance along with faster 

convergence back to steady-state operation is achieved for both echo path changes, 

compared to the fullband AEC structures with the same overall step size. The SB-

GPNLMS structure achieves up to 10 dB, 5 dB, and 2 dB higher ERLE during the 

echo path changes as well as during reconvergence back to steady-state operation 

compared to the FB-NLMS, FB-IPNLMS, and FB-GPNLMS structures respectively. 

As minimum ERLE is important to the users' subjective quality of the hands-free con-

versation according to [12], the SB-GPNLMS has the greatest advantage compared 

to the other structures in this respect. The improved tracking performance of the 

SB-GPNLMS structure during the echo path fluctuations, as well as the faster recon-

vergence after the changes, can be attributed to the shorter length subband adaptive 
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filters and to the individual gradient proportionate subband filter tap step sizes, as 

discussed in Section 4.1.1. Also, it should be noted that during initial convergence 

before the echo path changes the SB-GPNLMS structure converges faster than the 

FB-NLMS, FB-IPNLMS, and FB-GPNLMS structures by up to 10 dB, 3 dB, and 2 

dB respectively for the same reasons as previously mentioned. Furthermore, during 

stationary conditions within the acoustic environment the SB-GPNLMS structure 

achieves the same constant steady-state ERLE performance of approximately 30 dB 

as the other structures. 
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Figure 4.5: ERLE for FB-GPNLMS, SB-NLMS, SB-IPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS with 
WGN input in a synthetic changing environment and a step size of 0.25. 

Figure 4.5 compares the tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure to the 

SB-IPNLMS, SB-NLMS, and FB-GPNLMS structures under the previous simulation 

conditions. The SB-IPNLMS and SB-NLMS AEC structures were realized from the 

SB-GGPAPA according to the parameter settings given in Section 4.1.1 with fa = 

0.5 in all subbands for SB-IPNLMS, and 5 = 0.00001 for all algorithms and in all 

subbands as in the previous simulation. All subband structures were implemented 
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based on the filter bank characteristics given in Section 4.2.1, with the same subband 

adaptive filter lengths and overall step sizes as for the SB-GPNLMS structure. The 

FB-GPNLMS structure is included in order to compare the best performing fullband 

AEC structure to the performance of the subband structures under the changing 

echo path conditions. The SB-GPNLMS and SB-IPNLMS structures perform nearly 

identically during the echo path changes as well as during reconvergence back to 

steady-state operation, while at the same time achieve up to 7 dB and 2 dB higher 

ERLE than the SB-NLMS and FB-GPNLMS structures respectively. During initial 

convergence the SB-GPNLMS and SB-IPNLMS structures converge faster than the 

SB-NLMS and FB-GPNLMS structures by the same amount as during reconvergence 

after the echo path changes. 

Figure 4.6: ERLE for FB-NLMS, FB-IPNLMS, FB-GPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS 
with WGN input in a synthetic changing environment and a step size of 1.0. 

Under the previous simulation conditions the tracking performance of the SB-

GPNLMS AEC structure is compared to the FB-GPNLMS, FB-IPNLMS, and FB-

NLMS structures in Figure 4.6 and to the SB-IPNLMS, SB-NLMS, and FB-GPNLMS 
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TIME (SECONDS) 

Figure 4.7: ERLE for FB-GPNLMS, SB-NLMS, SB-IPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS with 
WGN input in a synthetic changing environment and a step size of 1.0. 

structures in Figure 4.7, for an overall step size of 1.0 used in all adaptive filters of 

all structures. The same trends in ERLE performance for the SB-GPNLMS struc-

ture compared to the other AEC structures are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7 as for 

the smaller overall step size used previously, with the SB-GPNLMS structure outper-

forming the other AEC structures by slightly increased amounts during the echo path 

fluctuations. A notable difference in these results is the higher steady-state ERLE of 

approximately 3 dB achieved by the subband structures compared to the FB-IPNLMS 

and FB-NLMS structures. Moreover, the FB-GPNLMS structure converges towards 

the same steady-state value as the subband structures. At the smaller overall step 

size used in the previous simulations all AEC structures achieved the same steady-

state ERLE level. The gap in steady-state ERLE performance can be attributed to 

the non-Wiener phenomenon that occurs for oversampled subband adaptive filters at 

sufficiently large step sizes for correlated inputs [102]. The non-Wiener phenomenon 

does not occur for lower step sizes used in oversampled subband adaptive filters as 
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shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 and [102], Furthermore, as the OSR (K/M) decreases 

the subband signals become less correlated and the non-Wiener effect diminishes as 

shown in [102]. Also, it is interesting to note that the FB-GPNLMS structure appears 

to exhibit some non-Wiener phenomenon as its steady-state ERLE tends towards that 

of the subband structures, while the other fullband structures achieve a lower steady-

state ERLE. This could be due to the individual gradient proportionate filter tap step 

sizes used in the FB-GPNLMS structure. 

TIME (SECONDS) 

Figure 4.8: ERLE for SB-GPAP with WGN input in a synthetic changing environ-
ment and an increasing P for ^ = 1.0 in all subbands. 

Figure 4.8 shows the ERLE performance of the subband gradient proportionate 

affine projection (SB-GPAP) AEC structure under the changing echo path conditions 

for an increasing projection order. The previous simulation conditions for the SB-

GPNLMS structure (i.e. the SB-GPAP structure with P = 1) were used with the 

exception of P. Also, a 10 second WGN reference signal was used, where the changes 

in y{n) took place at approximately 3 and 7 seconds into the simulation and lasted 

for 0.5 and 1 seconds respectively. As P increases the SB-GPAP structure is able 
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to track the echo path changes faster, as shown by the decreasing drop in ERLE 

performance, while converging back to steady-state faster after the echo path changes. 

The level of steady-state ERLE increases with P due to an increase in the non-Wiener 

phenomenon effect discussed previously. During steady-state operation before and 

after the echo path variations the SB-GPAP structure with P = 2, P = 3, and P — 4 

reaches a higher ERLE by up to 3 dB, 5 dB, and 6 dB respectively, compared to the 

P = 1 case. Also, it should be noted that the improvement in performance tends to 

diminish as P increases, which agrees with the results of [52] for an affine projection 

(AP) based critically sampled subband AEC structure. 
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Figure 4.9: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with WGN input in a synthetic changing envi-
ronment and the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only specific subbands. 

The impact on tracking performance by applying the GPNLMS algorithm to the 

subband filters on a per subband basis is investigated in Figure 4.9. The performance 

of the SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented in all, the 1 -

4 kHz, and the 1-2 kHz and 3-4 kHz subbands, along with the performance of the SB-

NLMS structure, are shown under the previous simulation conditions corresponding 
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to an overall step size of 1.0 with P = 1. Again, a 10 second WGN reference signal 

was used where the changes in y(n) took place at approximately 3 and 7 seconds 

into the simulation and lasted for 0.5 and 1 seconds respectively. The simpler NLMS 

algorithm was used to adapt the subband filters that did not implement the GPNLMS 

algorithm. The SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied in all 

subbands (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS) outperforms the SB-NLMS structure by up 

to 7 dB higher ERLE during the echo path changes and during reconvergence to 

steady-state as discussed previously. With the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only 

the 1-2 kHz and 3-4 kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMS BANDS 2 & 4), the SB-GPNLMS 

structure is able to track and recover from the echo path changes in those subbands 

faster compared to the SB-NLMS structure by up to 3 dB higher ERLE. However, 

this structure still lags the same structure with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented 

in all subbands by up to 4 dB. When the GPNLMS algorithm is applied in the 1-4 

kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMS BANDS 2-4), the SB-GPNLMS structure performs very 

similarly to the same structure with the GPNLMS algorithm in all subbands, with 

only up to 1 dB lower ERLE during and after the echo path fluctuations. This small 

ERLE performance difference is a result of the minor changes that occur in the 0-1 

kHz subband echo path impulse response as outlined in Section 4.2.2. Thus, applying 

the slower tracking less complex NLMS algorithm in the 0-1 kHz subband provides 

almost the same performance as the GPNLMS algorithm. 

The tracking ability of the SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm 

applied only to the initial adaptive filter taps is outlined in Figure 4.10. The previous 

simulation settings were used, where N^ was set to 50 in all subbands since the 

significant changes in the subband impulse response taps were shown to occur in this 

region, see Figure 4.2. The GPNLMS algorithm with N^ = 50 was implemented based 

on (4.14) to (4.25) with Sf. = 0.1 and St. = 0.00001. The SB-GPNLMS structure 

with Nfi = 50 in all subbands (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS Nfi = 50) attains almost 
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Figure 4.10: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with WGN input in a synthetic changing envi-
ronment and the GPNLMS algorithm applied to only the initial adaptive filter taps. 

equivalent ERLE performance during the echo path changes as the standard SB-

GPNLMS structure with Nsbx = 500 in all subbands (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS). 

This demonstrates that tracking performance can be maintained by applying the 

GPNLMS algorithm on only the highly variable subband adaptive filter taps, with 

the simpler NLMS algorithm applied to the remainder of the taps that experience 

very small variations. This also results in significant complexity savings as discussed 

in Section 4.2.4. The SB-GPNLMS structure with Nfi = 50 in only the 1-4 kHz 

subbands (SB-GPNLMS BANDS 2-4 Nfi = 50) lags in tracking performance by only 

up to 1 dB lower ERLE compared to the SB-GPNLMS structure with Nfi = 50 in all 

subbands. This verifies again that only minor changes occur to all coefficients in the 

0-1 kHz subband echo path impulse response. Compared to the SB-NLMS structure, 

the SB-GPNLMS structure with N^ = 50 in all subbands achieves up to 7 dB higher 

ERLE during the echo path changes. In terms of initial convergence performance the 

SB-GPNLMS structures with N f i = 50 converge at approximately the same rate as 
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the SB-NLMS structure, since the majority of the subband filter taps are adapted by 

the NLMS algorithm. The SB-GPNLMS structures with Nfi = 50 lag the standard 

SB-GPNLMS structure by up to 3 dB during the initial convergence period. 
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Figure 4.11: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with WGN input in a synthetic changing envi-
ronment and an increasing number of subbands for the same OSR. 

The impact on tracking performance by applying the GPNLMS algorithm on a 

per subband basis is investigated in Figures 4.11 and 4.12 for an increasing number 

of subbands with the same OSR. A 20 second WGN reference signal was used with 

the echo path changes occurring at 7 and 13 seconds, and lasting for 0.5 and 1 sec-

ond respectively. Also, the step sizes for all structures was set to fa = 0.25 in all 

subbands. The SB-GPNLMS structures with K = 16 subbands and a decimation 

ratio of M = 8, were implemented based on a filter bank with a prototype lowpass 

filter of length Lpr = 128. This filter bank was designed in the same manner as the 

K = 8 M = 4 filter bank discussed in Section 4.2.1. The K = 16 M = 8 filter bank 

with the 128 tap prototype lowpass filter achieved approximately 100 dB of stopband 

attenuation, along with a 93 dB SNR due to aliasing based on a WGN input. The 
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Figure 4.12: ERLE from 6 to 10 seconds for SB-GPNLMS with WGN input in a 
synthetic changing environment and an increasing number of subbands for the same 
OSR. 
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adaptive filters of the SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS structures based on the K = 16 

M = 8 filter banks were set to a length of JVsbi = 250 in all subbands. The adap-

tive filters of the K = 8 M = 4 SB-GPNLMS structure were set to Nsbi = 500 in 

all subbands as in the previous simulations. Again, the simpler NLMS algorithm 

was used to adapt the subband filters that did not implement the GPNLMS algo-

rithm. The K = 16 M = 8 SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm 

implemented in all subbands except the 0-500 Hz subband (SB-GPNLMS K/M=16/8 

BANDS 2-8) achieves the same ERLE performance during and after the echo path 

changes as the same structure with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented in all the 

subbands (SB-GPNLMS K/M=16/8 ALL BANDS). This demonstrates that virtu-

ally no changes occur in the 0-500 Hz subband echo path impulse response. Thus, 

applying the fast tracking GPNLMS algorithm in the 0-500 Hz band results in no 

improvement in tracking performance. With the GPNLMS algorithm applied in all 
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subbands except the 0-1 kHz subbands, the K = 16 M = 8 SB-GPNLMS struc-

ture (SB-GPNLMS K/M=16/8 BANDS 3-8) and the K = 8 M = 4 SB-GPNLMS 

structure (SB-GPNLMS K/M=8/4 BANDS 2-4) attain the same ERLE performance 

during and after the echo path changes. These structures lag the K = 16 M = 8 

SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied in all subbands (SB-

GPNLMS K/M=16/8 ALL BANDS) by only up to 2 dB of ERLE during the echo 

path changes, as shown in Figure 4.12 for the first echo path change. This small 

decrease in ERLE performance is due to the minor changes that occur in the 0-1 

kHz subband echo path impulse response as outlined in Section 4.2.2. The K = 16 

M = 8 SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied in all subbands 

except the 0-1 kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMS K/M=16/8 BANDS 3-8), initially con-

verges slower than its K = 8 M = 4 counterpart (SB-GPNLMS K/M=8/4 BANDS 

2-4) by up to 3 dB. This is due to the increase in the number of band edges, and 

the slower asymptotic convergence that occurs near the band edges [35]. Compared 

to the SB-NLMS structure, the SB-GPNLMS structures achieve up to 7 dB higher 

ERLE during initial convergence as well as during the echo path changes. Imple-

menting the SB-GPNLMS structure with a greater number of subbands allows the 

GPNLMS algorithm to be applied in subbands with a finer frequency range. This 

can allow for a better match between the affected frequencies during an echo path 

change and the subbands where the GPNLMS algorithm is applied. Furthermore, 

implementing the SB-GPNLMS structure with a greater number of subbands for the 

same OSR results in a lower computational cost, as discussed in Section 4.2.4, at the 

expense of a higher filter bank group delay due to the longer prototype filter. In this 

case the total group delay of the analysis and synthesis filter banks for the K = 16 

M = 8 SB-GPNLMS structure is 127 samples, while the total group delay of the of 

the analysis and synthesis filter banks for the K = 8 M = 4 SB-GPNLMS structure 

is 63 samples. 



4.2.2.2 Speech Excitation Signal 

In this section the AEC performance of the SB-GGPAP structure along with its 

variants are again compared to each other, as well as to their fullband counterparts 

under the same changing acoustic conditions outlined in Section 4.2.1. A reference 

speech excitation signal, x(n), of approximately 12 seconds in duration was used 

along with the measured impulse responses to create the changing echo signal, y(n), 

in the same manner as described in Section 4.2.2.1. The speech signal consisted of 

4 alternating female and male speech segments from different speakers concatenated 

together, obtained from the TIMIT speech data base [99]. The input microphone 

signal, d(n), was created by adding uncorrelated WGN background noise, rj(n), to 

y(n) to obtain a SNR of 30 dB. Again, the local talker signal, u(n), was set to 0 for 

the duration of the simulations. The changes in y(n) took place at approximately 4 

and 8 seconds into the simulations and lasted for 0.5 and 2 seconds respectively. The 

performance of the AEC structures are shown during the 7 to 11 second part of the 

simulation in order to make the results more observable during the second echo path 

change. The trends in the results subsequently reported were similar for the first echo 

path change. The initial convergence performance under a speech excitation signal 

for the SB-GGPAP structure and its variants is investigated in Section 4.2.3. 

Figure 4.13 compares the tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure to 

that of the FB-GPNLMS, FB-IPNLMS, and FB-NLMS structures. All AEC struc-

tures were implemented with the same algorithm parameter and filter bank settings 

as those given in Section 4.2.2.1 for Figure 4.4. Furthermore, the GGPAPA param-

eters for the compared structures were set to the values outlined based on [12], and 

because they resulted in good ERLE performance for the given overall step size. The 

adaptive filters of the fullband structures were set to lengths of N = 2000 while 

the adaptive filters of the SB-GPNLMS structure were set to Nsbi = N/M = 500 

in all subbands. An overall step size of 1.0 was used by all the adaptive filters in 

all compared structures. During the echo path change the SB-GPNLMS structure 
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Figure 4.13: ERLE for FB-NLMS, FB-IPNLMS, FB-GPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS 
with speech input in a synthetic changing environment and a step size of 1.0. 
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Figure 4.14: Spectrogram of reference speech excitation signal. 
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outperforms the FB-GPNLMS, FB-IPNLMS, and FB-NLMS structures by up to 5 

dB, 7 dB, and 12 dB higher ERLE respectively. Furthermore, before and after the 

echo path change the SB-GPNLMS structure achieves up to 5 dB higher ERLE than 

the FB-GPNLMS and FB-IPNLMS structures, and up to 10 dB higher ERLE than 

the FB-NLMS structure. As the echo path variations are most significant at high 

frequencies due to the small hand obstruction (see Section 4.2.2) the performance 

improvement of the SB-GPNLMS structure is most apparent when high frequency 

speech coincides with the echo path change. This was similarly noted in [100] and 

can be seen around the 9 second mark in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.14 contains a spectro-

gram of the reference speech excitation signal that verifies the high frequency content 

around the 9 second mark. The improved performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure 

can again be attributed to the shorter length subband adaptive filters and to the in-

dividual gradient proportionate subband filter tap step sizes, as discussed in Section 

4.1.1. 

Under the previous simulation conditions the SB-GPNLMS structure is compared 

to the SB-IPNLMS, SB-NLMS, and FB-GPNLMS structures in Figure 4.15. The 

SB-IPNLMS and SB-NLMS AEC structures were realized with the same algorithm 

parameter and filter bank settings as those given in Section 4.2.2.1 for Figure 4.5. 

Also, both structures used the same subband adaptive filter lengths and overall step 

sizes as the SB-GPNLMS structure. The FB-GPNLMS structure is again included for 

reference purposes in order to compare the best performing fullband AEC structure 

to the performance of the subband structures in the changing acoustic environment. 

Compared to the SB-IPNLMS and SB-NLMS structures, performance improvements 

of up to 2 dB and 12 dB higher ERLE are realized by the SB-GPNLMS structure 

during the echo path change. Again, the improved performance of the SB-GPNLMS 

structure is most evident when high frequency speech coincides with the echo path 

change as seen around the 9 second mark of the simulation. The SB-GPNLMS struc-

ture also has similar performance improvements before and after the echo path change 
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compared to the other subband structures. 

Figure 4.15: ERLE for FB-GPNLMS, SB-NLMS, SB-IPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS 
with speech input in a synthetic changing environment and a step size of 1.0. 

Figure 4.16 displays the ERLE performance of the SB-GPAP structure as the pro-

jection order increases. The parameters of the SB-GPAP structure were the same as 

for SB-GPNLMS structure (i.e. the SB-GPAP structure with P = 1) in the previous 

simulations except for P. As P increases from 1 to 2 the SB-GPAP structure attains 

up to 3 dB higher ERLE during the echo path change. However, increasing P to 3 

provides only a marginal improvement in tracking performance during the echo path 

change compared to P = 2. Similar performance improvements also occur during 

reconvergence to steady-state after the echo path change. These diminishing perfor-

mance improvements with an increasing P are consistent with the results reported 

for a WGN excitation signal in Section 4.2.2.1. 

The tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algo-

rithm applied in only specific subbands, and the NLMS algorithm applied in the other 

subbands is outlined in Figure 4.17. The performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure 
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Figure 4.16: ERLE for SB-GPAP with speech input in a synthetic changing environ-
ment and an increasing P for fa = 1.0 in all subbands. 

with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented in all, the 1-4 kHz, and the 1-2 kHz and 

3-4 kHz subbands, along with the performance of the SB-NLMS structure, are shown 

under the previous simulation conditions with an overall step size of fa = 0.25 in 

all subbands and P = 1. The SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm 

used in the 1-4 kHz (SB-GPNLMS BANDS 2-4) along with the 1-2 kHz and 3-4 

kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMS BANDS 2 & 4), attain greater ERLE performance than 

the SB-NLMS structure by up to 5 dB and 3 dB respectively during the echo path 

change. However, these SB-GPNLMS structures lag in ERLE performance by up to 

5 dB during the echo path change compared to the standard SB-GPNLMS structure 

(SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS). This performance discrepancy is greatest when the 

echo path change coincides with speech that is restricted to the subbands without 

the GPNLMS algorithm, as seen around the 8 and 9.5 second marks of the simu-

lation. The lower ERLE performance occurs because of the slower tracking NLMS 

algorithm used in these subbands. When the echo path change occurs simultaneously 
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Figure 4.17: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with speech input in a synthetic changing envi-
ronment and the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only specific subbands. 

with speech confined to the subbands with the GPNLMS algorithm applied, ERLE 

performance similar to having the GPNLMS algorithm in all subbands is achieved, 

as seen around the 8.5 and 9 second marks. Applying the GPNLMS algorithm in the 

subbands where little change occurs in the corresponding subband LEMS impulse re-

sponse taps, results in only minor ERLE improvements compared to using the slower 

tracking less complex NLMS algorithm. 

The tracking ability of the SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm 

applied only to the initial adaptive filter taps is shown in Figure 4.18. The previous 

simulation settings were used where Nf t was set to 50 in all subbands, since the sig-

nificant changes in the subband impulse response taps were shown to occur in this 

region, see Figure 4.2. The GPNLMS algorithm with N f i = 50 was implemented 

based on (4.14) to (4.25) with Sf. = 0.001 and 5U = 0.01. The SB-GPNLMS struc-

ture with Nft = 50 in all subbands (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS Nfi = 50) attains 
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Figure 4.18: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with speech input in a synthetic changing envi-
ronment and the GPNLMS algorithm applied to only the initial adaptive filter taps. 

nearly equivalent ERLE performance during the echo path change as the standard SB-

GPNLMS structure with Nsbt = 500 in all subbands (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS). 

Compared to the SB-NLMS structure the SB-GPNLMS structure with Nfi = 50 in 

all subbands achieves up to 7 dB higher ERLE during the echo path change. By 

applying the fast tracking GPNLMS algorithm on only the initial highly fluctuating 

subband adaptive filter taps and the less complex NLMS algorithm on the rest of the 

taps, nearly equivalent tracking performance is obtained compared to the much more 

computationally expensive alternative of applying the GPNLMS algorithm on all of 

the subband adaptive filter taps. 

4.2.3 Results Based on Measured Reference and Input Data 

In this section the performance of the SB-GGPAP structure along with its variants are 

compared to each other, as well as to their fullband counterparts under experimentally 
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measured changing acoustic conditions. The experimental setup and methodology 

described in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3, was used to record microphone and loudspeaker 

data from the conference phone LEMS configuration for a 30 second speech excitation 

signal. During the recording an echo path fluctuation was introduced by continual 

hand waving in front of the phone set at a rate of approximately 1 Hz. 

Figure 4.19: ERLE for FB-GPNLMS, SB-NLMS, SB-IPNLMS, and SB-GPNLMS 
with measured speech input in a changing environment and a step size of 1.0. 

The tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMS, FB-GPNLMS, SB-IPNLMS, and 

SB-NLMS structures are outlined in Figure 4.19 for the measured changing echo path 

condition. All AEC structures were implemented with the same algorithm parame-

ter and filter bank settings as those given in Section 4.2.2.1 for Figures 4.4 and 4.5. 

Furthermore, the GGPAPA parameters for the compared structures were set to the 

values outlined based on [12], and because they resulted in good ERLE performance 

for the given overall step size. The adaptive filter of the FB-GPNLMS structure was 

set to a length of TV = 2000, while the adaptive filters of the subband structures 

were set to Nsbi = N/M = 500 in all subbands. An overall step size of 1.0 was 
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used by all the adaptive filters in all compared structures. The SB-GPNLMS and 

SB-IPNLMS structures attain equivalent ERLE performance during initial conver-

gence, while outperforming the FB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS structures by up to 8 

dB. During the changing echo path conditions the SB-GPNLMS structure achieves 

up to 3, 7, and 9 dB higher ERLE compared to the SB-IPNLMS, FB-GPNLMS, and 

SB-NLMS structures respectively, as seen near the 4 second mark in Figure 4.19. The 

improved convergence and tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure can 

again be attributed to the shorter length subband adaptive filters compared to the 

fullband structure, and to the individual gradient proportionate subband filter tap 

step sizes, as discussed in Section 4.1.1. 

Figure 4.20: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with measured speech input in a changing 
environment and the GPNLMS algorithm applied to only the initial adaptive filter 
taps. 

The tracking ability of the SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm 

applied only to the initial adaptive filter taps is outlined in Figure 4.20. The previous 

simulation settings were used where iVj\ was set to 50 in all subbands since the 
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significant changes in the subband impulse response taps were expected to occur in 

this region for a small obstruction, see Figure 4.2. The GPNLMS algorithm with 

Nfi = 50 was implemented based on (4.14) to (4.25) with 6f. = 0.001 and 5U = 0.01. 

Also, the NLMS algorithm was applied in the subbands that did not implement the 

GPNLMS algorithm. During initial convergence the SB-GPNLMS structure with 

Nft = 50 in all subbands (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS Nfi = 50) lags the standard 

SB-GPNLMS structure (SB-GPNLMS ALL BANDS) by up to 5 dB of ERLE, since 

the majority of its subband filter taps are adapted with the slower converging NLMS 

algorithm. The SB-GPNLMS structure with Nfi = 50 in only the 1-4 kHz subbands 

(SB-GPNLMS BANDS 2-4 Nfi = 50) converges slower than its counterpart with 

Nfo = 50 in all subbands by up to 3 dB, due to the slower converging NLMS algorithm 

used to adapt the filter in the 0-1 kHz subband. The SB-GPNLMS structure with 

Nf i — 50 in all subbands attains very similar ERLE performance during the echo 

path changes compared to the standard SB-GPNLMS structure with Nsbi = 500 in 

all subbands, as seen between the 2 and 5 second period of the simulation in Figure 

4.20. During the same period the SB-GPNLMS structure with Nfx = 50 in only the 

1-4 kHz subbands achieves roughly the same ERLE performance as the SB-GPNLMS 

structure with N^ = 50 in all subbands. This verifies that only minor changes occur 

in the 0-1 kHz subband, while the majority of the significant echo path fluctuations 

occur in the 1-4 kHz region. Compared to the SB-NLMS structure, the SB-GPNLMS 

structure with N^ = 50 in all subbands achieves up to 10 dB higher ERLE during the 

echo path changes. These results again demonstrate that applying the fast tracking 

GPNLMS algorithm on only the initial highly variable subband adaptive filter taps, 

and the less complex slower tracking NLMS algorithm on the rest of the taps, leads to 

similar tracking performance compared to the much more computationally expensive 

alternative of applying the GPNLMS algorithm on all of the subband adaptive filter 

taps. 

The tracking performance of the SB-GPAP, fullband gradient proportionate affine 
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Figure 4.21: ERLE from 0 to 3 seconds for FB-GPAP, SB-AP, SB-IPAP, and SB-
GPAP with measured speech input in a changing environment and a step size of 
1.0. 

projection (FB-GPAP), subband improved proportionate affine projection (SB-IPAP), 

and SB-AP structures are compared in Figures 4.21 and 4.22 for the measured chang-

ing echo path condition. Again, all AEC structures were implemented with the same 

algorithm parameter and filter bank settings as those given in Section 4.2.2.1 for 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5. The adaptive filter of the FB-GPAP structure was set to a 

length of N = 2000 while the adaptive filters of the subband structures were set to 

Nsbi = N/M = 500 in all subbands. A step size of 1.0 was used by all the adap-

tive filters in all compared structures. The projection order was set to P — 3 for all 

structures as only marginal improvement in ERLE was observed for higher projection 

orders. During the initial convergence period the SB-GPAP and SB-IPAP structures 

attain equivalent ERLE performance, while outperforming the FB-GPAP and SB-AP 

structures by up to 5 and 15 dB respectively, as shown in Figure 4.21. During the 

changing echo path conditions the SB-GPAP structure achieves up to 7, 13, and 13 
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Figure 4.22: ERLE from 21 to 23 seconds for FB-GPAP, SB-AP, SB-IPAP, and SB-
GPAP with measured speech input in a changing environment and a step size of 
1.0. 

dB higher ERLE compared to the SB-IPAP, FB-GPAP, and SB-AP structures re-

spectively, as shown in Figure 4.22. As discussed previously the echo path variations 

are most significant at high frequencies due to the small hand obstruction, see Sec-

tion 4.2.2. Thus, the performance improvement of the SB-GPAP structure is most 

apparent when high frequency speech coincides with the echo path change, as seen 

around the 21 and 22.25 second marks in Figure 4.22. 

The tracking ability of the SB-GPAP structure with the GPAPA applied only 

to the initial adaptive filter taps is outlined in Figure 4.23. The previous simulation 

settings were used where N^ was set to 50 in all subbands as before. The GPAPA with 

Nfi = 50 was implemented based on (4.14) to (4.25) with 8fi = 0.001 and 5U = 0.1. 

Also, the APA was applied in the subbands that did not implement the GPAPA. The 

SB-GPAP structure with Nfi = 50 in all subbands (SB-GPAP P = 3 ALL BANDS 

Nf{ = 50) attains similar ERLE performance during the echo path changes compared 
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Figure 4.23: ERLE from 11 to 12.5 seconds for SB-GPAP with measured speech input 
in a changing environment and the GPAPA applied to only the initial adaptive filter 
taps. 

to the standard SB-GPAP structure with Nsbi = 500 in all subbands (SB-GPAP 

P = 3 ALL BANDS). The SB-GPAP structure with Nfz = 50 in only the 1-4 kHz 

subbands (SB-GPAP P = 3 BANDS 2-4 Nh = 50) achieves roughly the same ERLE 

performance as the SB-GPAP structure with N^ = 50 in all subbands. This verifies 

again that only minor changes occur in the 0-1 kHz subband, while the majority of 

the significant echo path fluctuations occur in the 1-4 kHz region. Compared to the 

SB-AP structure the SB-GPAP structure with Nf t = 50 in all subbands achieves up 

to 9 dB higher ERLE during the echo path changes. By applying the GPAPA on 

only the initial highly variable subband adaptive filter taps tracking performance is 

maintained while significant savings in complexity are realized, as discussed in Section 

4.2.4. 

The performance of the SB-GPNLMS structure for an increasing OSR is shown 

in Figure 4.24. The SB-GPNLMS structure was implemented based on filter banks 
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Figure 4.24: ERLE for SB-GPNLMS with measured speech input in a changing 
environment and an increasing OSR. 

with OSRs of 8/6, 2, and 4 with K = 8 subbands in all cases. The filter banks 

were designed as discussed in Section 4.2.1 with prototype filters of length 192, 64, 

and 32 taps for the corresponding OSRs of 8/6, 2, and 4. In all cases the prototype 

filters provided a stopband attenuation of at least 100 dB and a SNR of at least 

90 dB due to aliasing based on a WGN input. The SB-GPNLMS structure was 

implemented with the previous GPNLMS settings, where the adaptive filters in all 

subbands were set to lengths of 334, 500, and 1000 for the corresponding OSRs of 8/6, 

2, and 4. Also, a step size of 0.25 was used in all subbands of all structures. All of the 

SB-GPNLMS structures converge at approximately the same rate with the OSR= 4 

structure converging slightly faster than the other two. During the changing echo path 

conditions all SB-GPNLMS structures attain roughly the same ERLE performance 

as seen around the 4 second mark. The increasing OSR results in a trade-off between 

computational complexity and group delay. As the OSR increases the group delay 

of the SB-GPNLMS structure decreases due to the shorter prototype filters, however 
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the computational cost of the structure increases due to the lower decimation ratio. 
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Figure 4.25: ERLE from 0 to 2 seconds for SB-GPNLMS with measured speech input 
in a changing environment and an increasing number of subbands for the same OSR. 

The impact on tracking performance by applying the GPNLMS algorithm on a 

per subband basis is investigated in Figures 4.25 and 4.26 for an increasing num-

ber of subbands with the same OSR. The same filter bank settings as those used 

in Section 4.2.2.1 for Figure 4.11 were used along with the previous GPNLMS pa-

rameter settings. The adaptive filters of the SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS structures 

based on the K = 16 M = 8 filter banks were set to a length of Nsbi = 250 in all 

subbands, while the adaptive filters of the K = 8 M = 4 SB-GPNLMS structure 

were set to Nsbi = 500 in all subbands as in the previous simulations. Also, the step 

sizes for all structures was set to fa = 0.25 in all subbands. Again, the simpler NLMS 

algorithm was used in the subbands of the SB-GPNLMS structure that did not imple-

ment the GPNLMS algorithm. The SB-GPNLMS structures with K = 16 subbands 

converge slightly slower than the equivalent SB-GPNLMS structures with K = 8 

and the GPNLMS algorithm applied over the same frequency range (SB-GPNLMS 
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Figure 4.26: ERLE for from 12 to 13 seconds SB-GPNLMS with measured speech 
input in a changing environment and an increasing number of subbands for the same 
OSR. 

K/M—16/8 ALL BANDS compared to SB-GPNLMS K/M=8/4 ALL BANDS, SB-

GPNLMS K/M=16/8 BANDS 3-8 compared to SB-GPNLMS K/M=8/4 BANDS 

2-4). This is due to the increase in the number of band edges and the slower asymp-

totic convergence that occurs near the band edges [35], as shown in Figure 4.25. The 

K = 16 M = 8 SB-GPNLMS structure with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented in 

all subbands except the 0-500 Hz subband (SB-GPNLMS K/M=16/8 BANDS 2-8), 

achieves approximately the same ERLE performance during the changing echo path 

conditions as the same structure with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented in all the 

subbands (SB-GPNLMS K/M=16/8 ALL BANDS), as shown in Figure 4.26 around 

the 12.2 second mark. This demonstrates that only minor changes occur in the 0 -

500 Hz subband echo path impulse response, since the low frequency long wavelength 

sound energy is less impeded by the small hand obstruction than the higher frequency 

sound energy, as discussed in Section 4.2.2. Again, implementing the SB-GPNLMS 
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structure with a greater number of subbands for the same OSR allows the GPNLMS 

algorithm to be applied in subbands with a finer frequency range, which can better 

match the affected frequency range during a change in the echo path impulse response. 

Also, implementing the SB-GPNLMS structure with a greater number of subbands 

for the same OSR results in further computational cost reduction, due to the higher 

decimation ratio and shorter subband adaptive filters. The drawback is the higher 

filter bank group delay, as discussed previously. 

4.2.4 Computational Complexity Results 

This section compares the computational complexity of the SB-GGPAP structure 

to its variants and corresponding fullband counterparts, in term of the total num-

ber of equivalent real mathematical operations required per input sample period. 

The complexity results presented assume the AEC structures were implemented on 

an Intel Core 2 Duo processor where a real addition and a real multiplication re-

quired approximately the same number of clock cycles to execute for single pre-

cision floating point data [103]. A real division and a real square root operation 

also required the same number of clock cycles to execute, and took approximately 

6 times longer than a real addition or multiplication for single precision floating 

point data [103]. The complexity of the SB-GGPAP structure along with its vari-

ants and fullband counterparts were calculated based on Tables 4.1 - 4.3. The sys-

tem of equations in (4.7), (4.15), and (4.18) were assumed to be solved with the 

Levinson-Durbin recursion requiring Tr,m — 2P2 — P multiplications, Tra = 2P2 — P 

additions, and = P divisions per iteration for real valued data as reported 

in [47]. Where X?{m)Ai(m)Xi{m) + SJ, Xf?(m)Afi(m)Xfi(m) + 6fiI, and 

X f (m)Xi(m) + 5tiI were assumed to be approximately Toeplitz matrices. Thus, 

for complex valued data Tc,m = Tcf>m = Tcum = 4(2P2 — P) + 6P multiplications, 

Tc,a = TCf,a = TCua = 4(2P2 - P) + 3P additions, and TC4 = TCf,d = TCt4 = 2P 

divisions per iteration were required. Also, and d were set to 0, 0, 
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and 1 respectively, to reflect the fact that a square root operation required the same 

amount of time to execute as a division. Furthermore, for P = 1 the cost of comput-

ing Xf(m)Xi(m) for the SB-NLMS structure and for the SB-GPNLMS structure 

with the GPNLMS algorithm applied only to the initial Nfi adaptive filter taps, was 

assumed to be determined in a reduced complexity fashion. This was achieved for 

the current iteration by adding the value of xf (m)xi(m) from the previous iteration 

to the squared magnitude of the current input sample, and subtracting the squared 

magnitude of the last input sample in the input signal vector from the previous it-

eration [104], This requires only 2 real multiplications and additions for real input 

data, and 4 real multiplications and additions for complex input data per iteration. 

For the complexity results subsequently presented, the GGPAPA parameter settings 

for all subband and fullband structures were as given in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. 

Figure 4.27: Computational complexity for SB-NLMS, SB-IPNLMS, SB-GPNLMS, 
FB-IPNLMS, and FB-GPNLMS. 
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Figure 4.27 presents computational complexity results for the SB-GPNLMS, SB-

IPNLMS, SB-NLMS, FB-GPNLMS, and FB-IPNLMS structures as the length of the 
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subband filters increases. The results were computed based on the K = 8 M = 4 

filter bank characteristics given in Section 4.2.1 with the length of each subband 

adaptive filter, Nsbi, set equal in all subbands and the length of the corresponding 

fullband adaptive filters set to MNsbi. As the subband filter length increases the 

SB-NLMS structure achieves the lowest complexity, while the SB-GPNLMS and SB-

IPNLMS structures attain a complexity less than their fullband counterparts. The 

complexity advantage of the SB-GPNLMS and SB-IPNLMS structures compared to 

their equivalent fullband structures increases as the number of subband filter taps 

increases. Compared to each other the SB-IPNLMS structure is slightly less complex 

than the SB-GPNLMS structure, due to the extra computations required by the 

GPNLMS algorithm in calculating the individual gradient proportionate subband 

filter tap step sizes. The significant ERLE performance improvements offered by 

the SB-GPNLMS structure compared to the SB-NLMS structure, as presented in 

Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, require approximately 3 times the complexity of the SB-

NLMS structure for Nsbi = 500. The SB-GPNLMS structure requires roughly 20% 

less complexity than the FB-GPNLMS structure, and only 20% more complexity than 

the SB-IPNLMS structure to achieve the respective ERLE performance improvements 

presented in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 for Nsbi = 500 and correspondingly N = 2000. 

The complexity savings obtained by applying the GPNLMS algorithm in a subset 

of the available subbands with the NLMS algorithm in the rest, are given in Figure 

4.28 for the SB-GPNLMS structure under the previous parameter settings. As the 

GPNLMS algorithm is applied in fewer subbands the complexity of the SB-GPNLMS 

structure naturally approaches that of the SB-NLMS structure. With the GPNLMS 

algorithm used in 2 and 3 subbands the SB-GPNLMS structure is approximately 

2 and 2.4 times the complexity of the SB-NLMS structure for Nsbi = 500, while 

providing improved ERLE tracking performance as shown in Section 4.2.2. Com-

pared to applying the GPNLMS algorithm in all subbands with Nsbi = 500, the 

SB-GPNLMS structure requires 30% and 20% less complexity with the GPNLMS 
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Figure 4.28: Computational complexity for SB-GPNLMS with the GPNLMS algo-
rithm applied in only specific subbands. 

algorithm implemented in 2 and 3 subbands respectively, while still achieving similar 

ERLE performance. 

The computational complexity of the SB-GPAP structure compared to the FB-

GPAP structure is shown in Figure 4.29 under the previous parameter settings, with 

the GPAPA applied in all subbands for an increasing P. As P increases the com-

putational advantage of the SB-GPAP structure increases slightly compared to its 

equivalent fullband structure. However, the computational cost compared to the 

SB-NLMS structure climbs rapidly with an increasing P. The improved tracking 

performance of the SB-GPAP structure with P = 2 and P = 3, as shown in Sections 

4.2.2 and 4.2.3, comes at the cost of 1.7 and 2.6 times the operations compared to 

SB-GPAP structure with P = 1 for Nsbi = 500. It should also be noted that in all 

the cases presented the computational advantage of the subband AEC structures will 

increase compared their fullband equivalents as the OSR decreases. 

Significant computational savings are realized with the GPAPA applied to the 
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Figure 4.29: Computational complexity for SB-GPAP and FB-GPAP with an increas-
ing projection order. 

initial subband adaptive filter taps and the APA applied to the remainder in the 

SB-GPAP structure. The computational cost of the SB-GPNLMS structure (SB-

GPAP with P = 1) computed from Table 4.5 under the previous parameter settings 

with N f i = 50 in all subbands, and an overall filter length of Nsbi = 500 in each 

subband is 9817 operations per input sample period. This is an increase of only 

18% compared to the SB-NLMS structure (see Figure 4.27), and results in the sig-

nificantly improved tracking performance shown in Figures 4.10, 4.18, and 4.20. The 

SB-GPNLMS structure with N^ = 50 in all subbands is approximately 60% less com-

putationally expensive compared to the standard SB-GPNLMS structure (see Figure 

4.27), while still providing nearly the same tracking performance as shown in Figures 

4.10, 4.18, and 4.20. Under the same settings with P = 3 the SB-GPAP structure 

with N^ — 50 achieves a complexity of 52353 operations per input sample period, 

which is only 8% higher than the SB-AP structure (48468 operations per input sam-

ple period) and results in the significantly improved tracking performance shown in 
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Figure 4.23. Compared to the standard SB-GPAP structure (see Figure 4.29), the 

SB-GPAP structure with N^ = 50 and P = 3 is approximately 15% less computa-

tionally expensive while attaining similar tracking performance as shown in Figure 

4.23. 
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Figure 4.30: Computational complexity for SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS with an 
increasing number of subbands for the same OSR. 

The computational cost of the SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS structures are shown 

in Figure 4.30 for an increasing number of subbands with the same OSR of 2. The 

results are based on the same filter bank settings as those outlined in Section 4.2.2.1 

for Figure 4.11. The complexity of the SB-GPNLMS structure with K = 16 subbands 

is slightly greater than with K = 8 subbands due to the increased filter bank cost. 

However, the SB-GPNLMS structure with K = 16 subbands requires significantly 

fewer subbands adaptive filter taps than with K = 8 subbands to achieve the same 

ERLE performance, with the GPNLMS algorithm applied in the subbands covering 

the same frequency region. As shown in Figures 4.11, 4.25, and 4.26 the SB-GPNLMS 

structure with K = 16 subbands requires subband adaptive filters with a length of 
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250 to achieve the same performance as the same structure with K = 8 subbands 

and adaptive filters of length 500. Thus, the overall complexity of the SB-GPNLMS 

structure with K = 16 subbands is approximately half of the corresponding K — 8 

subband structure. Compared to the SB-NLMS structure with K = 16 subbands, the 

SB-GPNLMS structure with K = 16 subbands requires slightly more than twice the 

computations for subbands filter lengths of 250 to achieve the significantly improved 

ERLE performance shown in the figures previously mentioned. With the GPNLMS 

algorithm applied in fewer subbands, the complexity of the SB-GPNLMS structure 

decreases further while providing improved ERLE performance compared to the SB-

NLMS structure. With K = 8 subbands the SB-GPNLMS structure requires over 4 

times the complexity of the SB-NLMS structure with K — 16 subbands, to attain 

the same improved ERLE performance as the SB-GPNLMS structure with K = 16 

subbands. 
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Figure 4.31: Computational complexity for SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS with an 
increasing OSR. 

Figure 4.31 outlines the computation cost of the SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS 
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structures as the OSR increases for the same number of K = 8 subbands. The results 

are based on the same filter bank settings as those outlined in Section 4.2.3 for Figure 

4.24. As the OSR increases so does the complexity of both structures. To achieve the 

same ERLE performance fewer subband adaptive filter taps are required for lower 

OSRs, as shown in Figure 4.24 for the SB-GPNLMS structure. In this case subbands 

filters of lengths of 334, 500, and 1000 were required for the corresponding OSRs of 

8/6, 2, and 4. With subband adaptive filters of length 334, the SB-GPNLMS structure 

with an OSR of 8/6 is approximately half as complex as the SB-GPNLMS structure 

with an OSR of 2 and subband adaptive filters of length 500, while achieving equal 

ERLE performance. Compared to the SB-NLMS structure with an OSR of 2 and 

subband adaptive filters of length 500, the SB-GPNLMS structure with an OSR of 

8/6 and subband adaptive filters of length 334 is only slightly more computationally 

complex while providing improved ERLE performance. 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter investigated the incorporation of the GGPAPA into an oversampled sub-

band AEC system to achieve improved AEC performance during changing echo path 

conditions. Section 4.1 described the SB-GGPAP structure in detail and presented 

a thorough computational complexity analysis. This flexible SB-GGPAP structure 

allowed for a family of different proportionate variable step size adaptive filter algo-

rithms to be implemented with only minor parameter modifications of the GGPAPA, 

resulting in a trade off between AEC tracking performance and overall structure 

complexity. Performance results for the SB-GGPAP structure, along with its vari-

ants and fullband equivalents, were outlined in Section 4.2 based on experimentally 

measured hands-free system data. The results demonstrated the ability of the SB-

GGPAP structure to provide superior tracking performance during fluctuating echo 
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path conditions. The flexibility of the SB-GGPAP structure was also shown in Sec-

tions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, where the GGPAPA was applied on a per subband basis to 

allow for fast tracking based on the frequency characteristics of the echo path change, 

while reducing computational cost. The time domain nature of echo path changes was 

successfully exploited by applying the GGPAPA on only the initial highly variable 

subband filter taps. This allowed for significant computational savings while main-

taining good tracking performance compared to the standard SB-GGPAP structure, 

as shown in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3. In Section 4.2.4 the computational advantage 

of the SB-GGPAP structure and its variants compared to their equivalent fullband 

structures was discussed. 

Table 4.6 summarizes the main results of this chapter. The maximum improve-

ment in ERLE for each AEC structure compared to the SB-AP structure is given 

based on the measured changing echo path conditions presented in Section 4.2.3. 

The corresponding computational complexity results are also presented in Table 4.6 

and are applicable to the AEC structures in all sections under the conditions outlined 

in Section 4.2.4. The results for the subband structures are based on K = 8 M — 4 

filter banks with Lpr = 64. Also, it should be noted that ERLE improvements of 6 dB 

or more attained by the proposed SB-GGPAP structure translates to a reduction by 

a factor of two or more in the output error signal. Furthermore, selected results from 

this chapter have been archived online [105] to demonstrate the perceived improve-

ment in echo reduction that can be realized by the proposed SB-GGPAP structure. 

ERLE Improvement Complexity 
AEC Structure Compared to SB-AP (Operations per input 

(dB) sample period) 
SB-AP P = 1 
Nsbl_,i = 500 

- 8305 

FB-GPAP P = 1 
N = 2000 5 28012 



AEC Structure 
ERLE Improvement 
Compared to SB-AP 

(dB) 

Complexity 
(Operations per input 

sample period) 
SB-GPAP P = 1 

Nsbl_4 = 500 
9 23300 

SB-GPAP P = 1 

% - 4 = 50 
10 9817 

SB-AP P = 3 
Nsbl_4 = 500 

- 48468 

FB-GPAP P = 3 
N = 2000 

7 68053 

SB-GPAP P = 3 
Nsbl_4 = 500 

13 61386 

SB-GPAP P = 3 

Nfl. 4 = 50 
9 52353 

Table 4.6: Summary of results for AEC in nonstationary environments. 



Chapter 5 

Subband Volterra Structure for 

Acoustic Echo Cancellation 

Nonlinear electrodynamic loudspeaker harmonic distortion within a hands-free set 

can limit the performance of an EC, especially when it is driven at high signal levels 

as described in Section 2.2.1 of Chapter 2. To mitigate the performance impairments 

introduced by nonlinear loudspeaker distortion, an EC should take into consideration 

this nonlinearity in its model of the LEMS. As discussed in Section 2.2.1.1 of Chapter 

2, ECs based on adaptive Volterra filters have been introduced to model the nonlin-

ear harmonic distortion of small sized electrodynamic loudspeakers. In this chapter 

an efficient subband adaptive Volterra filter structure for AEC is proposed that ex-

ploits the time and frequency domain nature of electrodynamic loudspeaker harmonic 

distortion. It is shown that this structure can attain equivalent AEC performance 

compared to its fullband counterpart at a much reduced computational complexity, 

while outperforming standard linear ECs with only a minor increase in complexity. 

The following sections are presented in this chapter. The subband Volterra AEC 

structure is described in detail in Section 5.1.1, along with a comprehensive computa-

tional complexity analysis. Section 5.2 presents experimental results for the proposed 

structure based on measured LEMS Volterra kernels as well as on directly measured 
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LEMS input signal data. A summary of the main findings and results follows in 

Section 5.3. 

5.1 Subband Volterra Filter Structure 

5.1.1 Description 

To alleviate the computational requirements of a fullband second order adaptive 

Volterra filter applied to AEC, as outlined in Section 2.2.1.1 of Chapter 2, a subband 

approach with selective subband adaptive second order Volterra filtering is proposed. 

A block diagram of the subband Volterra filter (SBVF) structure implemented with 

oversampled GDFT modulated polyphase analysis and synthesis filter banks, as dis-

cussed in Section 2.1.1.2 of Chapter 2, is shown in Figure 5.1. The SBVF structure 

consists of K linear subband adaptive filters, W\yi{m), for modeling the linear part 

of the LEMS, and K quadratic subband adaptive filters, W2,i{m), for modeling the 

nonlinear portion of the LEMS, where i = 1 , . . . , K in all cases. The linear and 

quadratic subband filters provide estimates of the linear, Wi}i(m), and quadratic, 

iv2,i(m)> LEMS subband Volterra kernels. The echo signal, y(n), is determined based 

on a truncated second order Volterra series expansion of the input reference excita-

tion signal, x(n), according to (2.23). The reference input to the filter bank driving 

the nonlinear part of the SBVF structure is denoted by x2(n), and is determined by 

selecting D diagonals from the symmetric input signal matrix created from the double 

summation term in (2.23). These D input diagonals are selected with the main diag-

onal as the point of origin, in accordance with previously reported measurements of 

second order Volterra kernels having coefficients with the greatest energy lying along 

diagonals close to the main one [23], [86], [89]. This was also verified experimentally 

in [27]. The second order reference input vector for each diagonal, X2j(n), where 
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1 < j < D is given by: 

X2,j(n) = |~x{n)x(n — j + l),x(n — 1 )x[n — j), 

...,x(n-N2+ j)x(n - N2 + l) (5.1) 

where N2 is the length of the equivalent fullband quadratic adaptive Volterra kernel 

and D < N2. For each X2,j(n) only the first element needs to be computed as 

the rest can be determined by the appropriate delay. The apparent doubling of the 

sampling rate of x2(n) does not require sampling x{n) at a rate higher than its Nyquist 

frequency in order to model the nonlinear system, as discussed in [106]. 

x(n) r 

xfn-ljf1 

i 

x2(n) 

Polyphase Analysis 
Filterbank 

x(n-N2+l) 

e(n) 
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of the subband adaptive second order Volterra filter struc-
ture. 

The main feature of the SBVF structure is its ability to perform second order 

adaptive Volterra filtering in selective subbands. Ideally the nonlinear contribution 

of the microphone signal, d(n), would be confined within a single subband, thus 

requiring nonlinear filtering in only that specific subband. In the case of loudspeaker 

distortion it is known that the nonlinearity generally occurs at low frequencies [78], 
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thus nonlinear processing should only be required in the low frequency subbands of 

the SBVF structure. With nonlinear filtering applied in the minimum number of 

subbands the lowest overall complexity for the structure will result. The explicit 

exploitation of the nonlinear portion of the LEMS's frequency response by the SBVF 

structure is an advantage compared to other subband Volterra structures where this 

is not taken into consideration, as in [90] and [106]. Thus, the SBVF structure 

can provide a more flexible and computationally trimmed alternative for nonlinear 

AEC. Also, by employing a subband structure and performing adaptive second order 

Volterra filtering on the decimated subband signals, AEC performance comparable to 

an equivalent fullband second order adaptive Volterra filter structure can be achieved 

with much reduced complexity. 

The subband filters in the SBVF structure are adapted based on the M (M < 

K) fold downsampled and filtered input reference, X\ti(m) and x2,i(m), and input 

microphone, di(m), signals. The subband error signals, e,(m), are computed based 

on the difference between di(m) and the summation of the outputs of the associated 

linear and quadratic subband filters as depicted in Figure 5.1: 

where Wi^m) and W2ti(m) are the linear and quadratic subband adaptive Volterra 

filter coefficient vectors of length N i ^ and N2jsbi respectively. Furthermore, X\ti(m) 

and ,i(m) a r e the first and second order subband reference signal vectors with 

the same corresponding lengths as Witi(m) and w2ti(m). The elements of X2,i{m) 

correspond to the contribution of all X2j(n) to the zth subband at time m. The 

adaptation of wlti(m) and W2.t(rri) is performed using the NLMS algorithm as follows: 

ej(m) = di(m) - w^m^i^m) - W2ti(m)x2,i(m) (5.2) 

w1>i(m+ 1) = wlti(m) + A4! ,i ®i,i(m)e-(m) (5.3) 
x? (m)xi(m) + 5hi 
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«,2i i(m + 1) = w2i i(m) + x * ( m ) x % ) + ^ .*2Ar»)e ; (m) (5.4) 

where Xi(m) is formed from the concatenation of ^(m) and x2,i(m). The adaptation 

step size parameters for w\^{m) and w2ti(m) are denoted by jii^ and ji2ji respectively, 

where 0 < H2,i < 2 is required for stability [86] and [•]* denotes the complex con-

jugate operation. With the NLMS algorithm used to adapt the linear and quadratic 

subband Volterra filters the subband structure in Figure 5.1 will be referred to as the 

subband normalized least-mean-square Volterra filter (SB-NLMSVF) structure. The 

NLMS algorithm was chosen to adapt the subband filters due to its simplicity and 

ease of implementation [33]. Furthermore, the linear and quadratic subband adap-

tive Volterra filters were implemented in their fully coupled form as this resulted in 

improved steady-state performance compared to their separately adapted partially 

decoupled form. 

5.1.2 Computational Complexity Analysis 

The computational complexity of the SBVF structure shown in Figure 5.1 is com-

prised of the cost of implementing the four polyphase filter banks along with the 

linear and quadratic subband adaptive filtering expense. As in Section 4.1.2 of Chap-

ter 4 the total computational complexity of the SBVF structure is given in terms of 

the number of equivalent real elementary mathematical operations per input sample 

period, where the cost of other operations such as memory transfers are not consid-

ered. The cost of one of the oversampled GDFT modulated polyphase analysis or 

synthesis filter banks is the same as reported in (4.26). The complexity of adapting 

the linear and quadratic subband filters with the NLMS algorithm, as described in 

(5.2) to (5.4), for real and complex input signal data is summarized in Tables 5.1 

and 5.2 respectively. The computational cost is expressed in terms of the total num-

ber of real multiplication, addition, and division operations. The cost of computing 

xf (m)xi(m) for the current iteration can be determined by adding the value from 
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the previous iteration to the squared magnitude of the current input sample, and 

subtracting the squared magnitude of the last input sample in the input signal vector 

from the previous iteration for both X\ti(m) and x2,i{m) [104], This requires only 4 

real multiplications and additions for real input data, and 8 real multiplications and 

additions for complex input data per iteration. 

Term X + -i-

w^(m)x1A(m) Ni,sbt ~ 1 

W2ti(m)x2,i(m) N2,sbt N2,sb„ - 1 

di(m) - w^Jjnjxi^m) - w2 i(m)x2<i(m) 2 

xf (m)Xi(m) 4 4 

xf(m)xi(m) + 5iti 1 

xf{m)xi{m) + 62,i 1 

Hhie*(m)/(x? (m)Xi(m) + 1 1 

H2,ie*{m) / (xf {m)xi{m) + S2,i) 1 1 

Hi,te*(m)/(xf (m)xi(m) + 8lyi)xiti(m) 

H2,ie*(m)/(xf(m)xi(m) + S2,i)x2,i(m) N2,sbi 

wi Am) + / im)xi{m) + 8i)xu(m) Ni,sbt 

w2 ti(m) + H2,ie*(m)/(xf(m)xi(m) + S2)x2ti(m) N2,sbi 

Total per iteration 
2Nhsbt + 

2 N2jSbt + 6 

2Nhabi+ 

2 N2,sbl + 6 
2 

Table 5.1: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the NLMS algo-
rithm applied to subband adaptive second order Volterra filters for real input data in 
terms of real multiplications, additions, and divisions. 

Term X + • 

W1>abi 2(2 Nhsbi - 1 ) 

W2ti(m)x2ii(m) 4N2,sbl 2 ( 2 A 2 A - 1 ) 
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di(m) - w^rr^xi^m) - w2A(m)x2ti(m) 4 

xf (m)xi(m) 8 8 

x f{m)xi{m) + 5hi 1 

x? (m)Xi(m) + S2,i 1 

Lihle*(m)/(x?(m)x%(m) + <5M) 2 1 

I22,le*(m)/(xf(m)xl(m) + S2,i) 2 1 

/j,ue*(m)/(xf(m)xi(m) + S^x^m) 

fi2,ie*(m)/(xf(m)xi(m) + 82^x2yi{m) 2N2^sbi 

wi,i(m) + fihie*(m)/(xf(m)xi(m) + S^x^m) 

w2}i(m) + ii2!ie*(m)/(xf(m)xi(m) + b2)x2%i(m) 2 A ^ 

Total per iteration 
SNhsbi+ 

8N2iSbt + 12 

8 Nubi + 

8 N%sbz + 10 
2 

Table 5.2: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the NLMS algo-
rithm applied to subband adaptive second order Volterra filters for complex input 
data in terms of real multiplications, additions, and divisions. 

The total computational cost for the SB-NLMSVF structure is comprised of the 

cost of the 4 oversampled GDFT modulated polyphase filter banks, the cost of com-

puting x2 (n), along with the NLMS adaptive filtering cost of the K/2 unique complex 

linear and quadratic subband filters operating at the reduced sampling rate. The cost 

of computing X2(n) is D real multiplications per sample period as discussed in Sec-

tion 5.1.1. The overall computational complexity for the SB-NLMSVF structure is 

summarized in Table 5.3. The complexity of the SB-NLMSVF structure is domi-

nated by the required number of real multiplication and addition operations and is 

O ((iVi>s6i + A^s&Jll) for both when N^sbi, N2,sbi > Lpr and the length of each linear 

and quadratic subband adaptive filter is equal. 
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X 
±{Lpr + ±K\og2K + AK) + D+ 

X 
h + 8N2,sbi + 12) 

+ 
±(Lpr + 4Klog2K + 4K) + 

+ S A ^ + 10) 
• K 

M 

Table 5.3: Approximate computational complexity per input sample period for the 
SB-NLMSVF AEC structure in terms of real multiplications, additions, and divisions. 

5.2 Experimental Results 

5.2.1 Methodology 

Nonlinear AEC simulations based on synthetic and directly measured input signal 

data are presented in the following sections. To produce meaningful simulations 

based on synthetic input reference and microphone signals, the measured linear and 

quadratic LEMS Volterra kernels for the conference phone from Section 3.2 and 3.3 of 

Chapter 3 were used to create the input echo signal based on (2.23). Simulations based 

on synthetic input signals allows the performance of the AEC structures in question to 

be studied under controlled input conditions, with various levels of measured nonlinear 

loudspeaker distortion. The experimentally measured input reference and microphone 

data from the conference phone and smartphone, allows for the behaviour of the 

AEC structures to be investigated under real hands-free communication operating 

conditions. 

The results presented in the subsequent sections for the subband AEC structures 

are based on the same filter bank settings given in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4, un-

less indicated otherwise. The results for the proposed SB-NLMSVF AEC structure 

are compared to the standard fullband normalized least-mean-square Volterra filter 

(FB-NLMSVF) structure outlined in [86], and to both a subband and fullband ver-

sion of the NLMS algorithm [33] in terms of ERLE performance and computational 
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complexity for an 8 kHz sampling rate. 

5.2.2 Simulation Results Based on Measured Volterra Ker-

nels 

5.2.2.1 W h i t e Noise Excitat ion Signal 

This section presents the AEC performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure, discussed 

in Section 5.1.1, along with its fullband and linear only structure counterparts for 

a WGN input reference excitation signal. Simulations were performed and averaged 

over several trials for synthetic microphone signals created based on the measured 

linear and quadratic LEMS Volterra kernels from the conference phone configuration, 

with total lengths of Li = 2000 and Z/2(Z/2 + l ) / 2 = 1275, respectively, where L2 = 50. 

A 15 second WGN reference excitation signal, x(n), with zero mean and unit variance 

was used along with the measured Volterra kernels to create the echo signal, y(n), 

using (2.23). The input microphone signal, d(n), was obtained by adding 15 seconds 

of uncorrelated WGN background noise, 77(71), to 7/(71) to achieve a SNR of 30 dB. As 

discussed in Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2 the local talker signal, v(n), was set to 0 for 

the duration of the simulations since adaptation of the EC is only performed under 

quiet local talker conditions. 

Figure 5.2 compares the ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure to a 

FB-NLMSVF structure as well as to a linear only FB-NLMS structure. The measured 

linear and quadratic LEMS Volterra kernels for the conference phone obtained under 

low volume conditions from Chapter 3 were used to create y(n). The FB-NLMSVF 

structure was implemented based on the fully coupled NLMS adaptive second order 

Volterra filter described in (2.32) to (2.34). The linear and quadratic adaptive filters of 

the FB-NLMSVF structure were set to lengths of Nr = 2000 and A2(iV2 + l ) / 2 = 1275 

respectively, where iV2 = 50. The linear adaptive filter of the FB-NLMS structure, 

which arises from the FB-NLMSVF structure when N2 — 0, was set to a length of 
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Figure 5.2: ERLE for FB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with WGN input 
under low volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both 
the linear and quadratic adaptive filters. 

Ni = 2000. The linear and quadratic adaptive filters of the SB-NLMSVF structure 

were set to Ni^ = N\/M — 500 and N2>Sbl = 120 in all subbands respectively. A 

step size of 0.5 was used in adapting the linear and quadratic filters of all structures. 

Also, Si and S2 were set to 0.00001 for the adaptation of the linear and quadratic 

filters of all structures with the same values used in all subbands. As shown in Figure 

5.2, the SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering applied 

in all K/2 = 4 subbands (SB-NLMSVF ALL BANDS) achieves equivalent steady-

state ERLE performance compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure. In addition, the 

SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering applied in all 

subbands converges faster than the FB-NLMSVF structure with up to 4 dB higher 

ERLE. This improvement in convergence can be attributed to the shorter length lin-

ear and quadratic subband adaptive filters. Furthermore, with second order adaptive 

Volterra filtering performed in only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-NLMSVF BAND 1), 
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the SB-NLMSVF structure still achieves the same steady-state ERLE performance 

as with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in all subbands. This verifies that the 

SB-NLMSVF structure can successfully exploit the frequency domain nature of the 

loudspeaker distortion, by performing second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only 

the subbands where the distortion occurs, in this case the 0-1 kHz subband. Besides 

the inherent computational advantage of performing second order adaptive Volterra 

filtering in a subset of the total subbands, an increase in convergence rate also results 

for the SB-NLMSVF structure. With second order adaptive Volterra filtering per-

formed in only the 0-1 kHz subband, the SB-NLMSVF structure attains up to 7 dB 

higher ERLE during initial convergence compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure and 

nearly equal convergence performance compared to the linear only FB-NLMS struc-

ture. The steady-state ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure with second 

order adaptive Volterra filtering applied in all and only the first subband, is up to 3 dB 

higher than the linear only FB-NLMS structure under these low volume loudspeaker 

distortion conditions. Also, the time domain nature of the loudspeaker distortion is 

exploited by the SB-NLMSVF structure through modeling only the highest energy 

second order Volterra kernel coefficients, and ignoring the insignificant coefficients 

as discussed in Section 5.1.1. These high energy second order Volterra kernel co-

efficients lie along its main and near adjacent diagonals as shown in Section 3.3 of 

Chapter 3, and allow the SB-NLMSVF structure to achieve equivalent ERLE per-

formance compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure with less than the corresponding 

(N2(N2 + l)/2)/M = 319 taps for the subband quadratic adaptive filters. In this 

case only A2jShi = 120 taps were required by the subband quadratic adaptive filters 

to achieve the same steady-state ERLE performance as the FB-NLMSVF structure. 

The ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure is compared to the FB-

NLMSVF structure as well as to the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS structures 

in Figure 5.3 under moderate volume loudspeaker distortion conditions. The mea-

sured linear and quadratic LEMS Volterra kernels for the conference phone obtained 
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Figure 5.3: ERLE for FB-NLMS, SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with 
WGN input under moderate volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size 
of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters. 

under moderate volume conditions from Chapter 3 were used to create y{n). The 

simulation parameters for all structure were the same as previously used for the low 

volume distortion conditions, where the linear adaptive filters of the SB-NLMS struc-

ture were set to N^sbt = Ni/M = 500 with a step size of 0.5 in all subbands. Also, it 

should be noted that the SB-NLMS structure can be realized from the SB-NLMSVF 

structure by setting N2}Sbi = 0 in all subbands. Under these moderate signal level 

conditions the magnitude of the loudspeaker distortion has increased compared to the 

low volume case. This results in a greater disparity between the steady-state ERLE 

performance of the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS structures compared to the 

nonlinear SB-NLMSVF and FB-NLMSVF structures. The SB-NLMSVF structure 

with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in all (SB-NLMSVF ALL BANDS) and 

only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-NLMSVF BAND 1) attain roughly equivalent steady-

state ERLE performance compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure, while achieving 
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up to 3 and 7 dB higher ERLE respectively during initial convergence. This increase 

in convergence performance can again be attributed to the shorter length linear and 

quadratic subband adaptive filters. Compared to the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-

NLMS structures, both versions of the SB-NLMSVF structure achieve up to 5 and 

6 dB higher steady-state ERLE respectively. Also, the SB-NLMSVF structure with 

second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the first subband is able to converge 

at approximately the same rate as the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS struc-

tures. The time and frequency domain nature of the loudspeaker distortion is again 

successfully exploited by the SB-NLMSVF structure in the same manner as under 

the previous simulation conditions. This is evident from the nearly equal steady-

state ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive 

Volterra filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband with N2!sb1 = 120 taps, compared 

to the FB-NLMSVF structure. The slight difference in steady-state ERLE between 

both versions of the SB-NLMSVF structure and the FB-NLMSVF structure is due 

to the non-modeling of the low energy quadratic subband Volterra kernel coefficients, 

which have correspondingly slightly higher magnitudes at these higher loudspeaker 

distortion conditions. The improvement in steady-state ERLE performance realized 

by the second order Volterra filter AEC structures compared to the linear only AEC 

structures, is due to their explicit modeling of the loudspeaker distortion. 

Figure 5.4 compares the AEC structures from the previous simulation under the 

same conditions but with a step size of 1.0 used for the linear adaptive filters. The 

same trends in ERLE performance occur for the SB-NLMSVF structure compared to 

the other structures. All structures converge slightly faster to steady-state operation 

due to the higher step size used for the linear adaptive filters, and correspondingly 

achieve slightly lower steady-state ERLE due to the higher modeling error caused by 

the higher step size. Compared to the previous simulation the fullband structures 

experience a higher decrease in steady-state ERLE performance than the subband 

structures, due to the non-Wiener phenomenon that occurs for oversampled subband 
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Figure 5.4: ERLE for FB-NLMS, SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with 
WGN input under moderate volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size 
of 1.0 for the linear adaptive filters and 0.5 for the quadratic adaptive filters. 

adaptive filters at sufficiently large step sizes [102], This phenomenon was also ob-

served and discussed in Section 4.2.2.1 of Chapter 4. Under these conditions the SB-

NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in all (SB-NLMSVF 

ALL BANDS) and only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-NLMSVF BAND 1) attains the 

same steady-state performance as the FB-NLMSVF structure, while achieving up to 

2 and 5 dB higher ERLE respectively during initial convergence. In this case the 

non-Wiener phenomenon compensates for the undermodeling of the quadratic sub-

band Volterra kernels in the SB-NLMSVF structure, allowing it to attain the same 

steady-state ERLE performance as the FB-NLMSVF structure. Both versions of the 

SB-NLMSVF structure achieve up to 4 and 6 dB higher steady-state ERLE com-

pared to the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS structures respectively. Again, the 

SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the first 

subband converges at approximately the same rate as the SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS 
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structures. The SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering 

in all subbands lags in initial convergence by up to 4 dB lower ERLE compared to 

the SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS structures, which is an improvement of 2 dB compared 

to the slower converging FB-NLMSVF structure. 
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Figure 5.5: ERLE for FB-NLMS, SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with 
WGN input under moderate volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size 
of 1.0 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters. 

Under the previous simulation settings, Figure 5.5 compares the AEC structures 

with a higher step size of 1.0 used for the quadratic adaptive filters. The SB-NLMSVF 

and FB-NLMSVF structures experience a slight increase in convergence rate and a 

corresponding slight decrease in steady-state ERLE due to the higher step size. How-

ever, both the SB-NLMSVF and FB-NLMSVF structures experience approximately 

the same slight decrease in steady-state ERLE, which suggests that the non-Wiener 

phenomenon is not as prevalent for the quadratic subband adaptive filters as for the 

linear subband adaptive filters shown in Figure 5.4. Under these conditions the SB-

NLMSVF structure attains roughly the same ERLE performance with respect to the 



other AEC structures as for the previous simulation conditions. 
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Figure 5.6: ERLE for FB-NLMS, SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with 
WGN input under moderate volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size 
of 1.0 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters and a decreasing A ^ ^ . 

The impact on ERLE performance due to a high degree of undermodeling of 

the loudspeaker nonlinearity by the SB-NLMSVF structure is investigated in Figure 

5.6. The previous simulation settings were used, including the SB-NLMSVF struc-

ture with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband with 

= 10 (SB-NLMSVF A^s&j = 10). Even with a very small number of quadratic 

subband adaptive filter taps the SB-NLMSVF structure is able to partially model 

the loudspeaker distortion, and provide an improvement in steady-state ERLE per-

formance by up to 2 and 4 dB respectively compared to the linear only SB-NLMS 

and FB-NLMS structures. The very short length quadratic subband adaptive filter of 

the SB-NLMSVF structure also allows for convergence at the same rate as the linear 

only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS structures. By exploiting the time domain nature of 

the second order Volterra kernel coefficients through modeling only some of the high 
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energy coefficients along its main diagonal, a considerable increase in ERLE perfor-

mance can be realized by the SB-NLMSVF structure compared to the linear only 

AEC structures. 

5.2.2.2 Speech Excitation Signal 

In this section the performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure along with its fullband 

and linear only structure counterparts are investigated for a speech excitation signal. 

A 5 second reference speech signal, x(n), was used in conjunction with the measured 

linear and quadratic LEMS Volterra kernels for the conference phone under high 

volume conditions to create the echo signal, y(n), in the same manner as described 

in Section 5.2.2.1. The speech signal consisted of different speech utterances from 

the TIMIT speech data base [99] for the same male speaker concatenated together. 

The input microphone signal, d(n), was obtained by adding 5 seconds of uncorrelated 

WGN background noise, 77(77,), to y(n) to achieve a SNR of 40 dB. As in Section 

5.2.2.1 the local talker signal, v(ri), was set to 0 for the duration of the simulations. 

Figure 5.7 displays the ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure com-

pared to the FB-NLMSVF structure as well as to the linear only SB-NLMS and 

FB-NLMS structures. The linear and quadratic adaptive filters of the FB-NLMSVF 

structure were set to lengths of Ni = 2000 and N2(N2 + l ) /2 = 1275 respectively, 

where N2 — 50. The linear adaptive filter of the FB-NLMS structure was set to a 

length of Ni = 2000, and correspondingly the linear adaptive filters of the SB-NLMS 

structure were set to Ni^ = Nx/M = 500 in all subbands. The linear and quadratic 

adaptive filters of the SB-NLMSVF structure were set to Nhsh = N1/M = 500 and 

^2,sbi = 120 in all subbands respectively. A step size of 0.5 was used in adapting 

the linear and quadratic filters of all structures. Also, and were set to 0.00001 

for the adaptation of the linear and quadratic filters of all structures with the same 

values used in all subbands. During initial convergence the SB-NLMS structure as 

well as the SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in all 
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Figure 5.7: ERLE for FB-NLMS, SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with 
speech input under high volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size of 
0.5 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters. 

(SB-NLMSVF ALL BANDS) and only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-NLMSVF BAND 

1) achieve up to 7 dB higher ERLE compared to the fullband structures. Again, 

the fast convergence of the subband structures can be attributed to the more spec-

trally flat subband signals and their shorter adaptive filters operating at the reduced 

sampling rate. As the frequency response of the quadratic Volterra kernel is con-

centrated below approximately 1 kHz (see Section 3.3 of Chapter 3) the quadratic 

portion of y(n) will be highest during periods of speech with frequency content in 

this range. During these low frequency speech periods the Volterra AEC structures 

outperform the linear only AEC structures by up to 2 and 7 dB, as shown at the 

3 and 4.25 second marks respectively in Figure 5.7. Also, during periods of mini-

mum ERLE the subband structures provide up to 10 dB higher ERLE compared to 

the fullband structures, as seen at the 2.5 and 4.5 second marks of the simulation. 

The SB-NLMSVF structure is again able to exploit the frequency response nature of 
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the loudspeaker distortion. This is evident by the equivalent ERLE performance of 

the structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the 0-1 kHz sub-

band compared to the performance with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in 

all subbands. Furthermore, the time domain nature of the loudspeaker distortion is 

again successfully exploited as only N2tSbi = 120 taps were required by the quadratic 

subband adaptive filters of the SB-NLMSVF structure, instead of the corresponding 

(N2(N2 + l ) / 2 ) / M — 319 taps, to achieve equal or better ERLE performance than 

the FB-NLMSVF structure during periods of high echo path nonlinearity. As in Sec-

tion 5.2.2.1, the quadratic subband adaptive filter coefficients of the SB-NLMSVF 

structure correspond to the high energy coefficients of the main and near adjacent 

diagonals of the fullband quadratic Volterra kernel. 

Figure 5.8: ERLE for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with speech input 
under high volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both 
the linear and quadratic adaptive filters and a decreasing N2jSbl. 

The effect on the ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure due to a high 

amount of quadratic subband Volterra kernel undermodeling for a speech excitation 
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signal is investigated in Figure 5.8. The simulation was preformed under the previ-

ous conditions for the SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra 

filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband with N2i8bl = 120, along with the FB-NLMSVF 

and SB-NLMS structures. As well, results for the SB-NLMSVF structure with sec-

ond order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband with N2iSbl = 30 

and N2,sbi = 10 coefficients are shown. With a very small number of quadratic sub-

band adaptive filter taps the SB-NLMSVF structure is able to partially model the 

loudspeaker distortion, and achieve improved ERLE performance by up 5 and 3 dB 

for N2jSbl = 30 and N2tSbl = 10 respectively, compared to the linear only SB-NLMS 

structure as seen at the 4.25 second mark of the simulation. Thus, by modeling only 

a small amount of the high amplitude quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients, a signif-

icant improvement in ERLE performance is realized by the SB-NLMSVF structure 

during periods of high echo path distortion compared to its linear only counterpart. 

With N2>sbl = 30 the performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure lags by at most 

2 dB of ERLE compared to its performance when N2!Sbl = 120. Compared to the 

FB-NLMSVF structure, the SB-NLMSVF structure with N2,sbl = 30 and N2}Sbl = 10 

achieves up to only 1 and 3 dB less ERLE respectively, during periods of high echo 

path distortion as seen near the 4.25 second mark in Figure 5.8. The SB-NLMSVF 

structure with the shorter quadratic subband adaptive filter lengths also achieves 

roughly the same initial convergence performance as with N2>sbl = 120. 

5.2.3 Results Based on Measured Reference and Input Data 

The performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure, along with its fullband and linear 

only structure counterparts, are investigated based on experimentally measured refer-

ence and microphone signals in this section. The recorded reference and microphone 

signals from the conference phone and smartphone under high volume speech exci-

tation signal conditions, as discussed in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3, were used in the 

subsequent simulations. 
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Figure 5.9: ERLE from 0 to 4 seconds for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF 
with measured speech input from the conference phone under high volume loudspeaker 
distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive 
filters. 

The ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure compared to the FB-

NLMSVF structure as well as to the linear only SB-NLMS structure is displayed 

in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 for the conference phone. The results are presented in 0-4 

and 12-15 second simulation sections in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 respectively, in order to 

differentiate between the performance of the AEC structures more easily during initial 

convergence and steady-state operation. The memory lengths of the adaptive filters 

in the FB-NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures were the same as in Section 5.2.2.2. 

The length of the linear subband adaptive filters of the SB-NLMSVF structure were 

also the same as in Section 5.2.2.2, with the length of the quadratic subband adaptive 

filters set to A^s^ = 120 in all subbands where second order adaptive Volterra filter-

ing was performed. A step size of 0.5 was used in adapting the linear and quadratic 

filters of all structures. Also, and S2 were set to 0.00001 for the adaptation of 
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Figure 5.10: ERLE from 12 to 15 seconds for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-
NLMSVF with measured speech input from the conference phone under high vol-
ume loudspeaker distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and 
quadratic adaptive filters. 

the linear and quadratic filters of all structures with the same values used in all sub-

bands. As a result of the more spectrally uniform subband signals and their shorter 

adaptive filters the subband structures attain up to 7 dB higher ERLE compared to 

the FB-NLMSVF structure during initial convergence, as shown in Figure 5.9. Dur-

ing periods of high loudspeaker distortion in the echo path, as seen near the 12, 13, 

and 14.5 second mark in Figure 5.10, the SB-NLMSVF structure with second order 

adaptive Volterra filtering in all (SB-NLMSVF ALL BANDS) and only the 0-1 kHz 

subband (SB-NLMSVF BAND 1) outperforms the linear only SB-NLMS structure 

by up to 7 dB of ERLE. With second order adaptive Volterra filtering applied in 

only the 0-1 kHz subband, the SB-NLMSVF structure performs nearly identically 

compared to its performance with second order adaptive Volterra filter in all sub-

bands. Thus, it is evident that the majority of distortion within the echo path is 
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due to low frequency speech occurring in the 0-1 kHz region. This low frequency 

echo path distortion corresponds well with the frequency response of the measured 

quadratic Volterra kernel for the conference phone shown in Figure 3.6(b), and to its 

harmonic distortion shown in Figure 3.10. The SB-NLMSVF structure with second 

order adaptive Volterra filter in all and only the 0-1 kHz subbands also performs 

as well as or slightly better than the FB-NLMSVF structure during the periods of 

high echo path nonlinearity. Also, during periods of minimum ERLE the subband 

structures provide up to 5 dB higher ERLE compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure, 

as seen between the 14.5 and 15 second marks of the simulation. Under these mea-

sured AEC conditions the SB-NLMSVF structure is able to take advantage of both 

the time and frequency domain nature of the loudspeaker distortion by performing 

second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the low frequency subbands, and by 

modeling only the high amplitude quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients. 

Figure 5.11 compares the ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure with 

second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband to the FB-

NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures, as the length of the quadratic subband adaptive 

filters decreases during the 12-15 second simulation period for the conference phone. 

The previous simulation settings were used with the addition of the quadratic sub-

band adaptive filters set to N2tSbi = 30 to study the impact of a high degree of 

undermodeling of the quadratic subband Volterra kernels. The performance of the 

SB-NLMSVF structure with N2>sb1 = 30 during the 0-4 second simulation period 

was nearly identical to that obtained with A^s&j = 120, as shown in Figure 5.9, and 

is therefore omitted. With only N2tSb1 = 30 quadratic subband adaptive filter taps 

the SB-NLMSVF structure is able to partially model the loudspeaker distortion and 

perform within 2 dB of ERLE compared to N2tSb1 = 120, as seen during the peri-

ods of high echo path distortion that occur near the 12, 14, and 14.5 second mark. 

Compared to the linear only SB-NLMS structure, ERLE improvements up to 5 dB 

are attained by the SB-NLMSVF structure during the periods of high loudspeaker 
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Figure 5.11: ERLE for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF with measured 
speech input from the conference phone under high volume loudspeaker distortion 
conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters and 
a decreasing N2>sb1 • 

distortion with N2,sb1 = 30. As in Section 5.2.2.2, improved ERLE performance com-

pared to the linear SB-NLMS structure is realized by the SB-NLMSVF structure by 

modeling only a small fraction of the high energy quadratic subband Volterra kernel 

coefficients. Furthermore, during these periods of high echo path nonlinearity the 

SB-NLMSVF structure with N2,sbl = 30 performs about as well as the FB-NLMSVF 

structure. 

The impact on ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure by applying 

second order adaptive Volterra filtering on a per subband basis is investigated in 

Figure 5.12, for an increasing number of subbands with the same OSR during the 12-

15 second simulation period for the conference phone. The same filter bank settings as 

those used in Section 4.2.2.1 of Chapter 4 for Figure 4.11 were used for implementing 
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Figure 5.12: ERLE from 12 to 15 seconds for SB-NLMSVF with measured speech 
input from the conference phone under high volume loudspeaker distortion conditions 
and an increasing number of subbands for the same OSR. 

the SB-NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures. The linear adaptive filters of the SB-

NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures based on the K = 16 M = 8 filter banks were 

set to a length of Ni^sbi = 250 in all subbands. while the linear adaptive filters of 

the K = 8 M = 4 SB-NLMSVF structure were set to N1<sbi = 500 in all subbands. 

The quadratic adaptive filters of the SB-NLMSVF structure based on the K = 16 

M = 8 filter banks were set to a length of A^,^ = 30 in all subbands and only the 

0-500 Hz subband. Furthermore, the quadratic adaptive filters of the K = 8 M = 4 

SB-NLMSVF structure were set to N2>sbi = 120 in only the 0-1 kHz subband. A 

step size of 0.5 was used in adapting the linear and quadratic filters of all structures. 

Also, 8-i and d2 were set to 0.00001 for the adaptation of the linear and quadratic 

filters of all structures with the same values used in all subbands. During periods 

of high loudspeaker distortion the K = 16 SB-NLMSVF structure with quadratic 

filtering in only the 0-500 Hz subband (SB-NLMSVF K/M=16/8 BAND 1) attains 
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approximately equivalent ERLE performance as the same structure with quadratic 

filtering in all subbands (SB-NLMSVF K/M=16/8 ALL BANDS), as well as the 

K = 8 SB-NLMSVF structure with quadratic filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband 

(SB-NLMSVF K/M=8/4 BAND 1), as seen near the 12, 14, and 14.5 second marks. 

This verifies that the majority of the loudspeaker distortion in the conference phone 

occurs for frequencies below 500 Hz, as shown in Figure 3.10. Furthermore, during 

the same periods of loudspeaker distortion the K = 16 SB-NLMSVF structure with 

quadratic filtering in only the 0-500 Hz subband outperforms the linear only K = 

16 SB-NLMS structure by up to 7 dB of ERLE. Implementing the SB-NLMSVF 

structure with a greater number of subbands for the same OSR allows quadratic 

Volterra filtering to be performed in subbands with a finer frequency range, which can 

better match the frequency range of the loudspeaker distortion. Also, implementing 

the SB-NLMSVF structure with a greater number of subbands for the same OSR 

results in further computational cost reduction, due to the higher decimation ratio 

and shorter subband adaptive filters, at the expense of a higher filter bank group delay 

as discussed in Section 2.1.1.2 of Chapter 2. Although not shown, it should also be 

noted that all structures achieve approximately the same rate of initial convergence. 

The ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure compared to the FB-

NLMSVF structure, as well as to the linear only SB-NLMS structure, is displayed 

in Figures 5.13 and 5.14 for the smartphone under the same simulation settings as 

used for the conference phone in Figure 5.9 and 5.10. The subband structures attain 

up to 10 dB higher ERLE compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure during initial 

convergence, as shown in Figure 5.13. During periods of high loudspeaker distortion 

in the echo path, as seen near the 12 and 14.5 second mark in Figure 5.14, the SB-

NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in all (SB-NLMSVF 

ALL BANDS) and only the 1-2 and 2-3 kHz subbands (SB-NLMSVF BANDS 2-3) 

outperforms the linear only SB-NLMS structure by up to 8 dB of ERLE. With sec-

ond order adaptive Volterra filtering applied in only the 1-2 and 2-3 kHz subbands, 
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Figure 5.13: ERLE from 0 to 4 seconds for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-
NLMSVF with measured speech input from the smartphone under high volume loud-
speaker distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic 
adaptive filters. 

the SB-NLMSVF structure performs nearly identically compared to its performance 

with second order adaptive Volterra filter in all subbands. Thus, it is evident that 

the majority of distortion within the echo path is due to speech occurring in the 

1-3 kHz region. This localized region of echo path distortion corresponds well with 

the frequency response of the measured quadratic Volterra kernel for the smartphone 

shown in Figure 3.7(b) and to its harmonic distortion shown in Figure 3.11. The 

SB-NLMSVF structure with second order adaptive Volterra filter in all and only the 

1-2 and 2-3 kHz subbands also performs as well as or slightly better than the FB-

NLMSVF structure during the periods of high echo path nonlinearity. Also, during 

periods of minimum ERLE the subband structures provide up to 3 dB higher ERLE 

compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure, as seen around the 14 and 15 second marks 

of the simulation. Under these measured AEC conditions the SB-NLMSVF structure 
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Figure 5.14: ERLE from 12 to 15 seconds for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-
NLMSVF with measured speech input from the smartphone under high volume loud-
speaker distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic 
adaptive filters. 

is able to take advantage of both the time and frequency domain nature of the loud-

speaker distortion in the smartphone, by performing second order adaptive Volterra 

filtering in only the necessary subbands and by modeling only the high amplitude 

quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients. 

Figure 5.15 compares the ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure with 

second order adaptive Volterra filter in only the 1-2 and 2-3 kHz subbands to the 

FB-NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures, as the length of the quadratic subband adap-

tive filters decreases during the 12-15 second simulation period for the smartphone. 

The previous simulation settings were used with the addition of the quadratic sub-

band adaptive filters set to N2jSb2_3 = 10, to study the impact of a high degree of 

undermodeling of the quadratic subband Volterra kernels. The performance of the 

SB-NLMSVF structure with N2 ,sfc2-3 — 10 during the 0—4 second simulation period 
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Figure 5.15: ERLE from 12 to 15 seconds for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-
NLMSVF with measured speech input from the smartphone under high volume loud-
speaker distortion conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic 
adaptive filters and a decreasing A^2,sb2_3. 

was nearly identical to that obtained with A 2̂)S62_3 = 120, as shown in Figure 5.13, 

and is therefore omitted. With only N2iS62_3 = 10 quadratic subband adaptive filter 

taps the SB-NLMSVF structure is able to partially model the loudspeaker distortion, 

and perform within 2 dB of ERLE compared to N2tSb2-3 = 120 during the periods 

of high echo path distortion, as seen near the 12 and 14.5 second marks. Compared 

to the linear only SB-NLMS structure, ERLE improvements up to 8 dB are attained 

by the SB-NLMSVF structure during the periods of high loudspeaker distortion with 

sf>2~3 — 10- As hi Section 5.2.2.2, improved ERLE performance compared to the 

linear SB-NLMS structure is realized by the SB-NLMSVF structure through modeling 

only a few of the high energy quadratic subband Volterra kernel coefficients. Further-

more, during the periods of high echo path nonlinearity the SB-NLMSVF structure 

with -/V2,sb2-3 = 10 performs as well as or better than the FB-NLMSVF structure by 
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up to 4 dB of ERLE. 
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Figure 5.16: ERLE from 0 to 3 seconds for SB-NLMSVF with measured speech input 
from the smartphone under high volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and an 
increasing /j,lti. 

The impact on convergence performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure for increas-

ing step sizes applied to only the linear and to only the quadratic subband adaptive 

filters is shown in Figures 5.16 and 5.17. The previous parameter settings for the 

K = 8 SB-NLMSVF structure from Figures 5.13 and 5.14 were used. With the step 

sizes of the quadratic filters set to 0.5 in all subbands, increasing the step sizes of the 

linear filters beyond 2.0 in all subbands results in unstable behaviour as shown in Fig-

ure 5.16. Similarly, with the step sizes of the linear filters set to 0.5 in all subbands, 

increasing the step sizes of the quadratic filters above 2.0 in all subbands also results 

in unstable behaviour as seen in Figure 5.17. This demonstrates that 0 < ni,i-> ̂ 2 < 2 

are indeed reasonable bounds for stable operation of the SB-NLMSVF structure. Al-

though not shown, when the step sizes of the quadratic filters are set to 0 in all 
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Figure 5.17: ERLE from 0 to 3 seconds for SB-NLMSVF with measured speech input 
from the smartphone under high volume loudspeaker distortion conditions and an 
increasing 

subbands the SB-NLMSVF structure behaves like the linear only SB-NLMS struc-

ture. Furthermore, when the step sizes of the linear filters are set to 0 in all subbands 

the SB-NLMSVF structure behaves like a pure nonlinear structure by modeling and 

removing only the quadratic echo path components. 

5.2.4 Computational Complexity Results 

The computational complexity of the SB-NLMSVF structure compared to its fullband 

and linear only structure counterparts is presented in this section in terms of the total 

number of equivalent real mathematical operations required per input sample period. 

As in Section 4.2.4 of Chapter 4, the complexity results presented assume the AEC 

structures were implemented on an Intel Core 2 Duo processor where a real addition 

and a real multiplication required approximately the same number of clock cycles 

to execute, with a real division operation requiring approximately 6 times as many 
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clock cycles for single precision floating point data [103]. The complexity of the SB-

NLMSVF structure along with its fullband and linear only variants were computed 

based on Tables 5.1 - 5.3. 
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Computational complexity for SB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, and SB-

The computational cost of the SB-NLMSVF structure along with the FB-NLMSVF 

and SB-NLMS structures is shown in Figure 5.18 as the length of the quadratic sub-

band adaptive filters increase. The complexity cost for SB-NLMSVF structure was 

computed based on the filter bank settings outlined in Section 5.2.1, with the length 

of the linear subband adaptive filters set to N i ^ = 500 in all subbands and the 

length of the quadratic subband adaptive filters, A^.^, set equal in all subbands as 

well. The corresponding linear and quadratic adaptive filter lengths of the fullband 

structures were set to Ni = MiV^^ = 2000 and MN2>sbi respectively, where it was 

assumed that equal ERLE performance could be achieved by the FB-NLMSVF and 

SB-NLMSVF structures for the given filter length relationships. With second order 
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adaptive Volterra filtering applied in all subbands the SB-NLMSVF structure con-

stantly requires approximately 400 more operations than the FB-NLMSVF structure, 

as seen in Figure 5.18. However, as second order adaptive Volterra filtering is applied 

in fewer subbands of the SB-NLMSVF structure its computational complexity be-

comes increasingly less compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure, and approaches the 

complexity of the low cost linear only SB-NLMS structure. The significant improve-

ment in ERLE performance of the SB-NLMSVF structure compared to the SB-NLMS 

structure, as presented in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3, requires only approximately 8%, 

13%, and 25% more operations with second order adaptive Volterra filtering in only 

the 0-1 kHz subband, the 1-2 and 2-3 kHz subbands, and all subbands respectively, 

for N2tSbi = 120. Compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure which required 1275 full-

band quadratic filter taps, corresponding to 319 subband quadratic filter taps in 

Figure 5.18, the SB-NLMSVF structure required N2tSb. = 120 subband quadratic fil-

ter taps to attain the similar or better ERLE performance outlined in Sections 5.2.2 

and 5.2.3. In this case the computational cost of the SB-NLMSVF structure requires 

roughly 30%, 26%, and 20% fewer operations with second order adaptive Volterra fil-

tering in only the 0-1 kHz subband, the 1-2 and 2-3 kHz subbands, and all subbands 

respectively compared to the FB-NLMSVF structure. With second order adaptive 

Volterra filtering applied in only the 0-1 kHz subband and A^,^ = 30, the SB-

NLMSVF structure requires only roughly 3% more operations than the SB-NLMS 

structure to achieve the significantly improved ERLE performance shown in Sections 

5.2.2 and 5.2.3 for the conference phone. As well, only approximately 3% more op-

erations are required by the SB-NLMSVF structure with N2^sb2_3 = 10 to attain the 

improved ERLE performance compared to the SB-NLMS structure shown in Figure 

5.15 for the smartphone. Also, it should be noted that in general the computational 

advantage of the SB-NLMSVF structure will increase compared the FB-NLMSVF 

structure as the OSR decreases. 

The computational cost of the SB-NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures are shown 
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Figure 5.19: Computational complexity for SB-NLMSVF and SB-NLMS for an in-
creasing number of subbands. 

in Figure 5.19 for an increasing number of subbands with the same OSR of 2. The 

results are based on the same filter bank settings as those outlined in Section 5.2.3 for 

Figure 5.12. The length of the linear adaptive filters for the K = 8 structures were 

set to N^sbi = 500 in all subbands and to N^sbi = 250 in all subbands for the K = 16 

structures, since equivalent ERLE performance was obtained by the SB-NLMSVF 

structures under these settings. With quadratic Volterra filtering applied in only one 

subband for the K = 16 SB-NLMSVF structure with N2,sbl = 30, a 50% reduction in 

complexity is achieved compared to the K = 8 SB-NLMSVF structure with quadratic 

Volterra filtering applied in only one subband with N2,sbi = 120. Moreover, the 

K = 16 SB-NLMSVF structure with a quadratic Volterra filter of length N2tSbl = 30 

in only one subband provides roughly the same ERLE performance as the much more 

computationally expensive K = 8 SB-NLMSVF structure with quadratic Volterra 

filtering in only one band with N2iSbl = 120, as shown in Figure 5.12. Also, the K = 16 

SB-NLMSVF structure with a quadratic Volterra filter of length N2}Sbi = 30 in only 
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one subband requires only a slightly higher computational cost than the linear only 

K = 16 SB-NLMS structure, while achieving improved ERLE performance during 

periods of high echo path distortion as seen in Figure 5.12. 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter investigated the application of second order adaptive Volterra filtering in 

an oversampled subband AEC system to efficiently model electrodynamic loudspeaker 

nonlinearities and thereby improve AEC performance. An in depth discussion and 

computational complexity analysis of the SB-NLMSVF structure was given in Sec-

tion 5.1. AEC performance results for the SB-NLMSVF structure along with its 

fullband and linear only counterparts were outlined in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 under 

experimentally measured LEMS conditions. These results demonstrated the ability 

of the SB-NLMSVF structure to attain equal or improved AEC performance com-

pared to its fullband equivalent, and significantly better performance compared to the 

linear only AEC structures during periods of high loudspeaker harmonic distortion. 

Moreover, the SB-NLMSVF structure was able to take advantage of the time and 

frequency domain nature of the loudspeaker nonlinearity and achieve the same level 

of improved AEC performance. This was achieved by applying second order adaptive 

Volterra filtering in only those subbands impacted by the nonlinearity, and by mod-

eling only the important high amplitude quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients. These 

exploits allowed the SB-NLMSVF structure to realize significant computational sav-

ings compared to its equivalent fullband Volterra AEC structure, along with requiring 

only minor increases in complexity compared to a linear fullband AEC structure, as 

described in Section 5.2.4. 

Table 5.4 summarizes the main results of this chapter. The maximum improve-

ment in ERLE for each AEC structure compared to the SB-NLMS structure is given 

based on the measured high volume loudspeaker conditions presented in Section 5.2.3 
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for the conference phone. The corresponding computational complexity results are 

also presented in Table 5.4 and are applicable to the AEC structures in all sections 

under the conditions outlined in Section 5.2.4. The results for the subband structures 

are based on K = 8 M = 4 filter banks with Lpr = 64. Also, it should be noted 

that ERLE improvements of 6 dB or more attained by the proposed SB-NLMSVF 

structure translates to a reduction by a factor of two or more in the output error sig-

nal. Furthermore, selected results from this chapter have been archived online [105] 

to demonstrate the perceived improvement in echo reduction that can be realized by 

the proposed SB-NLMSVF structure. 

AEC Structure 
ERLE Improvement 

Compared to 
SB-NLMS (dB) 

Complexity 
(Operations per input 

sample period) 
SB-NLMS 

Nltabl_t = 500 
— 8305 

FB-NLMSVF 
Nx = 2000 N2 = 50 

6 13128 

SB-NLMSVF Nhsbl_4 = 500 
N2,sbl_4 = 120 7 10388 

SB-NLMSVF NltSbl_4 = 500 
N2,sbl = 120 7 8935 

Table 5.4: Summary of results for AEC in nonlinear environments. 



Chapter 6 

Subband Volterra Structure for 

Acoustic Echo Cancellation in 

Nonstationary Environments 

As the performance of a typical EC can be adversely affected by changing echo path 

conditions along with nonlinear echo path components, it should consider both im-

pairments in its model of the LEMS. In this chapter the generalized proportionate 

variable step size subband adaptive filter structure introduced in Chapter 4 is com-

bined with the subband Volterra structure of Chapter 5, to create an AEC structure 

capable of quickly modeling and tracking changes within the linear portion of the 

LEMS, as well as the nonlinear portion resulting from electrodynamic loudspeaker 

harmonic distortion. It is shown that this generalized proportionate variable step 

size subband adaptive Volterra filter structure can achieve improved convergence and 

tracking performance for AEC compared to its fullband time domain counterpart, at 

a much reduced computational complexity. 

The following sections are presented in this chapter. In Section 6.1 a detailed de-

scription of the generalized proportionate variable step size subband adaptive Volterra 

147 
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filter structure is presented along with an in depth computational complexity anal-

ysis. Experimental results based on measured linear and quadratic LEMS Volterra 

kernels, as well as on directly measured LEMS input signal data, are given in Section 

6.2. A summary of the main findings concludes the chapter in Section 6.3. 

6.1 Generalized Proportionate Variable Step Size 

Subband Adaptive Volterra Filter Structure 

6.1.1 Description 

As with the changes that occur in the linear portion of the echo path due to a small 

obstruction, the changes that occur in the quadratic part due to an increase in loud-

speaker input signal level also vary in specific time and frequency regions, as shown in 

Figures 3.8 and 3.9 of Chapter 3. The quadratic Volterra kernel taps with the highest 

magnitude experience the greatest change in value due to an increase in loudspeaker 

input signal level. Moreover, the quadratic Volterra kernels variations tend to occur 

in specific frequency regions only, due to the underlying nature of the loudspeaker 

distortion as described in Chapter 3. Thus, to exploit the trends in time and fre-

quency during linear and quadratic echo path changes and allow for fast tracking 

of these changes the GGPAPA, discussed in Section 2.2.2.1 of Chapter 2, is applied 

to the second order subband Volterra filter AEC structure outlined in Chapter 5. 

Only the P = 1 version of the GGPAPA is considered, this will be referred to as 

the generalized gradient proportionate normalized least-mean-square (GGPNLMS) 

algorithm. A block diagram of the subband generalized gradient proportionate nor-

malized least-mean-square Volterra filter (SB-GGPNLMSVF) structure implemented 

with the same oversampled GDFT modulated filter bank setup as in Figure 5.1, is 

shown again in Figure 6.1 for convenience. Since the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure 

shares the same filter bank configuration as the SB-NLMSVF structure from Chapter 
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5, a description of the fullband and corresponding subband input and output signals 

of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure can be found in Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5. 

As with the SB-GGPAP and SB-NLMSVF AEC structures discussed in Chapters 

4 and 5 respectively, the key feature of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure is its ability to 

perform second order adaptive Volterra filtering based on the fast tracking GGPNLMS 

algorithm or a simpler derivative algorithm, such as NLMS, on a per subband basis. 

This allows the GGPNLMS algorithm to be applied in only those linear and quadratic 

subbands that are impacted the most by fluctuations in the linear and quadratic echo 

path components, while the simpler NLMS algorithm can be used in the unaffected 

subbands. As shown in Chapter 3, the high frequency linear echo path components 

tend to be affected the most by the introduction of a small obstruction in close 

vicinity to the hands-free device. While a change in loudspeaker signal level affects 

the specific frequency regions that contain the majority of the original quadratic echo 

path energy. Thus, applying the GGPNLMS algorithm in only the correspondingly 

affected linear and quadratic subbands, will allow the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure to 
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maintain echo cancellation performance while reducing its computational cost. 

The subband input signal and adaptive filter vector definitions for the SB-GGPNLMSVF 

algorithm are as follows: 

W i » = {wi,i0(m), wx^im),... s6 . j M 

r i T 
w2,i(m) = j_w2tio(m),w2iil(m),... ,w2,iN ^(m) 

xhi(m) = \x^i(m),xiti(m - 1),..., xhi(m - NltSbi + 1)] 

x2,i(m) = x2}i(m),x2ti(m - 1),..., x2ii(m - N2,sk + 1)]" 

ei(m) = di(m) - w ^ ( m ) x ^ i { m ) - w 2 i(m)x2tl(m) 

(6.1) 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

(6.5) 

where the elements of x 2 ^ ( m ) result from the corresponding fullband elements of 

x2(n), which is itself determined by (5.1) as discussed in Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5. 

The linear and quadratic subband adaptive Volterra filters, W i ^ { m ) and w 2 : i ( m ) , of 

the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure are updated based on the GGPNLMS algorithm as 

follows: 

Witl(m + 1) = whi(m) + /j,ltiAlji(rn)x1)i(m)e*(m)r1>l(m) 

w2,i(m+l) = w2,i(m) + fi2liA2ii(m)x2ii(m)ei(m)T2ji(m) 

,i(m) = (x"i(m)Aiii(m)xiii(m) + X2ti(m)A2ii(m)x2ii(m) + 

r 2,i(m) = (xf l(m)Ai ! j(m)cci i j(m) + x24(m)A2tl(m)x2ti(m) + tf2,i) 

Ai, i(m) — diag 

A2ti(m) = diag 

9 i , i 0 { r n ) , . . . , g i , i m) 

92,i0(m):...,g2tiN2sb_1{m) 

9i,ik(m) = 
1 - Pi, chik(m-l) 

+ /5i-

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

(6 .12) 



ci,ik(m) = ehichik(m - 1) + (1 - ti,i)\cliik{m)\ (6.14) 

C2,iXm) = e2,iC2,it(m - 1) + (1 - e2,t)|c2,i,(m)| (6.15) 

ci,ik(m) = t&i,ik(m - 1) - li,iWi,ik{m - 1) (6.16) 

C2,ilim) = W2,it{m - 1) - 72,iiW2,iI(rn - 1) (6.17) 

wi,ik(m) = Vi,iWi,lk{m - 1) + (1 - Vi,i)wi,ik(m - 1) (6.18) 

W2,il(m) = V2,iW2,it(m - !) + (! - ^2^)^2^(772, - 1) (6.19) 

where k = 0 , . . . , Nhsbi - 1, and I = 0 , . . . , N2}Sbt - 1. The GGPNLMS algorithm pa-

rameters for both the linear and quadratic parts of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure 

are analogous to those described in Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 4. A non-generalized 

version of the SB-GGPNLMSVF AEC structure, called subband gradient propor-

tionate normalized least-mean-square Volterra filter (SB-GPNLMSVF), results when 

e^j and e2i; are both set to 0 in all subbands. The SB-NLMSVF structure, discussed 

in Section 5.1 of Chapter 5, arises as a special case of the SB-GGPNLMSVF struc-

ture when Pi= fa,i = 1 in all subbands and and are divided by 2NitSbi and 

2N2!sbi respectively. Improved proportionate, proportionate, and exponential step 

size versions can result from the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure when the linear and 

quadratic subband adaptive filter parameters are set analogously to the values for 

the corresponding linear only structures, as outlined in Section 4.1.1 of Chapter 4. 

6.1.2 Computational Complexity Analysis 

The computational complexity of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure shown in Figure 

6.1 is comprised of the cost of implementing the four polyphase filter banks, along with 

the linear and quadratic subband adaptive filtering expense based on the GGPNLMS 
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algorithm. The computational complexity of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure is de-

termined under the same considerations as in Section 5.1.2 of Chapter 5 and Section 

4.1.2 of Chapter 4. The computational cost of adapting the linear and quadratic sub-

band Volterra filters with the GGPNLMS algorithm, as described in (6.5) to (6.19), 

is summarized in terms of the equivalent real elementary mathematical operations 

per input sample period for real and complex input data in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 respec-

tively. The cost of computing a square root is denoted by m , and C f ] for 

the required number of real multiplications, additions, and divisions respectively. 

Term X + • 

Witi{rn)xXj{m) Ni,sbl ~ 1 

w2i(m)x2^(m) N2,sbi N2,8bi ~ 1 

di(m) — Witi(m)xi}i(m) — 
2 

A M (m)x M (m) Ni>abi 

A2ii{m)x2,i(m) 

Ni,sbt Ni,sb> ~ 1 
X2,i (m) (m)X2,i (m) ^ N2,sbl - 1 

x^i(m)A1}i(m)xhi(m)+ 

x%i(m)A2,i(rri)x2,i(m) + 
2 

x^i(m)Alti(m)xlti(rri)+ 

x2i{rn)A2ti{m)x2^(m) + S2,i 
1 

Vi,iAij(m)xij(m)e*(m)ri}i(m) Nhsbt + 1 1 

ti2sA2,i(m)x2,i(m)e*(m)r2,i(rn) N2,slH + 1 1 

Nl,sbi 

w2,i(m)+ 

li2,iA2,i(m)x2,i(m)e*(m)T2,i(m) 
N2,sbl 
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Term X + -i-

si,i(m) = Ek=if*'1 ci , i k(m - 1) + Ni,sbi 

S2,i(m) = D/Jo"* 1 g2,i£(m - 1) + f2 , i ^2 ,sbz 

((1 - f t , , ) / 2 ) M , t ( m ) x 

cliik(m-l) + /3lti/{2NltBbi) 
Nl,sbi Nl,sbi 1 

( ( l - / 5 2 i i ) / 2 )/s2 , i(m)x 

^ ( m - l) + /32ii/(2A2)S6J 
N2,sbt N2,sbl 1 

ei,iCi,ifc(m - 1) + (1 - ei,i) |ci ) i f c(m)| 2N1}Sbi 

e2,iP2fi, ( t i - 1) + (1 - e2>»)|c2,<I(m)| 2N2,sbi 

wi,ik(m - 1) - 7i,»Wijifc(m - 1) Ni,sbi Ni,sbt 

- 1) - - 1) ^2 ,sb> N2,sbl 

r)itiwltik(m - 1) + (1 - - 1) 2Nhsbt Nl,sbi 

V2,iW2,il(m - 1) + (1 - rj2,i)w2til(m - 1) 2N2,sbi N2,sbl 

Total per iteration 
10N1>sbi+ 

10 N2iSbi + 2 

SNltSbi+ 

8N2,sbt + 1 
4 

Table 6.1: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the GGPNLMS 
algorithm applied to subband adaptive second order Volterra filters for real input 
data in terms of real multiplications, additions, and divisions. 

Term X + • 

™iAm)xiAm) 4iV1)S6i - 2 

W2/m)x2,i(m) m ,sbr 4N2>sbx - 2 

di(m) - w"i(m)xl!i(m)-

w2ti(m)x24(m) 
4 

Ai!i(m)xiji(m) 2 Nhsbi 

A2,i(m)x2,i(m) 2N2,sh 

xi,i(m)Ai}i(m)xiti(m) *NliSbi 4A1>sbi - 2 
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T e r m X + • 

x^i(m)A2ti{m)x2,i(m) 4iV2 ,^ - 2 

x^i(m)Alti{m)xlii{m)+ 
9 

x^i(m)A2,i(m)x2,i(m) + 5i,< 
0 

x^i{m)Alti(m)xlti(rn)+ 

x£i(m)A2,i(m)x2!i(m) + S2,i 1 

HhiAhi(m)x1}i(m)e*(m)Thi(m) 4 iVi,Bfti + 2 2NitSbi 1 

fa,iA2}i (m)x2ii (m)e* (to) r2ji (m) 4iV2,a6i + 2 ™2,sbl 
1 

w\,i{m) + 

fihiA14(m)xltl(m)e*(m)T1}i(m) 
2N\tSbi 

w2 ,i(m)+ 

H2,»A2,i (m) x2:l (TO) e* (TO) r2 > i (to) ™2,sbi 

S i , i M = E f c i f ' 1 ci,ik(m - 1) + Ni 

S2,iim) = £ z = o * 1 c2A{m - 1) + £2ii N2,sh 

((l-f3hl)/2)/su(m)x 

ci,ik(m-l) + (3lti/(2Nhsbi) 
Nl,slH 1 

( ( 1 - f t , 0 / 2 ) / s 2 l i ( m ) x 

c 2 ^ ( m - l ) + /32ii/(2JV2iS6i) 
N2 ,sb> N2,sbz 1 

ei,iCi,ifc(m - 1 )+ 4Ar l i S 6 i+ 2Nhsbi + Ni,sbz 

(1 - ei,i)|ci, i f c(m)| Nl ,sbiCs,a 

e2,iC2,i((TO - 1) + 4iV2,̂  + 2 + N2,sbl 

(1 - £2,01^,(771)1 

Wi,ik(m - 1) - 71,^1^(771 - 1) 2NliSbi 

w2>il(m - 1) - 72,iW2^(m - 1) 2N2>sbi 2N2,sbt 

Vi,iW1:ik(m - 1) + (1 - 77i,f)u)ijifc(m - 1) 4iVi,s6i 

772,^2,^(771 - 1) + (1 - 772,i)t&2,il(m - 1) 4 ^ 2N2,sbi 
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Term X + + 

25 N1<ahi + 20A1>sfti + 4+ 

Ni^biCj.^ Ni^biC^r.^ Ni ,sbl 

Total per iteration +25 N2,sbt + +20 N2:Sbt + xCV;d 
N2,sbiC^r.m N2}sbiCyT.a 

+4 xCS4 

Table 6.2: Approximate computational complexity per iteration of the GGPNLMS 
algorithm applied to subband adaptive second order Volterra filters for complex input 
data in terms of real multiplications, additions, and divisions. 

X 
±(Lpr + *K\og2K + 4K) + D+ 

X 
i E l i ((25 + C^m)(Nhsbt + N2,sbJ + 4) 

+ j j (Lpr + 4K log2 K + AK) + 

i E £ i ((20 + C^a)(NltSbt + 7V2,sfj) 

+ i r f i (4 + {Nlitbi + N2,sbi)C^d) 

Table 6.3: Approximate computational complexity per input sample period for the 
SB-GGPNLMSVF AEC structure in terms of real multiplications, additions, and 
divisions. 

The total computational cost for the SB-GGPNLMSVF AEC structure is com-

prised of the cost of the 4 oversampled GDFT modulated polyphase filter banks, the 

cost of computing x2(n), along with the GGPNLMS adaptive filtering cost of the 

K/2 unique complex linear and quadratic subband filters operating at the M fold 

reduced sampling rate. The cost of computing x2 (n) is D real multiplications per 

sample period as discussed in Section 5.1.1 of Chapter 5. The overall computational 

complexity for the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure is summarized in Table 6.3. The 

complexity of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure is dominated by the required num-

ber of real multiplication and addition operations and is O [(NitSbi + N2^sbi)j^j for 
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both when iVliSbi, N2}Sbi » Lpr and the length of each linear and quadratic subband 

adaptive filter is equal. 

6.2 Experimental Results 

6.2.1 Methodology 

To perform meaningful AEC simulations under changing acoustic conditions, syn-

thetic microphone input signals were created using (2.23) based on the measured 

unobstructed and obstructed LEMS Volterra kernels obtained under low and high 

volume conditions for the conference phone configuration from Section 3.2 and 3.3 

of Chapter 3. This allows the performance of the AEC structures in question to be 

studied during a change in both the linear and nonlinear portions of the echo path 

under controlled input conditions. The change in the echo signal was created by 

linearly interpolating from the measured linear and quadratic Volterra kernels coeffi-

cients obtained under one set of LEMS conditions, to those obtained under a different 

set of conditions over a desired duration. This allows for the simulation of a local 

talkers hand moving towards the phone set to change the loudspeaker volume level to 

be performed, and the impact it has on the performance of the AEC structure under 

test to be studied. Also, simulation results are presented based on experimentally 

measured input reference and microphone data from the smartphone. This allows 

for the behaviour of the AEC structures to be investigated under real hands-free 

communication operating conditions. 

The results presented in the subsequent sections for the subband AEC structures 

are based on the same filter bank settings given in Section 4.2.1 of Chapter 4, unless 

indicated otherwise. The results for the proposed SB-GGPNLMSVF AEC structure 

are compared to the structures proposed in Chapters 4 and 5, along with the FB-

NLMSVF structure outlined in [84], the fullband improved proportionate normalized 
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least-mean-square Volterra filter (FB-IPNLMSVF) structure described in [88], and to 

both a subband and fullband version of the NLMS algorithm [33], in terms of ERLE 

performance and computational complexity for an 8 kHz sampling rate. 

6.2.2 Simulation Results Based on Measured Volterra Ker-

nels 

6.2.2.1 White Noise Excitation Signal Wi th a Changing Quadratic Volterra 

Kernel 

In this section the AEC performance of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure, discussed in 

Section 6.1.1, along with its fullband and linear only structure counterparts are pre-

sented under changing conditions within only the nonlinear portion of the acoustic 

echo path. Simulations were performed and averaged over several trials for syn-

thetic microphone signals created based on the measured linear and quadratic LEMS 

Volterra kernels, obtained under unobstructed low and high volume conditions, from 

the conference phone configuration with lengths L\ = 2000 and L2{L2 + l ) /2 = 1275 

respectively, where L2 = 50. A 12 second WGN reference excitation signal, x(n), 

with zero mean and unit variance was used along with the measured Volterra ker-

nels to create the echo signal, y(n), using (2.23). The change in y(n) was achieved 

by linearly interpolating from the low volume quadratic Volterra kernels coefficients 

to the high volume coefficients over a 0.5 second duration starting at the 7 second 

mark of the simulation. The high volume linear Volterra kernel coefficients used in 

creating y(n) were unchanged during the course of the simulations. This allows the 

effectiveness of applying the GGPNLMS algorithm to second order Volterra filters to 

be studied when only a change in the nonlinear part of the echo path occurs. The 

input microphone signal, d(ri), was obtained by adding 12 seconds of uncorrelated 

WGN background noise, 77(71), to y(n) to achieve a SNR of 30 dB. As discussed in 

Section 2.1.1 of Chapter 2 the local talker signal, i/(n), was set to 0 for the duration of 
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the simulations since adaptation of the EC is only performed under quiet local talker 

conditions. 

Figure 6.2: ERLE for FB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, FB-GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMS, SB-
NLMSVF, and SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under changing nonlinear echo 
path conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic adaptive 
filters. 

Figure 6.2 compares the tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

to the SB-NLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures as well as to their fullband struc-

ture counterparts. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure was implemented based on the 

SB-GGPNLMSVF structure as discussed in Section 6.1.1, with 7 ^ = 72^ = 1, 

rh,i = = 0-9999, plti = Am = 0.5, Slti = 52,i = 0.00001, and = = 0.00001 

in all subbands. The SB-NLMSVF structure was also implemented based on the 

SB-GGPNLMSVF structure as discussed in Section 6.1.1, with <5̂  = 52j1 = 0.00001 

in all subbands. The SB-NLMS structure arose from the SB-NLMSVF by setting 

N2tsbi = 0 in all subbands with Siti = 0.00001 in all subbands. The fullband structures 

were implemented with the same parameter values as their corresponding subband 
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counterparts. Furthermore, the GGPNLMS algorithm parameters for the compared 

structures were set to the values outlined based on [12], and because they resulted 

in good ERLE performance for the given overall step size. The linear and quadratic 

adaptive filters of the fullband gradient proportionate normalized least-mean-square 

Volterra filter (FB-GPNLMSVF) and FB-NLMSVF structures were set to lengths 

of Ni = 2000 and N2(N2 + l ) /2 = 1275 respectively, where N2 = 50. The linear 

adaptive filter of the FB-NLMS structure, which resulted from the FB-NLMSVF 

structure by setting N2 = 0, was set to a length of Ni = 2000. The linear and 

quadratic adaptive filters of the SB-GPNLMSVF and SB-NLMSVF structures were 

set to iV1)Sb. = Ni/M = 500 and N2tSbi = 120 in all subbands respectively. The linear 

adaptive filters of the SB-NLMS structure were set to NliSbi = N1/M = 500 in all sub-

bands. The length of the quadratic subband adaptive filters were set to N2ySb. = 120 

because this filter length resulted in approximately equivalent steady-state perfor-

mance with the corresponding fullband structures. A step size of 0.5 was used in 

adapting the linear and quadratic filters of all structures. The SB-GPNLMSVF struc-

ture with second order adaptive Volterra filtering applied in all K/2 — 4 subbands 

suffers a smaller drop in ERLE performance during the nonlinear echo path change, 

and converges back to steady-state operation after the change faster than the other 

nonlinear AEC structures. Figure 6.3 shows a closer view of the ERLE performance 

of all structures around the time of the nonlinear echo path fluctuation. The SB-

GPNLMSVF structure achieves up to 1 dB, 2 dB, and 4 dB higher ERLE during the 

nonlinear echo path change as well as during reconvergence back to steady-state oper-

ation compared to the FB-GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMSVF, and FB-NLMSVF structures 

respectively. Compared to the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS structures, the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure attains up to 7 dB and 8 dB higher ERLE respectively dur-

ing the nonlinear echo path variation. After the change the nonlinear AEC structures 

perform at approximately 9 dB and 10 dB higher ERLE than the linear SB-NLMS 

and FB-NLMS structures respectively. This is due to the increase in magnitude of 
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Figure 6.3: ERLE from 6 to 10 seconds for FB-NLMS, FB-NLMSVF, FB-
GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMS, SB-NLMSVF, and SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under 
changing nonlinear echo path conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and 
quadratic adaptive filters. 

the quadratic Volterra kernel taps. The improved tracking and reconvergence perfor-

mance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure can be attributed to the individual gradient 

proportionate quadratic subband filter tap step sizes, and to the shorter subband 

adaptive filters as discussed in Chapter 4 for the linear gradient proportionate step 

size structures. Also, during initial convergence at the beginning of the simulation the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure converges significantly faster than the SB-NLMSVF and 

FB-NLMSVF structures by up to 5 dB and 12 dB higher ERLE respectively. Fur-

thermore, the SB-GPNLMSVF structure initially converges slightly faster than the 

FB-GPNLMSVF structure by up to 1 dB higher ERLE, and achieves similar initial 

convergence performance compared to the linear only SB-NLMS and FB-NLMS struc-

tures which have much smaller overall filter memory requirements. The improvement 

in initial convergence performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure results for the 
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same aforementioned reasons as its improved tracking performance. As well, during 

stationary conditions within the acoustic environment the SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

achieves the same constant steady-state ERLE performance of approximately 30 dB 

as the other nonlinear structures. 
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Figure 6.4: ERLE for SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under changing nonlinear 
echo path conditions and the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only specific subbands. 

The affect on tracking performance by applying the GPNLMS algorithm to the 

quadratic filters of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure on an individual subband basis is 

investigated in Figure 6.4. The performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with 

the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic adaptive filters in all, only the 0-1 

kHz, and only the 0-1 kHz and 1-2 kHz subbands along with the GPNLMS algorithm 

applied to the linear adaptive filters in all subbands, is shown under the previous simu-

lation conditions. As well, the tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

is shown with the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic adaptive filter in only 

the 0-1 kHz subband and the NLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic adaptive filter 

in only the 1-2 kHz subband, with GPNLMS adaptive linear filters in all subbands. 
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A closer view of the ERLE performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure around the 

time of the nonlinear echo path fluctuation is shown in Figure 6.5. During the change 

311 
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Figure 6.5: ERLE from 6 to 10 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under 
changing nonlinear echo path conditions and the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only 
specific subbands. 

in the quadratic Volterra kernel taps and the subsequent reconvergence to steady-

state operation, the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied 

to the quadratic filters in all (SB-GPNLMSVF ALL BANDS) and only the 0-1 kHz 

and 1-2 kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF BANDS 1-2) achieves nearly identical ERLE 

tracking performance. This verifies that the quadratic Volterra kernel variations occur 

mainly at low frequencies and that the SB-GPNLMSVF structure is able to exploit 

this low frequency locality of the variation. Furthermore, the SB-GPNLMSVF struc-

ture with the GPNLMS algorithm used to adapt the quadratic filter in only the 0-1 

kHz subband and a NLMS adaptive quadratic filter in only the 1-2 kHz subband 

(SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1, SB-NLMSVF BAND 2) performs virtually the same as 

with GPNLMS adaptive quadratic filters in both the 0-1 kHz and 1-2 kHz subbands. 
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This demonstrates that the vast majority of the nonlinear echo path change occurs at 

frequencies below 1 kHz, and that the SB-GPNLMSVF structure can take advantage 

of this by applying the fast tracking GPNLMS algorithm in only the correspondingly 

affected subbands. With the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic filter in 

only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1), the SB-GPNLMSVF struc-

ture attains slightly worse ERLE performance by up to 2 dB compared to its other 

variants during and following the nonlinear echo path change. This is due to the 

non-modeling of the small amount of distortion that occurs for frequencies above 1 

kHz. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure with quadratic adaptive Volterra filtering in all 

and only the 0-1 kHz and 1-2 kHz subbands achieves almost equivalent steady-state 

ERLE performance before and after the nonlinear echo path disturbance, which ver-

ifies that the nonlinear distortion itself occurs at frequencies below approximately 2 

kHz. The majority of the distortion occurs below 1 kHz as shown by the slightly lower 

steady-state ERLE reached by the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with quadratic adap-

tive Volterra filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1), as 

initially discussed in Chapter 5. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure with GPNLMS adap-

tive quadratic filters in all subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF ALL BANDS) lags in initial 

convergence by up to 2 dB and 3 dB compared to the variants with quadratic adaptive 

filtering in only the 0-1 kHz and 1-2 kHz subbands(SB-GPNLMSVF BANDS 1-2 and 

SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1, SB-NLMSVF BAND 2), and only the 0-1 kHz subband 

(SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1) respectively. This lag in initial convergence performance 

is a result of applying quadratic adaptive filtering in all subbands compared to a 

subset of all subbands, which have a shorter overall filter memory length. 

6.2.2.2 White Noise Excitation Signal With a Changing Linear and Quadratic 

Volterra Kernel 

In this section the AEC performance of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure along with its 

fullband and linear only structure counterparts is outlined under changing conditions 
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within both the linear and nonlinear portion of the acoustic echo path. Simulations 

were performed for synthetic microphone signals created based on the measured linear 

and quadratic LEMS Volterra kernels, obtained under unobstructed and obstructed 

low and high volume conditions, from the conference phone configuration with lengths 

Li = 2000 and L2(L2 + l ) /2 = 1275 respectively, where L2 = 50. The synthetic 

echo and microphone signals were created under the same conditions as in Section 

6.2.2.1, where the change in the echo signal was created by linearly interpolating 

between the two experimentally measured sets of linear and quadratic Volterra kernels 

simultaneously, to simulate a local talkers hand moving towards the phone set to 

increase the loudspeaker volume level. 

Figure 6.6 compares the tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

to the SB-NLMSVF, SB-GPNLMS, and SB-NLMS structures as well as to their full-

band structure counterparts. All structures were implemented with the same param-

eter settings as in Section 6.2.2.1 where the SB-GPNLMS structure resulted from the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure by setting N2tSb. = 0 in all subbands. As for the change in 

only the nonlinear portion of the echo path in Section 6.2.2.1, the SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure again suffers a smaller drop in ERLE performance during the echo path 

change and converges back to steady-state operation after the change faster than the 

other AEC structures. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure achieves up to 2 dB, 5 dB, and 

8 dB higher ERLE during the echo path change as well as during reconvergence back 

to steady-state operation compared to the FB-GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMSVF, and FB-

NLMSVF structures respectively. The linear only SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS struc-

tures are unable to model the quadratic Volterra kernel, however the SB-GPNLMS 

structure provides up to 4 dB higher ERLE during the echo path change compared 

to the SB-NLMS structure due to its fast tracking of the linear echo path compo-

nent. During steady-state operation after the echo path change, the nonlinear AEC 

structures outperform the linear structures by up to 9 dB higher ERLE due to the 

increase in loudspeaker distortion level. Prior to the echo path change, the nonlinear 
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AEC structures outperform the linear structures by only approximately 2 dB due to 

the small amount of loudspeaker distortion. The initial convergence performance of 

all the AEC structures is roughly the same as discussed in Section 6.2.2.1, with the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure lagging its linear only SB-GPNLMS structure counterpart 

by at most 5 dB of ERLE. The improved tracking and convergence performance of 

the SB-GPNLMSVF structure can be attributed to its individual gradient propor-

tionate linear and quadratic subband filter tap step sizes and shorter-length subband 

adaptive filters. Furthermore, during stationary conditions within the acoustic en-

vironment the SB-GPNLMSVF structure achieves the same constant steady-state 

ERLE performance of approximately 30 dB as the other nonlinear structures. 
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Figure 6.6: ERLE for FB-NLMSVF, FB-GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMS, SB-GPNLMS, SB-
NLMSVF, and SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under changing linear and nonlin-
ear echo path conditions and a step size of 0.5 for both the linear and quadratic 
adaptive filters. 

The impact on tracking performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the 

GPNLMS algorithm implemented in specific linear and quadratic subband filters 
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Figure 6.7: ERLE for SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under changing linear and 
nonlinear echo path conditions and the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only specific 
subbands. 

is shown in Figure 6.7. The performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with a 

GPNLMS adaptive quadratic filter in only the 0-1 kHz subband and a NLMS adap-

tive quadratic filter in only the 1-2 kHz subband along with GPNLMS adaptive linear 

filters in all subbands, in only the 1-4 kHz subbands, and in only the 1-2 kHz and 

3-4 kHz subbands is shown under the previous simulation conditions. The perfor-

mance of the standard SB-GPNLMSVF structure with GPNLMS adaptive linear and 

quadratic filters in all subbands is also shown. The NLMS algorithm was used to 

adapt the linear filters in the subbands that did not implement the GPNLMS algo-

rithm. Figure 6.8 shows a closer view of the ERLE performance of the structures 

around the time of the echo path fluctuation. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure with 

a GPNLMS adaptive quadratic filter in only the 0-1 kHz subband and a NLMS 

adaptive quadratic filter in only the 1-2 kHz subband (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1) 

achieves nearly identical ERLE performance before and after the echo path change, 
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as well as slightly improved tracking performance during the change, as the same 

structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic filters in all sub-

bands (SB-GPNLMSVF ALL BANDS). This demonstrates again that the nonlinear 

echo path component is confined to frequencies below approximately 2 kHz, with the 

majority of its variations occurring below roughly 1 kHz as shown in Section 6.2.2.1. 

The slight improvement in tracking performance during the echo path change is due 

to the non-modeling of the insignificant loudspeaker distortion in the 2-4 kHz sub-

bands, which avoids needless adaptation that slows tracking. The SB-GPNLMSVF 
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Figure 6.8: ERLE from 6 to 10 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input un-
der changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and the GPNLMS algorithm 
applied in only specific subbands. 

structure with a GPNLMS adaptive quadratic filter in only the 0-1 kHz subband 

and GPNLMS adaptive linear filters in only the 1-4 kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF 

BAND 1, LINEAR GPNLMS BANDS 2-4), and in only the 1-2 kHz and 3-4 kHz 

subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1, LINEAR GPNLMS BANDS 2&4) attains up 

to 1 dB, and 3 dB lower ERLE respectively during the echo path change compared 
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to the same structure with the GPNLMS adaptive linear filters in all subbands (SB-

GPNLMSVF BAND 1). As initially shown in Chapter 4 the impact on the linear 

portion of the echo path is very small in the 0-1 kHz subband, as verified by the very 

similar ERLE performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with GPNLMS adap-

tive linear filters in all (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1) and only the 1-4 kHz subbands 

(SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 1, LINEAR GPNLMS BANDS 2-4). This is again due to 

the correspondingly low frequency long wavelengths of sound being less impeded by 

the small hand obstruction than the shorter wavelengths at higher frequencies. By 

applying the fast tracking GPNLMS algorithm to the linear and quadratic filters in 

the subbands most affected by the echo path change and the simpler slower tracking 

NLMS algorithm to the filters in the unaffected subbands, the SB-GPNLMSVF struc-

ture can achieve equivalent AEC performance with reduced complexity compared to 

the same structure with GPNLMS based filters in all subbands. Furthermore, the 

per subband tracking ability of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure allows for slightly im-

proved AEC performance at a much reduced computational cost compared to its 

corresponding fullband structure (FB-GPNLMSVF) shown in Figure 6.6. The re-

duced computational cost of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure compared to its fullband 

counterpart is discussed in Section 6.2.4. 

Figure 6.9 displays the performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure under an in-

creasing amount of undermodeling of the loudspeaker nonlinearity. The previous sim-

ulation settings were used including the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with a GPNLMS 

adaptive quadratic filter in only the 0-1 kHz subband and a NLMS adaptive quadratic 

filter in only the 1-2 kHz subband, as well as GPNLMS based linear filters in only 

the 1-4 kHz subbands with NLMS based linear filtering in the 0-1 kHz subband. 

The length of the quadratic subband filters for the SB-GPNLMSVF structure were 

decreased from N2>sbl_2
 = 120 to N2jSbl_2 = 60, and N2:Sbl_2 = 12. The performance 

of the SB-NLMS structure is also included in Figure 6.9 to give a lower bound on 

the achievable AEC performance when only linear adaptive filtering is performed. 
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Figure 6.9: ERLE for SB-GPNLMSVF with WGN input under changing linear and 
nonlinear echo path conditions and a decreasing N2)Sb]_2 • 

With Â 2,s61_2 = 60, and N2,sbl_2 = 12 the SB-GPNLMSVF structure achieves up 

to 1 dB, and 5 dB lower ERLE respectively, compared to the same structure with 

N2,sbi-2
 = 120 during steady-state operation after the echo path change. During the 

echo path change the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with iV2,S6i-2
 = 60 perform nearly 

identically to the same structure with N2,sbl-2 = 120, while with N2tSbl_2 = 12 only 

up to 2 dB lower ERLE is attained. This verifies that good tracking performance 

can still be achieved by the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with undermodeled quadratic 

subband filters. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure with undermodeled quadratic sub-

band filters attains tracking performance similar to the same structure with longer 

quadratic filters, by modeling only the high energy quadratic Volterra kernel taps 

which experience the greatest fluctuation during the echo path change, as shown 

experimentally in Section 3.3 of Chapter 3. Prior to the echo path fluctuation the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure with N2tSbl_2 = 60 reaches the same level of ERLE per-

formance as with N2tsb!-2 — 120, due to the small amount of loudspeaker distortion 
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resulting from the low volume input signal level. Even with very short quadratic 

filters of length N2)Sb1-2 = 16, the SB-GPNLMSVF structure is still able to provide 

partial loudspeaker distortion modeling and thus improved AEC performance by up 

to 5 dB during and immediately after the echo path change, and up to 2 dB during 

steady-state operation after the echo path change compared to the linear only SB-

NLMS structure. As initially discussed in Chapter 5 for the SB-NLMSVF structure, 

by modeling only the highest energy second order Volterra kernel coefficients that 

lie along its main and adjacent diagonals and ignoring the insignificant coefficients, 

the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with very short quadratic adaptive filter lengths is 

able to achieve significantly improved ERLE performance compared to a linear only 

structure. 

6.2.3 Results Based on Measured Reference and Input Data 

The performance of the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure along with its variants are com-

pared to each other as well as to their fullband counterparts under experimentally 

measured changing acoustic conditions. The experimental setup and methodology 

described in Section 3.1 of Chapter 3 was used to record microphone and loudspeaker 

data from the smartphone LEMS configuration for a 30 second speech excitation sig-

nal. During the recording an echo path fluctuation was introduced by continual hand 

waving in front of the phone set along with volume changes between high and low 

levels at a rate of approximately 1 Hz. 

The AEC performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure is compared to the FB-

GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMSVF, SB-GPNLMS, and SB-NLMS structures, along with the 

FB-IPNLMSVF structure outlined in [88], in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. All structures 

were implemented with the same parameter settings as in the beginning of Section 

6.2.2.1 for Figure 6.2, with N2,sbi = 120 in all subbands of the appropriate structures. 

Also, the linear and quadratic filters of the FB-IPNLMSVF structure were imple-

mented based on the IPNLMS algorithm, which was derived from the GPNLMS 
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Figure 6.10: ERLE from 0 to 3 seconds for FB-GPNLMSVF, FB-IPNLMSVF, SB-
NLMS, SB-GPNLMS, SB-NLMSVF, and SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech in-
put under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and a step size of 0.5 
for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters. 

algorithm by setting 71 = 72 = 0. During initial convergence the SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure achieves up to 5 dB, 6 dB, and 8 dB higher ERLE during the echo path 

changes compared to the FB-IPNLMSVF, FB-GPNLMSVF, and SB-NLMSVF struc-

tures respectively, as shown in Figure 6.10. The linear only SB-GPNLMS and SB-

NLMS structures, which are unable to model the quadratic Volterra kernel and its 

variations, achieve up to 4 dB and 8 dB lower ERLE respectively compared to the SB-

GPNLMSVF structure during the initial convergence period. During the echo path 

fluctuations between 10 and 13 seconds the SB-GPNLMSVF structure outperforms 

the FB-GPNLMSVF, FB-IPNLMSVF, SB-NLMSVF, SB-GPNLMS and SB-NLMS 

structures by up 5 dB, 5 dB, 13 dB, 6 dB, and 18 dB higher ERLE respectively, as 

seen in Figure 6.11. The improved performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure is 

most apparent during the echo path change between 11 and 12 seconds compared to 
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Figure 6.11: ERLE from 10 to 13 seconds for FB-GPNLMSVF, FB-IPNLMSVF, 
SB-NLMS, SB-GPNLMS, SB-NLMSVF, and SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech 
input under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and a step size of 0.5 
for both the linear and quadratic adaptive filters. 

its fullband counterpart. During this time the SB-GPNLMSVF structure provides im-

proved ERLE performance of up to 5 dB compared to the FB-GPNLMSVF structure 

due to its shorter-length linear and quadratic subband adaptive filters. Also, during 

this time the SB-GPNLMSVF structure attains up to 3 dB higher ERLE than the 

linear only SB-GPNLMS structure due to its modeling and tracking of the nonlinear 

loudspeaker distortion. Furthermore, large improvements in ERLE of 13 and 18 dB 

are achieved by the SB-GPNLMSVF structure compared to the SB-NLMSVF and 

SB-NLMS structures, due to the fast tracking of linear and nonlinear echo path com-

ponents by the gradient based linear and quadratic subband adaptive filters. Also, 

it should be noted that the FB-GPNLMSVF structure achieves improved ERLE per-

formance by up to 3 dB compared to the FB-IPNLMSVF structure due again to the 

gradient based linear and quadratic subband adaptive filters, as seen in Figure 6.11. 
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Figure 6.12: ERLE from 10 to 13 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech 
input under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and the GPNLMS 
algorithm applied in only specific subbands. 

Figure 6.12 compares the performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the 

GPNLMS algorithm applied in specific linear and quadratic subbands only. The 

performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied 

to the quadratic filters in only the 0-1 kHz and 2-3 kHz subbands and in only the 2-3 

kHz subband, along with the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the linear filters in all 

subbands and in only the 1-4 kHz subbands is shown under the previous simulation 

conditions. When the GPNLMS algorithm was used to adapt the quadratic filter 

in only the 2-3 kHz subband, the NLMS algorithm was applied to the quadratic 

filter in only 0-1 kHz subband. Again, the simpler slower tracking NLMS algorithm 

was used to adapt the linear filters in the subbands that did not implement the 

GPNLMS algorithm. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS algorithm 

applied to the quadratic filters in only the 0-1 kHz and 2-3 kHz subbands (SB-

GPNLMSVF BANDS 1&3), achieves nearly equivalent ERLE performance as the 
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same structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic filters in all 

subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF ALL BANDS). This verifies that the majority of the echo 

path nonlinearity and variations in its magnitude occur for frequencies between 0-1 

and 2-3 kHz. During the echo path changes the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the 

GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic filter in only the 2-3 kHz subband and to 

the linear filters in only the 1-4 kHz subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 3, LINEAR 

GPNLMS BANDS 2-4), attains up to 3 dB lower ERLE respectively compared to 

the same structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the quadratic filters in 

only the 0-1 kHz and 2-3 kHz subbands and to the linear filters in all subbands 

(SB-GPNLMSVF BANDS 1&3). This verifies that nonlinear echo path variations 

are mainly confined to the 2-3 kHz region, and that the impact of the linear portion 

of the echo path variations due to the small hand waving obstruction is very small in 

the 0-1 kHz subband, as discussed previously in Section 6.2.2.2 as well as in Chapter 

4. By applying the fast tracking GPNLMS algorithm to the linear and quadratic 

filters in the subbands most affected by the echo path changes, and the simpler 

slower tracking NLMS algorithm to the filters in the unaffected subbands, the SB-

GPNLMSVF structure can achieve similar AEC performance with reduced complexity 

compared to the same structure with GPNLMS based filters in all subbands. As 

well, the per subband tracking ability of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure allows for 

similar or slightly improved AEC performance at a much reduced computational 

cost compared to its corresponding fullband structure (FB-GPNLMSVF) shown in 

Figure 6.11. Again, the reduced computational cost of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

compared to its fullband counterpart is discussed in Section 6.2.4. 

The performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with an increasing amount of 

undermodeling of the loudspeaker nonlinearity is shown in Figure 6.13. The previous 

simulation settings were used for the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS 

algorithm applied to the quadratic filter in only the 2-3 kHz subband as well as 

GPNLMS based linear filters in only the 1-4 kHz subbands, with NLMS based linear 
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Figure 6.13: ERLE from 10 to 13 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech 
input under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and a decreasing 

and quadratic filtering in only the 0-1 kHz subband. The length of the quadratic 

subband filters for the SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

were decreased from N2jSblii3 — 120 

to iV2,S61&3 = 20. The SB-GPNLMSVF structure with N2 , sb im = 20 performs nearly as 

well as the same structure with N2tSbl^3 = 120, achieving up to only 2 dB lower ERLE. 

This indicates that the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with N2,8bltc3 = 20 is modeling the 

majority of the significant high amplitude quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients that 

experience the greatest variation in magnitude during the echo path change. 

The impact on ERLE performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure by applying 

the GPNLMS algorithm in specific linear and quadratic subbands is investigated in 

Figure 6.14 for an increasing number of subbands with the same OSR. The same filter 

bank settings as those used in Chapter 5 for Figure 5.12 were used along with the pre-

vious GPNLMS parameter settings for the linear and quadratic subband filters. The 

linear adaptive filters of the SB-GPNLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures based on the 
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Figure 6.14: ERLE from 10 to 13 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech 
input under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and an increasing 
number of subbands for the same OSR. 

K = 16 M — 8 filter banks were set to a length of NitSbi = 250 in all subbands, while 

the linear adaptive filters of the K = 8 M = 4 SB-GPNLMSVF structure were set to 

NljSbt = 500 in all subbands. The quadratic adaptive filters of the SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure based on the K = 16 M = 8 filter banks were set to a length of N2jSbi = 30, 

while the quadratic adaptive filters of the K = 8 M = 4 SB-GPNLMSVF structure 

were set to N2tSbi = 120. Also, the simpler slower tracking NLMS algorithm was 

used to adapt the linear filters in the subbands that did not implement the GPNLMS 

algorithm. Again, a step size of 0.5 was used in adapting the linear and quadratic 

filters of all structures. The K = 16 SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS 

algorithm applied to the linear filters in only the 1.5-4 kHz subbands, and to the 

quadratic filter in only the 2-2.5 kHz subband with an NLMS based quadratic fil-

ter in only the 0-500 Hz subband (SB-GPNLMSVF BAND 5, LINEAR GPNLMS 
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BANDS 4-8, K/M=16/8) attains very similar ERLE performance as the K = 8 SB-

GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the linear filters in 

only the 1-4 kHz subbands, and to the quadratic filter in only the 2-3 kHz subband 

with an NLMS based quadratic filter in only the 0-1 kHz subband (SB-GPNLMSVF 

BAND 3, LINEAR GPNLMS BANDS 2-4, K/M=8/4). Also, these two structures 

achieve up to 15 dB higher ERLE compared to the K = 16 SB-NLMS structure 

during the changing echo path conditions. This demonstrates the advantage of im-

plementing the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with an increasing number of subbands 

as the GPNLMS algorithm and quadratic Volterra filtering can be implemented in 

subbands with a finer frequency range, which can better match the affected frequency 

range during echo path variations and loudspeaker distortion. Also, implementing the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure with a greater number of subbands for the same OSR re-

sults in further computational cost reduction, due to the higher decimation ratio and 
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Figure 6.15: ERLE from 0 to 3 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech 
input under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and an increasing 
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shorter subband adaptive filters, at the expense of a higher filter bank group delay, 

as discussed in Section 2.1.1.2 of Chapter 2. Although not shown, the K = 16 and 

K = 8 SB-GPNLMSVF structures with the GPNLMS algorithm implemented in the 

various linear and quadratic subbands as previously discussed, attain approximately 

the same rate of initial convergence. 

The affect on convergence performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure for in-

creasing step sizes applied to the linear or quadratic subband adaptive filters is 

shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16. The previous parameter settings for the K = 8 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure from Figures 6.10 and 6.11 were used. With the step sizes 

of the quadratic filters set to 0.5 in all subbands, increasing the step sizes of the linear 

filters beyond 2.0 in all subbands results in unstable behaviour as shown in Figure 

6.15. Similarly, with the step sizes of the linear filters set to 0.5 in all subbands, in-

creasing the step sizes of the quadratic filters above 2.0 in all subbands also results in 

Figure 6.15: ERLE from 0 to 3 seconds for SB-GPNLMSVF with measured speech 
input under changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions and an increasing 

25 I ! r 
SB-GPNLMSVF 
(l, =0.5, li =1.75 90 . ' 2.i 
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unstable behaviour as seen in Figure 6.16. This demonstrates that 0 < /.t^j, fj,2:l < 2 

are reasonable bounds for stable operation of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure. Al-

though not shown, when the step sizes of the quadratic filters are set to 0 in all 

subbands the SB-GPNLMSVF structure behaves like the linear only SB-GPNLMS 

structure. Furthermore, when the step sizes of the linear filters are set to 0 in all 

subbands the SB-GPNLMSVF structure behaves like a pure nonlinear structure by 

modeling and removing only the quadratic echo path components. 

6.2.4 Computational Complexity Results 

This section presents the computational complexity requirements of the SB-GGPNLMSVF 

structure in comparison to its fullband and linear only counterparts under the same as-

sumptions and conditions as in Section 5.2.4 of Chapter 5. The computational cost of 

the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure along with its fullband and linear only counterparts 

were determined based on Tables 6.1 - 6.3. For the complexity results subsequently 

presented, the GGPNLMS parameter settings for all subband and fullband structures 

were as given in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3. 

Figure 6.17 outlines the computational cost for the FB-GPNLMSVF structure, 

the SB-NLMS structure, and the SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS al-

gorithm applied in specific subbands as the length of the quadratic subband filters 

increase. The complexity cost of the subband structures were computed based on the 

filter bank settings outlined in Section 6.2.1, with the length of the linear subband 

adaptive filters set to iVliSfti = 500 in all subbands and the length of the quadratic 

subband adaptive filters, N2iSbi, set equal in all subbands as well. The corresponding 

linear and quadratic adaptive filter lengths of the FB-GPNLMSVF structure were set 

to Ni = MN^sbi = 2000 and MN2jfibi respectively, where it was assumed that equal 

ERLE performance could be achieved by the FB-GPNLMSVF and SB-GPNLMSVF 

structures for the given filter length relationships. The computational requirements 

of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure are presented with the GPNLMS algorithm applied 
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Figure 6.17: Computational complexity for FB-GPNLMSVF, SB-NLMS, and SB-
GPNLMSVF with the GPNLMS algorithm applied in only specific subbands. 

to the linear filters in all, three, and two subbands with corresponding GPNLMS 

based quadratic filters in all, only two, and only one subband to illustrate the com-

plexity savings that can be achieved by applying the GPNLMS algorithm in only 

specific subbands. In determining the computational cost of the SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure, the complexity of the NLMS algorithm was used for the linear filters that 

did not implement the GPNLMS algorithm. Furthermore, when the GPNLMS al-

gorithm was applied to a quadratic filter in only one subband, the cost of applying 

the NLMS algorithm to a quadratic filter in a second subband was also included to 

represent quadratic Volterra filtering in only two subbands. With the GPNLMS al-

gorithm applied to the linear and quadratic filters in all subbands (SB-GPNLMSVF 

ALL BANDS), the SB-GPNLMSVF structure requires roughly 15% to 16% fewer 

operations than the equivalent FB-GPNLMSVF structure as the length of N2tSbi in-

creases. As the GPNLMS algorithm is used on the linear and quadratic filters in fewer 

subbands, the complexity of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure reduces significantly and 
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tends towards that of the SB-NLMS structure. With N2,8bl_2 = 120 or N2,Sblic3 = 120 

and the GPNLMS algorithm applied to linear filters in three subbands and to a 

quadratic filter in one subband (SB-GPNLMSVF 1 BAND, SB-GPNLMS 3 BANDS), 

the SB-GPNLMSVF structure requires approximately 53% fewer operations than the 

FB-GPNLMSVF structure to achieve improved ERLE performance. This can be seen 

by comparing the performance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure in Figure 6.7 and 

6.8 to the performance of the FB-GPNLMSVF structure in Figure 6.6 for a WGN 

excitation signal. Also, for a measured speech excitation signal the improved perfor-

mance of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure compared to the FB-GPNLMSVF structure, 

under these reduced complexity conditions, is evident by comparing Figure 6.12 to 

Figure 6.11. The FB-GPNLMSVF structure required 1275 fullband quadratic filter 

taps corresponding to 319 subband quadratic filter taps in Figure 6.17 to achieve 

the ERLE performance shown in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3. With N2jSbl_2 = 120 or 

N2,sbl,3 = 120 and the GPNLMS algorithm applied as before (SB-GPNLMSVF 1 

BAND, SB-GPNLMS 3 BANDS), the SB-GPNLMSVF structure requires roughly 

2.6 times the operations as the SB-NLMS structure to attain the vastly improved 

ERLE performance presented in Sections 6.2.2.2 and 6.2.3. It should also be noted 

that in general the computational advantage of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure will 

increase compared to its fullband counterpart as the OSR decreases. 

The computational cost of the SB-GPNLMSVF and SB-NLMS structures are 

shown in Figure 6.18 for an increasing number of subbands with the same OSR of 

2. The results are based on the same filter bank settings as those outlined in Section 

6.2.3 for Figure 6.14. The length of the linear adaptive filters for the K — 8 struc-

tures were set to N±tSbi = 500 in all subbands and to NitSbi = 250 in all subbands 

for the K = 16 structures, since equivalent ERLE performance was obtained by the 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure under these settings. The computational requirements of 

the SB-GPNLMSVF structure are presented with the GPNLMS algorithm applied 

to the linear filters in all and three subbands, with corresponding GPNLMS based 
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Figure 6.18: Computational complexity for SB-GPNLMSVF and SB-NLMS for an 
increasing number of subbands for the same OSR. 

quadratic filters in all, and only one subband for the K = 8 structure. For the K = 16 

SB-GPNLMSVF structure the complexity results are presented with the GPNLMS 

algorithm applied to the linear filters in all and five subbands, with corresponding 

GPNLMS based quadratic filters in all, and only one subband. Also, in determin-

ing the computational cost of the SB-GPNLMSVF structure, the complexity of the 

NLMS algorithm was used for the linear filters that did not implement the GPNLMS 

algorithm. Furthermore, when the GPNLMS algorithm was applied to a quadratic 

filter in only one subband, the cost of applying the NLMS algorithm to a quadratic 

filter in a second subband was also included to represent quadratic Volterra filtering in 

only two subbands. With the GPNLMS algorithm applied to the linear filters in five 

subbands and to the quadratic filter in one subband for the K — 16 SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure (SB-GPNLMSVF 1 BAND, SB-GPNLMS 5 BANDS, K/M=16/8) with a 

length of N2.sb, = 30, a reduction in computational complexity of over 50% is achieved 
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compared to the K = 8 SB-GPNLMSVF structure with the GPNLMS algorithm ap-

plied to the linear filters in three subbands and to the quadratic filter in one subband 

(SB-GPNLMSVF 1 BAND, SB-GPNLMS 3 BANDS, K/M=8/4) with jV2,s6i = 120. 

Moreover, this K = 16 SB-GPNLMSVF structure provides roughly the same ERLE 

performance as the much more computationally expensive K = 8 SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure as shown in Figure 6.14. Also, the K = 16 SB-GPNLMSVF structure with 

the GPNLMS algorithm applied in the same manner (SB-GPNLMSVF 1 BAND, SB-

GPNLMS 5 BANDS, K/M=16/8) and N2,sbt = 30, requires only a slightly higher 

computational cost than the linear only K = 8 SB-NLMS structure and approxi-

mately twice the computational cost compared to the K = 16 SB-NLMS structure, 

while attaining the significantly improved ERLE performance during changing echo 

path conditions shown in Figure 6.14. 

6.3 Summary 

This chapter investigated the application of the GGPNLMS algorithm to linear 

and quadratic adaptive Volterra filters in an oversampled subband AEC system. 

This allowed for efficient modeling of linear and nonlinear echo path components 

with simultaneous fast tracking of these components during changing echo path con-

ditions. A detailed discussion and computational complexity analysis of the SB-

GGPNLMSVF structure was given in Section 6.1. AEC performance results for the 

SB-GGPNLMSVF structure along with its fullband and linear only counterparts were 

outlined in Sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3, under changing echo path conditions based on 

experimentally measured LEMS data. The results demonstrated the ability of the 

SB-GGPNLMSVF structure to achieve equal or improved AEC performance com-

pared to its fullband equivalent. As well, significantly better performance compared 

to the linear only AEC structures was observed for the SB-GGPNLMSVF struc-

ture during periods of high loudspeaker harmonic distortion and changing echo path 
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conditions. Furthermore, the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure was able to exploit the 

frequency domain nature of the echo path changes and loudspeaker nonlinearity, by 

applying the GGPNLMS algorithm to the linear and quadratic filters in only the 

correspondingly affected subbands. This allowed the SB-GGPNLMSVF structure to 

realize the same level of improved AEC performance at a much reduced computa-

tional cost compared to its equivalent fullband structure, as shown in Section 6.2.4. 

The SB-GGPNLMSVF structure was also able to take advantage of the time domain 

nature of the loudspeaker nonlinearity and its variations by modeling only the impor-

tant high amplitude quadratic Volterra kernel coefficients, which allowed for further 

computational savings with equivalent or similar AEC performance compared to its 

fullband counterpart. 

Table 6.4 summarizes the main results of this chapter. The maximum improve-

ment in ERLE for each AEC structure compared to the SB-NLMS structure is given 

based on the measured changing linear and nonlinear echo path conditions presented 

in Section 6.2.3. The corresponding computational complexity results are also pre-

sented in Table 6.4 and are applicable to the AEC structures in all sections under the 

conditions outlined in Section 6.2.4. The results for the subband structures are based 

on K = 8 M = 4 filter banks with Lpr = 64. The complexity of the SB-GPNLMSVF 

structure with = 120 is based on GPNLMS adapted linear filters in only 

three subbands with a NLMS linear filter in one subband as discussed in Section 

6.2.4. Also, it should be noted that ERLE improvements of 6 dB or more attained by 

the proposed SB-GGPNLMSVF structure translates to a reduction by a factor of two 

or more in the output error signal. Furthermore, selected results from this chapter 

have been archived online [105] to demonstrate the perceived improvement in echo 

reduction that can be realized by the proposed SB-GGPNLMSVF structure. 
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AEC Structure 
ERLE Improvement 

Compared to 
SB-NLMS (dB) 

Complexity 
(Operations per input 

sample period) 
SB-NLMS 

Nhsbl_4 = 500 
- 8305 

FB-GPNLMSVF 
Ni = 2000 N2 = 50 

15 45889 

SB-GPNLMSVF 
iVi,s6l_4 = 500 N2tSbl_4 = 120 18 28978 

SB-GPNLMSVF 

A W 4 = 500 N2,sblSc3 = 120 
16 21564 

Table 6.4: Summary of results for AEC in nonstationary and nonlinear environments. 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions and Future Research 

7.1 Summary of Research 

For hands-free telecommunication devices it is paramount that its EC operate effec-

tively under adverse conditions in the acoustic environment to ensure a high quality 

conversation between parties. As well, it is necessary that the EC be implemented 

within a certain computational complexity budget as it is typically only one of many 

systems that require processing on the hands-free device. A low complexity EC is 

also highly desirable for portable battery operated hands-free devices in order to min-

imize its computational demand on the device's processor, thus minimizing its power 

consumption. These EC requirements are not generally satisfied simultaneously by 

a typically EC, thus exemplifying the need for ECs capable of operating effectively 

under adverse conditions with low complexity. This thesis has addressed these EC 

requirements through the investigation and development of computationally efficient 

signal processing structures and adaptive algorithms capable of operating under harsh 

conditions, with specific application to acoustic echo cancellation in nonstationary and 

nonlinear environments. The following relevant research questions were identified in 

Chapter 1: 

186 
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1. Based on experimentally measured data from LEMSs under changing condi-

tions, what is the corresponding impact on the linear and nonlinear portions of 

the resulting echo path model in both the time and frequency domains? 

2. Given the time domain nature of echo path changes can the computational 

complexity, in terms of the total number of required elementary mathematical 

operations per input sample period, of ECs based on proportionate step size 

adaptive algorithms be reduced while maintaining fast tracking performance? 

3. Is it possible to incorporate proportionate step size adaptive algorithms into a 

subband EC structure to reduce complexity and improve tracking performance, 

compared to an equivalent fullband structure? If so, can the complexity of this 

structure be further reduced by exploiting the frequency domain nature of echo 

path changes, without sacrificing tracking performance? 

4. Can a nonlinear EC based on adaptive Volterra filters be implemented with a 

subband structure to decrease complexity and enhance echo cancellation per-

formance, compared to a fullband Volterra EC? If so, can this structure realize 

further computational savings while maintaining performance, by considering 

the time and frequency domain characteristics of loudspeaker distortion? 

5. Is it possible to incorporate proportionate step size adaptive algorithms into 

a subband Volterra filter EC structure, and achieve improved tracking perfor-

mance with reduced complexity compared to an equivalent fullband structure? 

In Chapter 2 a review of echo cancellation structures and associated adaptive 

algorithms revealed that these research questions have not been thoroughly addressed 

in the literature. Specifically, it was found that: 

• Limited literature exists for incorporating proportionate step size adaptive al-

gorithms into subband EC structures. 
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• Many reduced complexity nonlinear EC structures have been proposed based 

on adaptive Volterra filters. However, little work in the literature exists on 

computationally efficient subband EC structures based on adaptive Volterra 

filters. 

• There is very little literature on proportionate step size adaptive Volterra fil-

tering algorithms. Furthermore, there is no literature on incorporating propor-

tionate step size adaptive Volterra filters into subband EC structures. 

Chapter 3 examined the time and frequency domain nature of experimentally 

measured linear and nonlinear echo path components under various conditions for 

two hands-free systems. The hands-free system data was recorded in a large office 

room environment at Carleton University. Also, a harmonic distortion analysis of the 

two commercial phone sets was performed for several increasing input signal levels. 

Based on these experimental hands-free system measurements a number of conclusions 

can be made: 

• In response to changes in the acoustic environment, the corresponding changes 

in the linear and nonlinear echo path components are limited to specific time and 

frequency regions. In particular, the linear echo path components corresponding 

to early reflections from nearby surfaces were demonstrated to change signifi-

cantly in response to a small object introduced in the vicinity of the hands-free 

device, while the direct path and late reflection echo path components remained 

relatively unchanged. 

• In the frequency domain it was demonstrated that the linear echo path compo-

nents were relatively unchanged at low frequencies and varied considerably at 

high frequencies due to the small obstructing object. 

• As the nature of loudspeaker distortion was shown to be confined mainly to spe-

cific frequency regions, the corresponding changes in the nonlinear echo path 
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components were also limited to these frequency regions in response to an in-

crease in loudspeaker input signal level. 

• The majority of harmonic distortion at high input signal levels was contained 

in the second harmonic and was limited to specific frequency regions for both 

phone sets. As the input signal level decreased so did the amount of harmonic 

distortion, however significant second harmonic distortion still occurred for both 

phone sets. 

Chapter 4 investigated the incorporation of proportionate step size adaptive algo-

rithms into a subband structure for echo cancellation in changing acoustic environ-

ments. An oversampled subband EC structure for fast convergence and tracking of 

echo path changes based on the GGPAPA outlined in Chapter 2 was proposed. The 

improved convergence and tracking ability of this structure compared to its fullband 

equivalent was shown, along with its reduced computational complexity. A method 

was also proposed to reduce the computational complexity of the GGPAPA by ex-

ploiting the time domain nature of the changes that occur in the linear portion of the 

echo path, due to a small obstruction introduced in close proximity to the hands-free 

device. In addition, a number of conclusions can be made: 

• The SB-GGPAP EC structure allows the frequency domain characteristics of 

linear echo path fluctuations to be exploited by applying the GGPAPA in only 

the correspondingly affected subbands and the APA in the unaffected subbands, 

resulting in increased complexity savings while maintaining fast convergence and 

tracking performance. 

• Simulation results showed that the computational complexity of the SB-GGPAP 

structure can be significantly reduced while maintaining fast tracking perfor-

mance by adapting only the first few subband filter taps, corresponding to the 

highly variable section of the subband LEMS impulse response, with the GG-

PAPA and the rest of the filter taps with the APA. 
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• The GGPAPA allows for a family of fast tracking subband EC structures to 

be implemented by modifying only a few parameters, resulting in a trade-off 

between tracking performance and overall structure complexity. 

Chapter 5 considered the application of adaptive Volterra filters into a subband 

structure for echo cancellation in the presence of nonlinear loudspeaker distortion. An 

oversampled subband EC based 011 second order NLMS adaptive Volterra filters was 

presented, with simulation results that verified its improved ERLE performance and 

reduced complexity compared to its fullband counterpart. Furthermore, the following 

conclusions can be made: 

• A subband version of a nonlinear EC based on second order adaptive Volterra 

filters allows for an inherent improvement in convergence performance and re-

duction in computational complexity compared to an equivalent fullband struc-

ture. 

• The subband adaptive second order Volterra filter EC structure allows for fur-

ther complexity reduction while maintaining ERLE performance, compared to 

its fullband counterpart, by applying second order Volterra filtering in only the 

necessary subbands based on the harmonic distortion of the hands-free device. 

• The subband adaptive second order Volterra filter EC structure can achieve im-

proved ERLE performance compared to a linear subband EC structure, while 

requiring only a very small increase in computational complexity, by implement-

ing second order Volterra filtering in only the necessary subbands and modeling 

only the significant nonlinear echo path components. 

Chapter 6 focused on the application of proportionate step size algorithms to sec-

ond order Volterra filters in a subband structure, for fast convergence and tracking 

of both linear and nonlinear echo path components simultaneously. An oversampled 

subband EC structure with second order Volterra filters based on the GGPAPA was 
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proposed. Simulation results demonstrated the proposed structure's superior track-

ing ability with reduced complexity compared to its equivalent fullband structure. 

Moreover, the following conclusions can be made: 

• Applying the GGPAPA to second order Volterra filters in a subband structure 

results in an improvement in convergence and tracking performance, along with 

a reduction in computational complexity compared to an equivalent fullband 

structure. 

• Simulation results revealed that subband EC structure with second order Volterra 

filters based on the GGPAPA can realize increased computational savings, while 

maintaining tracking performance during changing echo path conditions, by ap-

plying the GGPAPA in only the correspondingly affected linear and nonlinear 

subbands. 

• A family of fast tracking linear and nonlinear subband EC structures can be 

implemented by altering only a few parameters of the GGPAPA, resulting in a 

trade-off between ERLE performance and overall structure complexity. 

7.2 Summary of Contributions 

The focus of this thesis was the development of computationally efficient subband 

EC structures capable of operating in nonstationary and nonlinear acoustic envi-

ronments. The subsequent investigations, analyzes, and simulation results provided 

several contributions to the field of acoustic echo cancellation. These contributions 

are summarized briefly as follows: 

1. An experimental analysis of the characteristics of linear and nonlinear echo path 

components revealed that changes in these components are limited to certain 

time and frequency regions. The trends from this analysis led to complexity 

savings in the proposed subband EC structures of this thesis. 
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2. A harmonic distortion analysis of two commercial phone sets demonstrated 

that the majority of the total harmonic distortion was contained in the second 

harmonic and was limited to specific frequency regions for both devices. These 

results also led to complexity savings in the proposed subband EC structures 

of this thesis. 

3. An oversampled subband EC structure based on the GGPAPA was proposed 

for fast tracking of linear echo path changes. This structure achieves improved 

convergence and tracking performance at a reduced complexity compared to its 

equivalent fullband structure, by considering the time and frequency domain 

characteristics of linear echo path variations. 

4. An oversampled subband EC structure based on second order NLMS adaptive 

Volterra filters was proposed for acoustic echo cancellation in the presence of 

nonlinear loudspeaker distortion. This structure attains improved ERLE per-

formance at a significantly reduced computational expense compared to its full-

band counterpart, by exploiting the time and frequency domain characteristics 

of loudspeaker distortion. 

5. An oversampled subband EC structure with second order Volterra filters based 

on the GGPAPA was proposed for fast tracking and modeling of linear and 

nonlinear echo path changes simultaneously. This structure achieves improved 

convergence and tracking performance at a reduced complexity compared to its 

equivalent fullband structure. 

6. Publication of the refereed conference and journal papers in [27], [28], and [29] 

respectively, which report on some of the research results outlined above. 
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Although the proposed signal processing structures and adaptive algorithms proposed 

in this thesis perform well in adverse environments and are computationally efficient 

they have several limitations which warrant further research, specifically with their 

application to the acoustic echo cancellation problem in nonstationary and nonlinear 

environments. These are summarized as follows: 

1. Application of the APA to the subband second order Volterra filter EC struc-

tures presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Implementing these EC structures with 

AP based linear and quadratic subband filters would result in further improved 

convergence and tracking performance compared to the current NLMS based 

filters. The inherent increase in complexity of the APA can be partially offset in 

the subband second order Volterra filter structures, compared to the equivalent 

fullband AP Volterra structures, as they can exploit the time and frequency 

domain nature of the linear and quadratic echo path components. Methods for 

AP based second order adaptive Volterra filters that could be applied to the 

proposed subband EC structures are outlined in [107] and [108]. 

2. Extension of the subband adaptive second order Volterra filter EC structures 

to higher orders. As shown in Chapter 3 the harmonic distortion of the two 

hands-free devices investigated were mainly confined to the second harmonic. 

However, under high input signal level conditions there was still some fairly 

significant third and higher harmonic distortion in certain frequency regions. 

Since the proposed subband adaptive Volterra filter EC structures of Chapters 

5 and 6 are limited to the second order, incorporating third and higher order 

adaptive Volterra filters would allow for modeling of these higher order echo path 

components and thus improved EC performance under these high input signal 

level conditions. A computationally efficient time domain method for adaptive 

third order Volterra filtering applied to acoustic echo cancellation is outlined 
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in [20]. This method could be incorporated with the proposed subband adaptive 

Volterra filter EC structures to allow for improved nonlinear echo suppression 

with a minimal increase in complexity. 

3. Adaptation control for proposed subband EC structures. Currently the EC 

structures proposed require a priori knowledge of the nature of echo path 

changes and distortion characteristics of the hands-free device, to determine 

which subset of all subbands the fast tracking and nonlinear adaptive algo-

rithms should be applied to help reduce computational complexity. Thus, it 

would be beneficial to control adaptation in the proposed subband EC struc-

tures automatically for reduced computational complexity. One approach to 

controlling the adaptation could be based on the residual error within each sub-

band. When the residual error is small enough the lower complexity APA could 

be used to adapt the subband filter or adaptation could be stopped. When 

the residual error becomes higher the fast tracking GGPAPA could be used to 

adapt the filters within the corresponding subbands. A potentially applicable 

method for determining if the residual error is small enough is given in [109]. 

4. Implementation of delayless subband structures. The proposed subband EC 

structures incur a delay in the signal path due to the group delay of the analysis 

and synthesis filter banks. For hands-free systems with strict delay budgets this 

additional delay can be detrimental to the quality of the communication. To 

avoid this potential limitation in the proposed subband EC structures, it would 

be beneficial to implement them in a delayless manner. Applicable approaches 

for delayless subband adaptive filtering that could be used are discussed in [55] 

and [57], 

5. Incorporation of partial updating schemes to further reduce complexity in the 

proposed subband EC structures. Partial updating methods involve updating 

only a subset of the total filter taps at each iteration thereby reducing the 
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overall computational complexity. Thus, it would be interesting to incorporate 

partial updating in the proposed EC structures, especially as only a subset of 

the adaptive filter taps are significantly impacted in response to changes in the 

echo path. Partial updating methods that could be applied to the proposed 

subband EC structures are discussed in [110] and [111]. 

6. Incorporation of the proposed subband EC structures into a complete echo 

cancellation system. Although the proposed subband EC structures perform 

well on their own in changing and nonlinear acoustic environments, it is expected 

that they would also perform well in a complete echo cancellation system. Thus, 

it would be useful to verify their performance in a complete echo cancellation 

system consisting of a doubletalk detector, post-filter, VAD, along with the EC 

itself. Potentially applicable methods for doubletalk detection are given in [7] 

and [112], while approaches for post-filtering and voice activity detection are 

outlined in [30] and [31]. 

7. Extension of the proposed subband EC structures to multi-microphone systems. 

Multi-microphone hands-free systems involve combining beamforming and echo 

cancellation techniques to improve the quality of communication over traditional 

single microphone systems. Application of the proposed subband EC structures 

to multi-microphone hands-free systems would result in ECs that are capable 

of removing nonlinear echoes, and allow for fast tracking of variations in both 

the echo path and beamformer while requiring low computational complexity. 

A combined time domain microphone array beamforming and echo cancella-

tion system is described in [113]. This structure could provide the foundation 

for applying the proposed EC structures into a multi-microphone hands-free 

system. 
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